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:';:'- ,. The qUestion of main rotor/fuselage interference has been inves- :_
_.::... ! tiqated many times. It is a_azent _ tha_ the more recently '
defined main rotor/tail rotor interference is equally important. " _
i_. ' In addition, unlike the main rotor/fuselage interference, this.. " ew'* intarfezence is not a e able-t semi-empirical or analytical
_,_- modelling. To assist in identifying and quantifying the relevant ,
_S, r:_ ' parameters associated with main rotor/fuselage/tail rotor in_er
_- ference, the model scale hover test reported in this document was
_ conducted in the Sikorsky Aircraft Model Roto_ Hover Facility _
, under NASA Contract NAS2-10?70.
_ ! The test was conducted using the Basic Model Test Rig (B_fR),
::: {
... fuselage skins representing a 1/5.727 scale US-60A BLACK SAWX
i!ii_ he.llcopter, four sets of rotor blades of varying geometry (i.e.,
: twist, airfoils, and solidity) and a model tail rotor that could
"i i be relocated to give changes in rotor clear an.ca (axially, later-' ally and vertically), cant angle and operating mode (pusher or
[!:._ tractor). Several configurations were tested in and out of ground
!i_ i effect. Flow visualization experiments covering the major geom-• ] etry changes were also conducted.
_;, OUt of ground effect the combined influences of the fuselage and
:_!_: tail rotor were found to degrade the hovering performance of an
_:,_: isolated main rotor by from 2.2_ to 6.7_ depending on rotor blade
_::: twist when including the download on the fuselage
In ground effect, at a Z/R of 0.78, the influences of the fuselage
and tail rotor decrease with losses of hover performance for an
: isolated rotor now ranging from 2.2_ to 4.4_ depending on rotor
!i;. blade twist.
,,,.-
ii:,i: The test showed that out of ground effect, the total interferenceexperienced by any component _s approximately equal to he sum of
!_: the _ndividuai interferences felt by that component. That is,
_._ little change in one type of interference is experienced w_en
_ other interferences are introduced. In ground effect, the inter-
ferences become in_er-related and more complex.
i" To minimize tail rotor interference, the only options that have a
positive benefit are to move the tail rotor aft (increasing the












Low t'wist, !ow solidity main _otoJ.'8 vere found to reduce L'oLo_./
..._:.._ fuseleqe/ground interference effects. However, the reduction in
:- these interference effects were not sufficient to overcome the
: inherent perfo_ance disadvanta_es of this rotor confi_ration
i,._" compared to more edvanced technology high twiit rotors.
: No noticeable difference in the interference experienced by the
,,, main rotor due to the tail rotor, could be detested when operating
i,,.'-" the tail rotor in either pusher or tractor mode. However, the
tail rotor itself, when operating in the presence of the fuselage
. tail pylon assembly, generally exhibited superior performance when
operating as a pusher compared I:o a tractor, when located in its
standard location without ca/it.....
_- From the total, system Figure of Merit standpoint, moving the tail
rotor aft or increasing its cant angle is very beneficial. This
is because of the reduced main rotor interference and the reduced
,; power or increased system thrust available from the-_il rotor due
to its re-orientation. The best OGE and IGE system hover/perform-
:": ante conflguration was found to be with an uncanted aft pusher
tail rotor. The worst OGE system hover performance confi_uratlon
7..: had a low tractor tail rotor without cant.
!!:_,. Lowering the main rotor to position it closer to the _uselage did
._ not change the download experienced by the fuselage, but did




• iI x oDucTxm
klthougk the existence of main rotor/fuselage interference has
:" been known for a nu_er of years (References i-e present the work
:" of typical early inwsmtigations), it was not until more recently "
:: that the question of main rotor/tail rotor Interference prompted
+:. serious i_vestigation. The initial investigations were directed
: at the effects of the main rotor on the tail rotor characteristics
such as presented in Reference 7. This investigation and other
' work (References $ and 9) concentrated primarily on investtgatin_
,: the tail rotor authority, of certain helicopters, and resulted in a
=- "standard" in that moat new ta_l rotors now rotate the lower blade
A. forward, towards the main. rotor.
::+ The most recently documented test (Reference 10] does cover the
.,,++ mutual main tel:or/tail rotor interference, but concentrates more
. on the frequency content rather than the mean (perforiuance)
+: levels In addition because the test was conducted in a wind+
_i tunnel with its attendant wall constraints, testing was limited to
wind on conditions, and no hover simulations were attempted.D-.
:+ _ Because. of the geometric relationship and the flow field mecha-
,.-+ nisms znvolved, xt is likely that the interference effect of the
:+.+ tail rotor on the main rotor will be a maximum during hover or
< rearward flight, whereas the interference effect of the main
' rotor on the tail rotor, although high during hover may increase
•" with forward speed.
: In an attempt to identify some of the critical parameters and
+ magnitudes of the interferences involved in the hover mode, the
,+ test reported herein was conducted on the SikorsMy Aircraft Basic
-" Model Test Rig (BNTR), with and. without a UH-60A BLACK HAWK
i_Y fuselage and with 4 different ma_n rotor blade configurations.
': Variations in rotor height above the ground and above the fus.e-
.: lags, rotor tip Math number, tail rotor location and operat_n_
." mode (tractor or pusher) were also investigated to determine their
+. impact on the main rotor/tail rotor/fuselage interference pheno-
+.. menon.
+_i At the present time no analysis is available which can predict
-_ the main rotor/tail rotor aerodynamic interference. The experi-
:: mental data described herein identify the magnitude of the inter-
_" ference effects between the main rotor, tail rotor, and fuselage,
._ the important geometric parameters and operating conditions and
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The si_ificant i_prove_nts realized in recent years in isolated
rotor Fi_e of Xeri_ now give perfomsnce levels approaching the
" theoretical ideal. Further increaeeB in rotor hover perforaance
: will p_obably only be made follewi_ considerable e_penditure of
_ time and aoney. However, significant _ hover performance
iJ_? improvements may be possible with less_and effort if the !x) interference effects of the tail rotoz and fuselage are minimized.
_-. To th_s end the results presented herein together with other model .
1' tests at deemed necessary can be used to select airframe con-
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Ct/si_na- C_sigma ' "]E-2 BLACK HAWKMain Rotor and Tractor Tail Rotor, OGE, M = 0.60,
• Standard Tail Rotor Location and Separation. Main Rotor
: Expanded Scale Figure of Merit - Ct/sig_a
_ 2-3 BL_CX HAWKMain Rotor and Tractor Tail Rotor, OGE, M : 0.60,
i. Standard Tail Rotor Location and Separation. Tail Rotor
ct/,i -
E-4 BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Tractor Tail Rotor, Z/R = 0.78,
M -- 0.60, Standard Tail Rotor Location and Separation, Main
Rotor Ct/sigla - C_sigma
E-5 BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Tractor Tall Rotor, Z/R = 0.78,
M = 0.60, Standard Tall Rotor Location and Separation. Main
;" Rotor Expanded Scale Figure of Merit - Ct/sigBa
E-6 BLACK HA_K Main Rotor and Tractor Tall Rotor, Z/R = 0.78,
M = 0.60, Standard Tail Rotor Location and Separation. Tall
Rotor Ct/aigma - C_aig_a
E-? BLACK HAWKMain Rotor and Tractor Tail Rotor, OGE0 M = 0°60°
Standard Tail Rotor Location, Increased Separation. Main
Rotor Ct/ai_na - C_aigma
2-8 BLACK HAWKMain Rotor and Tractor Tail Rotor, OGE, M = 0.60,
Standard Tail Rotor Location, Increased Separation. Main
Rotor Expanded Scale Figure of Merit - Ct/sigma
E-9 BLACK HAWK Main Rotor Tractor Tall Rotor, OGE, M = 0.60,
Standard Tail Rotor Location, Increased Separation. Tail
Rotor ct/sigsa - cq/sigsa
E-10 BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Tractor Tail Rotor, Z/R = 0.78,
M = 0.60, Standard Tail Rotor Location, Increased separa-
_i tlon. Main Rotor Ct/slgma - C_/slgma
: E-If BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Tractor Tall Rotor, Z/R = 0.78,
M = 0.60, Standard Tail Rotor Location, Increased Separa-




•-- _ LIST OF FIGUREs (coated) _'
,_.'_ E-12 BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Tractor Tail Rotor, Z/R = 0.78, _'
! -,
_'.: M = 0.60, Standard Tail Rotor Location, Increased Separa-
tion. Tail Rotor Ct/sigma - C_si_na _
!.;;_ E-13 BLACK HAWKMain Rotor and Tractor Tail Rotor, OGE, M = 0.60, ,Aft Tail R_tor Location, Standard Separation. Main Rotor
:i_'. Ct/Slgma - .q/siva
i :- E-r4 BLACK HAWKMain Rotor and Tractor Tail Rotor, OGE, M = 0.60,
_.__ Aft Tail Rotor Location, Standard Separation. Main Rotor ....
L .-- Expanded Scala Figure of Merit - Ct/Siqma. _
• E-IS BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Tractor Tall Rotor, OGE, M = 0.60, :
i: Aft Tall Rotor Location, Standard Separation. Tall Rotor
'- ct/sia - Cq/Sigma
i";' E-16 BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Tractor Tail Rotor, Z/R = 0.78,
, . M = 0.60, Aft Tail Rotor Location, Standard Separation.
r ,. Main Rotor Ct/sigma - c_sig_a
!::: E-17 BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Tractor Tail Rotor, Z/R = 0.78,
.,-'. M --0.60, Aft Tail Rotor Location, Standard Separation. i
..: Main Rotor Expanded Scale Figure of Merit - Or/sigma.
: E-18 BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Tractor Tail Rotor, Z/R = 0.78,
: M = 0.60, Aft Tail Rotor Location, Standard Separation.
: Tail Rotor Ct/sig_a - C sigma
• E-19 BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Tractor Tail Rotor, OGE, M = 0.60,
- Low Tail Rotor Location, Increased S_paration. Main Rotor
.." Ct/slgma - C_si_a
'- E-20 BT_%CKHAWK Main Rotor and Tractor Tail Rotor, OGE, M = 0.60,
_' Low Tail Rotor Location, Increased Separation. Main Rotor
.:_ Expanded Scale Figure of Merit - Ct/aigma.
v- E-21 BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Tractor Tail Rotor, OGE, M = 0.60,
{ ", LOW Tail Rotor Location, Increased Separation. Tail Rotor
_,.,'- Ct/sigma - C_slgma.
M = 0.60, Low Tall Rotor Location Increased Separation.
' j
::. Main Rotor Or/Sigma - C_sigma i
Y E-23 BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Tractor Tail Rotor, Z/R = 0.78, M
- ,,0.60, Low Tail Rotor Location, Increased separation. Main t
,.. Rotor EXpanded Scale Figure of Merit - Ct/siq_a.
- 17
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,: ,L,IST Or rlOUS (cont'd)
i E-24 BLACKHAWKMain Rotor and Tractor Tail Rotor, Z/R = 0.78,
_. M = 0.60, LoW Tail Rotor Location, Increased Separation.
_:" Tail Rotor Or/sigma - C_sigaa
_:."-- _+-25 BLACK HAWKMain Rotor and Tractor Tail Rotor, OO1, M : 0.60.
:: _ Loss of Main Rotor Thrust - Cq
_:.- E-26 BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Tractor Tall Rotor, Z/R = 0.78,
-+:" M = 0.60. _ Losm of Main Rotor Thrust - Cq
:'::.: E-2? BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Tractor Tall Rotor, OGE, M = 0.60.
_" _ LoSs of Main Rotor Thrust - Distance Aft
.....:: APPENDIX F
J- F-I BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Fuselage with Tractor Tall Rotor,
_i:_ OGE, M = 0.60. Standard Tail Rotor Location and Separation,
,_'+:+,'.. 0° cant. Main Rotor Ct/Sigma - C_sig_a.
:- F-2 BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Fuselage with Tractor Tail Rotor,
_ OGE, M = 0.60. Standard Tail Rotor Location and Separation,
o° cant. c/algae - cq/sigma.
++
+.7 F-3 BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Fuselage with Tractor Tail Rotor,
_. OGE, M = 0.60. Standard Tail Rotor Location and Separation,
.: 0° cant. Tail Rotor Ct/slgma - C_sigma
+_,_... F-4 BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Fuselage with Tractor Tail Rotor,
/: OGE, all Main Rotor M*s. Standard Tail Rotor Location and
::...._.+- Seq_aration+ 0 ° cant. Main Rotor Ct/aigma - Cq/sigma.
+++.- F-5 BLACK HAWKMain Rotor and Fuselage with Tractor Tail Rotor,
_" OOS, all Main Rotor M*S. Standard Tall Rotor Location and
=-:/i separation, 0 ° cant. Cw/Sigma - C_sigma.
_ ' F-6 BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Fuselage with Tractor Tall Rotor,
_+_ .':r +: _ ' all Main Rotor M'e. Standard Tail Rotor Location and
separation, 0 ° callt. Tail Rotor Ct/sigma - c_sigma.
_-, F-7 BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Fuselage with Tractor Tail Rotor,
OGE, M = 0.6, all Tall Rotor M*8. Standard Tall Rotor Loca-
....- tion and Separation, 0 ° cant. Main Rotor Ct/sigma - C_
++:": 8i_a.
" :7
,-" F-8 BLACK HAWKMain Rotor and Fuselage with Tractor Tail Rotor,
: OGE, M = 0.6, all Tall Rotor M'8. Standard Tall Rotor






I_,:i i LXSTOr rxmmls (coat,d}F-9 BLACK BAWK Main Rotor and Fuselage with Tractor Tail Rotor,
' ZA = 0.78, M = 0.6. Standard _ail Rotor Loca_on an_
Separation, 0 ° cant. Main Rotor Ct/sig_a - Cq/Si_a.
°" F-10 BLACK HAWKMain Rotor and Fuselage with Tractor Tail Rotor, :|'_
_r Z/R = 0.78, M = 0.6. Standard Tail Rotor Location and
:_?_:-_i" Separation, O" cant. Cw/si91,a - c_si_a.:L'
i!:_ F-If BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Fuselage with _ractor Tail Rotor,
llil Z/R = 0.78_ M = 0.6. Standard Tail Rotor Location and_/_i: Separation, 0 ° cant. Tail Rotor Ct/sig_a - C_si_m .
_':':,:I F-12 BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Fuselage with Tractor Tall Rotor,OOE, M = 0.6. Standard Tail Rotor Location and Increased
0.o..t..,i. Ct/slgnm c_sigma.
._. : F-13 BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Fuselage with Tractor Tall Rotor,
-,.,,::-' OGE, M = 0.6. Standard Tall Rotor Location and Increased
_i.:i i Separation, 0 ° cant. Tail l_otor Ct/sigma - Cq/Sigma.
"!_. _ F-14 BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Fumelage with Tractor Tail. Rotor,Z/R = 0.78, M = 0.6. Standard Tail Rotor Locat'ion and
Increased Separation, 0 ° cant. Main Rotor C,/sigma -
i! i::i
F-15 BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Fuselage with Tractor Tail Rotor,
'_: Z/R = 0.78, M = 0.6. Standard Tall Rotor Location and
Increased Separation, 0 ° cant. Tail Rotor C+/s_gma -
F-16 BLACK HAWKMain Rotor and Fuselage with Tractor Tail Rotor,
...... . SOE, M = 0.6. Standard Tail Rotor Location and Separation,
O
20 cant. Main Rotor Ct/sigma C_si_na.f -
'- F 17 BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Fuselage with Tractor Tall Rotor,
OGE, M = 0.6. Standard Tail Rotor Location and Separation,
._.: 20" cant. Cw/si_a - Cq/S_a.
r-18 BLACK HAWKMain Rotor and Fuselage with Tractor Tail Rotor,
o" OGE, M = 0.6 Standard Tail Rotor Location and Separation,
20 ° cant. Tail Rotor Or/sigma - c_sig_a.
F-19 BLACK HAWKMain Rotor and Fuselage with Tractor Tail Rotor,
:,," Z/R = 0.78, M = 0.6. standard Tail Rotor Location and
• ..







tLIST oF Flau_s (cont'd)
: v ,20 BLACK _WK Main Rotor and Punla_ with TraCtorTail motor,
' Z/R - 0.78, M - 0.6. StQnda_d Tail Rotor Location and i
: Separation, 20" cant. Cw/slp_ - "_si_a.
F-21 BLACF_ HAWK Main Rotor nd Fuselage with Tractor Tall Rotor,
Z/R a 0.78, M " 0.6, a' Rotor Location andStandard T&il
-. Se_aratlon, 20° cant. Tall Roar Ct/sis_a - Cq/si_a.
F-22 BLACK NAWK Mair_ Rotor and Fuselage with Tractor Tall Rotor,
OGB, M = 0.6. Aft Tail Rotor Location and Standard Separa-
tion, 0 ° cant. Main Rotor Ct/si_a - C_si_a.
F-23 BLACK HA_ Main Rotor and Fuselage with Tractor Tail Rotor,
: OGE, M = 0.6. Aft Tail Rotor Location and Standard Separa-
._. tion, 0 ° oan_. C ei_ - e siva.
¥-24 BLACK HAWKMain Rotor and Fuualas_ with T_actor Tail Rotor,
OGE, M = 0.6. Aft Tail Rotor Location and Standard Separa-
• tion, 0° cant. Tail Rotor Or/siva - C_si_a.
: F-25 BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Fuselage with Trace:or Tall Rotor,
_? Z/R = 0.78, M = 0.6. Aft Tail Rotor Location and Standard
Separation, 0° cant. Main Rotor Ct/sis_a - C_si_a.
_.
F-26 BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Fuselage with Tractor Tail Rotor,
Z/R = 0.78, M = 0.6. Aft Tall Rotor Location and Standard
,, Separation, 0 ° cant. Cw/sigma - Cq/si_a.
: F-27 BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Fuselage with Tractor Tall Rotor,
Z/R = 0.78, M = 0.6. &it Tail Roto¢ Location and Standard
. Separation, 0° cant. Tall Rotor Ct/sisma - Cq/si_a.
F-28 BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Fuselage _$th Tractor Tall Rotor,
OGE, M = 0.6. Aft Tail Roto_ Location with Increased
Separation, 0° cant. Main Rotor Ct/algma - Cq/sis_a.
: F-29 BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Fuselage with Tractor Tail Rotor,
separation,
: F-30 BLACK HAWKMain Rotor and Fuselage with Tractor Tail Rotor,
:'. O6_, M = 00.6can_ft Tail Roto_ Location with Increased
: Separation, Tail Rotor Ct/sis_a - Cq/sis_a.j
- ¥-31 BLACK HAWK Main :.o6._orand Fuselage _ith Trac_o_ Tall Rotor,Z/R = 0.78, M = Aft Tail Rotor Location with Increased
•- se_atation, 0° cant. _ain aotor Ct/ai_a - C_|i_a.
:. 2" )
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LIST OF Immes (coat,d)
F-32 BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Fuselage with Tracto_ Tail Rotor,
Z/R " 0.78, M " 0.6. Af_ Tail Rotor Loca_ion-wi_h Increased
! separotio,0o° cant. cw/si a - cq/, a.
t,'
F-33 DLACK HAb_ Main Rotor and Fuselaga with Tractor Tail Rotor,
; Z/it = 0.78, M " 0.6. Aft Tail Rotor Location with Increased
. Separation, 0 ° cant. Tail Rotor Ct/signa - C_Big_a.
t--
i::_ F-34 BLACK HAWKMain Rotor and l_selage with Tractor Tail Rotor,CO2, M = 0.6. Aft Tail Rotor Location with S_m_dard Sepa_a-
tics, 200 cant. Main Rotor Ct/sigma - C_Bigma.
-i F-35 BLACK HAWKMain Rotor and l_selage with Tractor Tail Rotor,;, OGB, M = 0.6. Aft Tail Rotor Location with Standard Separa-
i _'_ rich, 200 cant. Cw/sigma - Cq/sign_a.
i/:_ F-36 BLACK HAWKMain Rotor and Fuselage with Tractor Tail Rotor,
_i! OGE, M = 0.6. Aft Tail Rotor Locat/on with Standard Separa-
_ tics, 20 ° Cant. Tall Rotor Or/Sigma - C_sig_a.
_ F-37 BLACK HAWKMain Rotor and Fuselage with Tractor Tail Rotor,
/i- Z/R = 0 78, M = 0.6 Aft Tall Rotor Location with Standard,!r, . •
, Separation, 20 ° cant. Main Rotor Ct/si91na - C_sigma.
_- F-38 BLACK HAWKMain Rotor and Fuselage with Tractor Tail Rotor,
::_ Z/R = 0.78, M = 0.6. Aft Tall Rotor Location with Standard
i'" Separation, 20" cant. Cw/sigma - C_sigma.
_: F-39 BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Fuselage with Tractor Tail Rotor,
- Z/R = 0.78, M = 0.6. Aft Tall Rotor Location with Standard
-: separatlon_ 20° cant. Tall Rotor Ct/sigma - C_sig_a.
-__' F-40 BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Fuselage wi_h Tractor Tail Rotor,
OGR, M = 0.6. Low Tall Rotor Location with Increased
F-41 BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Fuoela_e ._._',hTractor Tall Rotor,
OGE, M = 0.6. Low Tall Ro_-_ Lot_atlon with Increased
sepa:atlon, 0 ° cant. C_/slgma - C_'si_a.
F-42 BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Fuse._._ge" '_i_ Tractor Tall Rotor,
OGE, M = 0.6. LOW Tail Rotor Location with Increased
Separation, 0 ° cant. Tail Rotor Ct/si_a c_sig_a.
F-43 BLACK HAWKMain Rotor and Fuselage with Tractor Tail Rotor,
' _-/R = 0.78, M = 0.6. Low Tail Rotor Location with Increased







LIST oF FIUURSS (aont'd)
_:: F-44 BLAC_ HAWKMain ROtor and Fuselage with Tracer Tail Rotor,
Z/R • 0.78, 0H°m O.e. LoW Tail Rotor Loaatiofl wiCJ_ Increased
:, Sepccation, cant. cw/slpa - Cjigua.
F-45 BLACK HAWK Main Roto_ and FUsel_ wlth Tra(._or Tall Rotor,
- Z/R • 0.70, M • 0.6. Low Tall Rotor LoesS/on with Increased
':i: separation, 0 ° cant. Tail Rotor Ct/stgat& - Cq/sig_a.
ii F-46 BLACI: HAWKMain Rotor and Fuselage with Pusher Tail Rotor,
OGE, M • 0.6. Standard Tail Rotor Location and Separation,
i 0 ° cant. Main Rotor C_/sigma - C¢'_9_a.
,; . P-47 BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Fuselage with Pusher Tail Rotor,
::p. OGB, M = 0.6. Standard Tail Rotor Location and Separation,
,.I: o" cant. cw/sipa - c sia.
_'_ F-48 BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Fuselage with Pusher Tail Rotor,
-_ _ OGE, M = 0.6. Standard Tail Rotor Location and Separation,
_.,:_"'. 00 cant. Tall Rotor Ct/eig_a - C_sig_a.
...._ P-49 BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Fuselage with Pusher Tail Rotor,
_i _'
-:i:'--" Z/R = 0.78 = 0 6. Standard Tail Rotor Location andM.i,Roto
.... F-50 BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Fuselage with Pusher Tall Rotor,
_ :- Z/R = 0.78, M n 0.6. Standard Tail Rotor LOcation and
_- Separation, 0° cant Cw/sigma - c_si_na.
_.._ ..
_ F-51 BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Fuselage with Pusher Tall Rotor,
Z/R = 0.78, M = 0.6. Standard Tail Rotor Location and
_,_:_::::-'_:_ Separation, 0° cant. Tail Rotor Ct/si_a - C_si_a.
...._; F-52 BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Fuselage with Pusher Tail Rotor,
i_i!' OGE, M = 0.6. Art Tail R_tor Location and Standard Separa-
_i'i F-53 BLACK Main Rotor and _uselage with Pusher Tall Rotor,HAWK
M = 0.6. Aft Tail Rotor Location and Standard Separa-
__::'_,: F-54 BLACK HAWKMain Rotor and Fuselage with Pusher Tail Rotor,
_, OGE, M = 0.6. Aft Tall Rotor Location and Standard Separa- ....
-__:....": tlon, 0° cant. Tall Rotor Ct/sig_a - C_Sig_a. I
.:_ .... F-55 BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Fuselage with Pusher Tail Rotor,
_: Z/R • 0.78, M = 0.6. Aft Tall Rotor Location and Standard










LIST OF J'l_ (co_ttd)
F-S6 SLACK HAWKllin Rotor and Fuselage with Pusher Tail Rotor,
: Z/ll = 0.78,M= 0.8. Aft Tail Rotor l_l_ation and Standard
Separation, 0° cant. Cl/Siflia - Cq/itigia. _I
F-57 BLACK liAitl Main Rotor and Fuielage with Pusher Tail Rotor, !
,: 2/l u 0.78, M • 0.e kgt Tail Rotor Location and Standard
:" Separation, 0° cant. Tail Rotor Ct/sigia - C_sitia.
F-58 BLACKHAWKMain Retor and Fuselage wi_h Pusher Tail Rotor,
OGE, M - 0.6. Low Tail Rotor Location and Increased Separa-
" tion, 0 ° cant. Main Rotor Ct/silla - C_silma.
F-59 BLACKHAWKMain Rotor and Fuselage with Pusher Tail Rotor,
OGE, M g 0.6. Low Tail Rotor Location and Increased Separa-
tion, 0° cant. Cw/Sittna - C_siflla.
F-60 BLACK HAWKMain Rotor and Fuselage with Pusher Tail Rotor,
:_ OGE, M = 0.6. Low Tail Rotor Location and Increased Separa-
" tion, 0° cant. Tail Rotor Ct/sigia - C_sigma.
F-61 BLA_K HA_ Main Rotor and Fuselage with Pusher Tail Rotor,
. Z/R n 0.78, M = 0.6. LOWTail Rotor Location and Increased
i: Separation, 0° cant. Main Rotor Ct/sigma - C_sig_a.
_:i:. F-62 BLACKHAWKMain Rotor and Fuselage with Pusher Tail Rotor,
:- Z/R = 0.78, LOWTail Rotor Location and Increased
Separation, _o C_6."• c./sigta - cq/sia.
" F-63 BLACK HAWK Main Rotor and Fuselage with Pusher Tail Rotor,
:_, Z/R = 0.78, M " 0.6. Low Tail Rotor Location and Increased
,: Separation, 0 ° cant. Tail Rotor Ct/sitta - C_8i_a
-76 Main Rotor with Fuselage and Tractor Tail Rotor, OGE, M
:' F-64 S_o.6. Std Tail Rotor Location and separation, 0° cant. i
Main Rotor Ct/aitlna C_eit_a. !°- i
:. F-65 S-76 Main Rotor with Fuselage and Tractor Tall Rotor, OGE, M
n 0.6. std Tall Rotor Location and Separation, 0° cant.
%/siva - cq/si a.
• F-66 S-76 laln Rotor with Fuselage and Tractor Tall Rotor, OGl, l
•,- = 0.8. Std Tail Rotor "docation and Separation, 0° cant.
Tail Rotor Ct/siglila- C_sig_a."5
: F-67 S-76 Main Rotor with Fuselage and Tractor Tall Rotor, Z/R =
- 0.78, I - 0.6. Std Tail Rotor Location and separation, 0°







: F-68 _-76 Main It,of.or with Fuaolage and TraCtor Tail Rotor. Z/IL ?
0.78, M = O.e. Std TaAl Rotor Location and _epara_.ion, 0e
cant. cv/si a -
_I. 0.78, ---- v-v. Std Tail Rotor Location and Separation, 0 °
i: o.t. o=r -
;_ F-70 S-7ti Main Rotor with Fute),aga and Pusher Tail Rotor, OGE, M
", = 0.6. Std Tail P_tor Location and separation, o" cant.
Main Rotor Ctlsi_a - C_sigma.
F-71 S-T6 Main Rotor with Fuselage and Pusher Tail Rotor, OO_., M
= 0.6. Std Tail Rotor Location and Separation, 0 ° cant.
," cw,/si_a - C_Iis_a.
F-?2 S-76 Main Rotor wi_h Fuselage and Pusher Tail Rotor, OOE, M
= 0.6. std Tail Rotor Location and Separation, 0 ° =ant.
• Tail ROtOr Ct/SiS_a - Cq/Iig_a.
? F-?3 S-?6 Main Rotor with Fuselage and Pusher Tail Rotor, Z/B -
• 0.78, M = 0.5. Std Tail Rotor Location and Separation, 0 °
cant. Main Rotor ct/si_ma - C_si_a.
F-74 S-76 Hain Rotor with Fuselage and PuIher Tail Rotor, Z/R =
°' 0.78, M = 0.6. Std Tail Rotor Location and Separation, 0 °
Cant. Cv/sigaa - Cq/eigla.
r_ F-?5 S-76 Main Rotor with Fuselage and Pusher Tail Rotor, Z/R :
_. 0.78, M = 0.6. Std Tail Roto_ Location and Separation, 0 °
•. cant. Tail Rotor Ct/slgma - C_si91na.
/: F-76 High Solidity ROtOr with fuselage and Tractor Tail Rotor,
;-:_ OGE, M = 0.6. Std Tail Rotor Location and Separation, 0 °
_ :: cant. Main Rotor Ct/si_a c_sig_a.
-'":" P-77 Hiqh Solidity Rotor with Fuselage anO Tractor Tail Rotor,
, M = 0.6. S_d Tail Rotor Location and Separation, o"
:" cant. C_/si_a - C_/lig_aa..
: F-78 High Solidity Rotor with Fuselage and Tractor Tail Rotor,
.. N = 0.6. Std Tall RotOr Location and Separation, 00 ....
! cant. Tail Rotor Ct/sig_a Cq/aig_a.
:- F-Tg High Solidity Rotor with Fuselage and Tractor Tail Rotor,
: Z/R = 0.75, M = 0.6. Std Tail Rotor Location and Separa-




ii L_!s oF.pXauR s(toni,d)
!: F-80 H_h Solidity Rotor with Fuse!_e and Tractor T_L1 _otot',
_II - 0.78, M = 0.6. Std Tail Rotor '..caRrion and Separa-
•i![ tion, 0° cant. cw/sipa- cq/sipa.
j_ F-81 High Solidity Rotor with Fuselage and Tractor Tail Rotor,
=2{ Z/R • 0.TS, M = 0.6. _td Tail Rotor Location and Separa-
i. tton, 0 ° cant. Tail Rotor Or/sigma - Cq/Sigwa.
"_" F-e2 High Solidity Rotor with Fuselage and Pusher Tail Rotor,
OGE, M = 0.6. 8td Tail Rotor Location and Separation, 0 °
o cant• Main Rotor Ct/sigwa C_si_a.
i F-83 High Solidity Rotor with Fuselage and Pusher Tall Rotor,:: OGE, M = 0.6. Std Tail Rotor Location and Separation, o °
,. cant. %/siva c si a.I.
i F-84 High Solidity Rotor with Fuselage and Pusher Tail Rotor,
,ii, OOE, M z 0.6. Std Tail R'.otor Location and Separation0 0 °
i:_ cant. Tail Rotor Ct/lt_a C_ligwa.
_,;i:. F-85 High Solidity Rotor with Fuselage and Pusher Tall Rotor, Z/R
:i = 0.?8, M = 0.6. Std Tall Rotor Location and Separation, 0°
! cant. Main Rotor Ct/sig_a - C_sig_a.
_" F-86 High Solidity Rotor with Fuselage and Pusher Tail Rotor, Z/R
= 0.78, M = 0.6. Std Tall Rotor Location and Separation, 0°
_ cant Cw/sigma Cq/Sigma,i • am •
4 F-87 High Solidity Rotor with Fuselage and Pusher Tall Rotor, Z/R
....i = 0.78, M = 0.6. Std Tail Rotor Location and Separation, 0 °
i:' cant. Tail Rotor Ct/aig_a - C_sig_a.
-,._ F-88 H-34 Rotor with Fuselage and Tractor Tail Rotor, OGE, M.=
0.6. Std Tall Rotor Location and Separation, 0° cant. Mazn
4 Rotor Ct/sig_a - C_migmm.
F-89 H-34 Rotor with Fuselage and Tractor Tail Rotor, OOE, M =
,i
=.,! 0.6. Std Tail Rotor Location and Separation, 0 ° cant.
_;
F-90 H-34 Rotor wlth Fuselage and Tractor Tall Rotor, OGE, M =
,_ 0.6. Std Tall Rotor Location and separation, 0 ° cant. Tail
r ROtor Ct/li91_a - C_ilgma.
t F-91 H-34 Rotor with Fuselage and Tractor Tail Rotor, Z/R = o.?e,M = 0.6. Std Tail Rotor Location and Separation, 0 ° cant.






- LIST OF FIGURES (Gonttd)
.... F-92 H-34 Rotor witdl Fuselage and Tractor Tail Rotor, Z/R = 0.78,
!_. M = 0.6. Std Tail Rotor Location and Separation, 0 ° cant.
;_',_- cw/sigma- cg/sigma.
N":"
_:: F-93 H-34 Rotor with Fuselage and Tractor Tail Rotor, Z/R = 0.78,
F_ M = 0.6. Std Tail Rotor Location and Separation, 0 ° cant.
_-"-_'..:._. Tail Rotor Ct/slgla - C_sigma.
!:'_ F-94 H-34 Rotor with Fuselage and Pusher Tail Rotor, OGE, M =
' ' 0.6. Std Tall Rotor Location and Separation, 0° cant. Main
_.,.. Rotor C sigma - C sigma.
_ : F-95 H-34 Rotor with Fuselage and Pusher Tail Rotor, OGE, M =
_..'." 0.6. Std Tail Rotor Location and Separation, 0 ° cant.
_:_:':: cv/sigma - cq/sigma.
_/; F-96 H-34 Rotor with Fuselage and Pusher Tail Rotor, OGE, M =
-"_"_ 0.6. Std Tail Rotor Location and Separation, 0° cant. Tail
::_-_:",,_., Rotcr Or/Sigma - C_sigma.
: F-97 H-34 Rotor with Fuselage and Pusher Tail Rotor, Z/R = 0.78,
_:: M = 0.6. Std Tail Rotor Location and Separation, 0 ° cant.
--"._-__:... Main Rotor Ct/sigma - Cq/siglna.
_; F-98 H-34 Rotor with Fuselage and Pusher Tail Rotor, Z/R = 0.78,
_ M = 0.6. Std Tail Rotor Location and Separation, 0° cant.
_-,,__. c./sigma - Cq/Stgma.
• ::..o
_::; F-99 H-34 Rotor with Fuselage and Pusher Tail Rotor, Z/R = 0.78,
N = 0.6. Std Tail Rotor Location and Separation, 0° cant.
!_i_s: Tall Rotor Or/sigma - c_slgma
' "_" APPENDIX OF': :
,_.. O-I Low Rotor Head BLACK HAWK Rotor and Fuselage, OGE, M = 0.60.
__: ct/sigsa - Cq/Sigsa
i._:. G-2 LoW Rotor Head BLACK HAWKRotor and Fuselage, OOE, M = 0.60.
!..._. Expanded Scale Figure of Merit - or/sigma
i ._ O-3 Low Rotor Head BLACK HA_ Rotor and Fuselage, OGE, M = 0.60.
i i cw/_i_a - cq/si_a
_:': G-4 LoW Rotor Head BLACK _AW]< Rotor and Fuselage, Z/R = 1.2, M =
' ' ct/sig_.a c_ i;_a;-_' 0.60. - s.: ,_._:
:?.' --
_: - O-5 Low Rotor Head BLACK HA_ Rotor and Fuselage, Z/R = 1.2, M =







',i. ,i LIST OF Fi,OURES (toni'd)
iiii G-6 Low Rotor Head BLACK HAWKRotor and Puselage, Z/R _ _.2, M ,
0.6o. cw/ai a - cq/st
:/_2 (]-7 LoW Rotor Head BLACK N Rotor and l_aelage, Z/R =. 0.?_ ,
i!!, ,- o.,o. - coi. i
_!; O-8 Low Rotor Head BLACK IIAWK Rotor and Fuselage, Z/R _ 0.?e,
"". M - 0.60. EXpanded Scale Figure of Merit Ct/sAg_a
:,. G-9 Low Rotor Head BLACK HA_ Rotor and Fuselage, Z/R _ 0.78,
cv/ai - cq/st a_, M _ 0.60.
:_:_',.,. O-10 tow Rotor llead BLACK _ Rotor and Fuselage with T_'acto_"
i:il Tail Rotor, aGE, M - 0.60. Standard Tail Rotor Location and
_:!" Separation, 0 ° cant. Main Rotor Ct/st_a - Cq/si_ma
_:_: G-II Low Rotor Head BLACK HA_ Rotor and Fuselage with Tractor
:!i_ Tail Rotor, OGg, M = 0.60. Standard Tail Rotor Location and
:i; Separation, 0 ° cant. Expanded Scale Main Rotor Figuto of
_I:: Merit = Or/sigma
!}:; G-12 Lo_ Rotor Head BLACK HAWK Rotor and Fueelage _ith Tractor
:}_i Tail Rata1', aGE, M = 0.60. Standard Tail Rotor Location and
:_. Separation, 0° cant. Or/sigma - Cq/slg._a
_-13 Lo_ Rotor Head BLACK HAWK Rotor and Fuselage _ith Tractor
_:: Tail Rotor, OGE, M = 0.60. Standard Tail Rotor Location and
...." Separation, O°cant. Tail Rotor Ct/_i_a - cq/si_f_a
_: O-14 Lo_ Rotor Head BLACK HAWK Roto_ and Fuselage _ith Trartor
_- Tail Rotor-, Z/R = 0.78, M - 0.60. Standa_'d Tail Rotor
Location and separation, 0 ° cant. Main Rotor _'
,. Cg/mi_a
::: O-1._ LO_ Rotor Head BLACK HAWK Rotor and Fuselage _tth Tractor
..... Tail Rotor, Z/R _ 0.78, M = 0.60. Standa_'d Tail Rotor-
ii: Location and Separation, 0 ° cant. Exi_anded Scale Main Rata: _
, Figure of Merit - Ct/si_a
;::',. G-It, LOW Rotor Head BLACK HAWK Rotor and Fuselage vith Tractor
._ Tail Rotor, Z/R - O.?B, M _ 0.60, Standard Tail Rotor
"; "mi_a;.>:.:, Location and Sepal-arian, 0°cant. Cv/ai_a - C_
_. G-I? Low Rotor" Head BLACK HAWK Rotor and Fuselage _ith Tsactot"
.,_ Tail Rotor, Z/_ = 0.78, M = 0.60. Standard Tall Rotor







; ;sT or ?;0 s (teat'd)
' G-18 LOW Rotor Head SLACK HA_ Rotor and Fueelagl with Pusher
* Tail Rotor, Z/R = 0,78, N m 0.60. Standard T_il Rotor
Location and separation, O°cant. Naln Rotor ct/sigma -
_= G-19 Low Rotor Head BLACK HAWK Rotor and Fuselage with Pusher
. Tail Rotor, Z/R = 0.78, N m 0.60. Standard Tail Rotor
. Location and Separation, O°cant. Expanded Scale Naln Rotor
:_. Figure of Nerlt - Ct/slgma
L:-
F" O-20 Low Rotor Head BLACK HAWK Rotor and Fuselage with Pusher
_"- Tail Rotor, E/R - 0 ?8, H u 0.60. Standard Tall Rotori .5 •
iii Location and Separation, 0a cant. Cw/Sigwa - Cq/siglna _
_. t_-21 Low Rotor Head BLACK HAWK Rot:or and Fuselage with PusherTall Rotor, Z/R , 0.78, N - 0.60. Standard Tail Rotor
i_ Location and Separation, 0° cant. Tail Rotor Or/Sigma =
.;- cr/si a
_.:. .,.,. LoW Rotor Head S-76 Rotor with F_tselage, OGE, M ,, 0.60.
:-. t,
i : _;-,3 LOW Rotor Head S-?6 Rotor with Fuselage, OOE, _ = 0,60.
: _ Expanded Scale Figure of Nerit - Ct,/sig_a
i _ C'_-_4 Low Rotor Head S-76 Rotor with _melage, OGE, N = 0.60.
err/sigma- Cq/sigma
G-25 Low Rotor Head S-76 Rotor with Fuselage, Z/R _ 1.2, H
_::.. 0 .60 . Or/siva. - Cq/si_a
__._ G-26 LoW RotoL" Head 8-76 Rotor with Fuselage, Z/R = 1.2, H =
,. 0,60. Expanded S_ale Fi_lre of Nerit - Or/Sigma
r
G-_7 Low Rotor Head S-76 Rotor with Fuselage, Z/R = 1.2, H =
O. 60. cw_uigma - C;/si_tn
• G-_8 Low Rotor Head S-76 Rotor wi_h Fuselage, Z/R = 0.78, H _.
" 0.60. Ct/siq_la - C_.'_SiQl_a
: C;-2_ LoW Rotor Head S-76 Rotor with Fuselage, Z/R = 0.78, fl =
"- O.bO. Eg_anded Scale Fi_lre of Met'it - Ct/sigraa
t;-JO Lo_ Rotor Head S-76 Rotor- with Fuselage, Z/R = 0.78, g =




J LxsTor rxmmss<cont'd> I
, G-31 Low Rotor Read S-76 Rotor with _uselage and Tractor Tail
+ Rotor, OGH, M = 0.60. standard Tail Rotor Location and :'
_;_ Separation, 0 ° cant. Main Rotor Or/sigma - C_sig_a .
:i:+_'}' il 0-32 Low Rotor Read S-76 Rotor with Fuselage and Tractor Tail
v_'_+i Rotor, OGE, 0Mo = 0.60. St_mdard Tail Rotor Location and +
t+:_'.+:+-_:+;:__ MeritSeparati°n'-Ct/si_aCant" F_panded Scale MaC-Rotor Figure of 1
,+,_ G-33 LoW Rotor Head S-76 Rotor with Fuselage and Tractor Tail
++_,+_ Rotor, OGE, M = 0.60. Standard Tail Rotor Location and
"_: Separation, 0 ° cant. Cw/sigwa C_sig_na :
++_+_+,,+ G-34 Low Rotor Head S-76 Rotor with Fuselage and Tractor Tail :
_+',_ t _ Rotor, OGE, M = 0.60. Standard Tail Rotor Location and
+-_,+_ Separation, 0 ° cant. Tail Rotor Ct/sigma - Cq/sig_a
G-35 Low Rotor Head S-76 Rotor with Fuselage and Tractor Tail
_;_ Rotor Location and Separation, 0° cant. Main Rotor Ct/sigma
_7. +'+
++,('+'i" G-36 Low Rotor Head S-76 Rotor with Fu+elage and Tractor TailR tor, Z/R = 0.78, M = 0.60. Standard Tail Rotor Location
i_.__++: and Separation, 0 ° cant. Expanded scale Main Rotor Figure
g+: Of Merit - Or/Sigma
_"- G-37 Low Rotor Head S-76 Rotor with FuBelage and Tractor Tail
+, Rotor, Z/R = 0.78, M - 0.60. Standard Tail Rotor Location
_+:_:" and Separation, 0 ° cant. Cw/sig_a - C_sig_a
_o+_i_i'- 0-38 Lo_ Rotor Head S-76 Rotor with Fuselage and Tractor Tail
Rotor, Z/R = 0 78, M = 0.60 Standard Tail Rotor Location
;+_ and separation, 0° cant. Tall Rotor Or/sigma - C_sigmaiii:
_+++: G-39 Low Rotor Head High Solidity Rotor with Fuselage, OGE, M =
!?':_:_ 0.6. Ct/si_a-C_st_a
+::i!: O-40 Low Rotor Head High Solidity Rotor with Fuselage, OGE, M =
!i?._i 0.6• Expanded Scale Figur e of Merit Ct/si_ma
:, G-41 LOW Rotor Head High Solidity Rotor with Fuselage, OGE, M =
" _ + : :"'' ' r 016 " C_e i _a " C_l i_a
" ?
+: 0-42 LoW Rotor Head High solidity Rotor with Fuselage, Z/R = 1.2,
.. , •
.
+" 0-43 _o+ Rotor Head High Solidity Rotor wi_h Pu.nlage0 Z/R = 1.2,
" ,j = 0.6. Expanded Scale Figure of Merit ¢t/sig_a
O000000 -TBC05
LIST Or FlOb_eS (contfd)
: 0-44 Low Rotor Head High Solidity Rotor wi_h Fuselage, Z/R = 1.2,
x = 0.6. c ,ig, a -
, O-45 Low Rotor Head High Solidity Rotor with _selage, Z/_ =
" 0.78, M = 0.6. ct/eig_a - Cq/slgaa
G-46 Low Rotor Head High Solidity Rotor with Fuselage, Z/R =
0.78, M : 0.6. Expanded Scale Figure of Merit - Or/siena i
G-47._.LoW Rotor Head High Solidity Rotor with Fuselage, Z/R = I
0.78, M = 0.6. Cw/signa C_eigma i
G-48 LoW Rotor Head High Solidity Rotor with Fuselage and Tractor ]
Tail Rotor, OGE, M = 0.6. Standard Tail Rotor Location and i
Separation, O° cant. Main Rotor Or/sigma - C_si_na i
G-49 LoW Rotor Head High Solidity Rotor with Fuselage and Tractor
Tail Rotor, OGE, M = 0.6. Standard Tail Rotor Location and
Separation, 0° cant. Expanded Scale Main Rotor Figure of
Merit - Ct/si_na
G-50 Low Rotor Head High Solidity Rotor with Fuselage and Tractor
Tail Rotor, OGE, M = 0.6. standard Tail Rotor Location and
Separation, 0° cant. C_sig_aa - C_si_a
G-51 Low Rotor Head High Solidity Rotor with Fuselage and Tractor
Tall Rotor, OGE, M = 0.6. Standard Tall Rotor Location and
separation, 0° cant. Tail Rotor Ct/sig_a - C_sig_a
G-52 Low Rotor Head High Solidity Rotor with Fuselage and TractorTall Rotor, Z/R = 0.78, M - 0.6. Standard Tail Rotor
Location and Separation, 0° cant. Main Rotor Or/Sigma -
c_819ma
G-53 Low Rotor Head High Solidity Rotor with Fuselage and Tractor
Tail Rotor, Z/R = 0.78, M = 0.6. standard Tail Rotor
Location and Separation, 0° cant. Expanded Scale Main Rotor
Figure of Merit - Ct/sig_a
G-54 Low Rotor Head High Solidity Rotor with Fuselage and Tractor
Tall Rotor, Z/R = 0.78, M = 0.6. Standard Tail Rotor
Location and Separation, 0 cant. Cw/si91a C_si_a
_- G-55 LOw Rotor Head High solidity Rotor with Fuselage and Tractor
= Tail Rotor, Z/R = 0.78, M = 0.6. standard Tail Rotor
• Location and separation, 0 ° cant. TaiI Rotor Or/Sigma -
o. c_sigma
_0




!i t LIST OF FIGURES (conttd)
_. !
;_ G-56 Low Rol_r Head B-34 Rotor with Fuselage, OGE, M = 0.6.
ct/.i - c ,igma
;ii! G-57 LOw Rotor Bead H-34 Rotor with Fuselage, OGE, M = 0.6. .
:_: Expanded Scale Figure of Merit - Ct/sipa _
_; G-58 Low Rotor Head H-34 Rotor with Fuselage, OGE, M = 0.6. _
cw/aigma - cq/si
i _°" G-59 Low ROtor Head B-34 Rotor with Fuselage, Z/R = 0.78, M =
!--_ 0.6. Ct/sig_a - Cq/sigma
:z G-60 Low Rotor Head H-34 Rotor with Fuselage, Z/R = 0.?8, M =
": 0.6. Expanded Scale Figure of Merit - Or/sigma I
G-61 Low Rotor Head H-34 Rotor with Fuselage, Z/R = 0.78, M =
!_: 0.6. Cw/aigma - C sigma
_i'.- G-62 Low Rotor Head H-34 Rotor with Fuselage and Tractor Tail
; Rotor, OGE, M = 0.6. .Standard Tall Rotor Location and
_: Separation, 0° Cant. Maln Rotor Ct/sigma - C_si_na
_" G-63 Low Rotor Head B-34 Rotor with Fuselage and Tractor Tail
: Rotor, OGE, M = 0.6. Standard Tail Rotor Location and
Separation, 0° cant. Expanded Scale Main Rotor Figure of
: Merit - Ct/sigma
G-64 Low Rotor Head H-34 Rotor with Fuselage and Tract.or Tail
" Rotor, OGE, M = 0.6. standard Tall Rotor Location and
Separation, 0° cant. Cw/Sigma - C_slgma
G-65 Low Rotor Bead H-34 Rotor with Fuselage and Tractor Tail
•." Rotor,Separatlon,OGE,OOM_ Tail Rotor Ct/sig_a - C_sig_ac_O..6. Standard Tail Rotor Location and
-- G-66 LO_, Rotor Head H-34 Rotor with Fuselage and Tractor Tail
Rotor Z/R = O.78, M = 0.6. Standard Tall Rotor Location and
;'_ Separation, 0° can_'.. Main Rotor Ct/sigma - c_sig_a
- G-67 LoW Rotor Bead B-34 Rotor with Fuselage and Tractor _ail
" Rotor, Z/R = 0.78, M = 0.6. Standard Tail Rotor Location
/ and Sepa?tion, 0 ° cant. Expanded Scale Main Rotor Figure
ofMerit ct/sigma
i __ G-68 LOW Rotor Head B-34Rotor with Fuselage and Tractor Tail
-, Rotor, Z/R = 0.?S,M = 0.6. Standard Tail Rotor Location





" LIST OF FIGUPJS (cont'd)
_ G-69 Low Rotor Head H-34 Rotor with Fuselage and Tractor Tail
...., Rotor, Z/R = 0.780_ M z 0.6. Standard Tail Rotor Location
and Separation, cant. Tail Rotor Ct/sigma - C_si_a
APPENDIX H
i _:..,_. H-1 Out of Ground Effect. Main Rotor Only, Forward Se91nent of
::_::" H-2 Out of Ground Effect, Main Rotor Only, Aft Segment of
-_,.- Disc
i_: H-3 Out of Ground Effect, Main Rotor Only, Aft Segment of Disc,
__" Rotor Blade Advanced 30 ° Around Azimuth
.._ :"
:_:_- H-4 OUt of Ground Effect, Main and Tail Rotor, Aft Segment of
;_:: Disc
':" H-5 Out of Oround Effect, Main Rotor Only, View from Rear
'. H-6 OUt of Ground Effect, Main and Tail Rotor Only, View from
:_!.',; Rear
L: :.
_::i': H-? In Ground Effect, Main Rotor only, Aft Se_nent of Disc
H-8 In Ground Effect, Main and Tail Rotor, Aft Segment of Disc
!o:'- ]
i,,,:_ H-9 Tail Rotor Only, View from Rear





_ LIST OF SW_OLS - (cont'd)
: i
r?
-_ _ Main motor morsepower
OGE Out of Ground Effect
'. TRHP Tail Rotor Horsepower
_-
:" NT Rotor rotational tip Mach number = A__Ra
.. Q Rotor torque
,- R ROtor radius
". RNR Main Rotor radius
. f'
, RTR Tail Rotor radius
sigma Rotor solidity= b__cnR
NItT Main rotor _rust, positive up
TRT Tail rotor thrust, positive right, parallel with the
shaft axis
.- Y Lateral separation between the fuselage centerline and
.?_ the cen_oid of the tail rotor hub
Z Distance between the ground plane and the centroid off
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i':!I
:i LIST OF SYMBOLS- (cont'd)
T :F" Z: Distance between the upper surface of the BLACK HAWK \
i i_ fuselage and the centroid of the re,or hub
: _ t/c Airfoil maximum thickness to chord ratio
L__._
!ii r Tail ro_..or cant angle, degrees. Positive gives an!,.! i upwardly inclined tail rotor thrust vector.
..._ e c Rotor collective pitch, degrees
=, '_i t
_)_, e_ Rotor blade twist, degrees
o. il :
::_ p Mass density of air
"_o_
e, ,
::': o ROtor 8olidity = bn_






"" TEST-FACILITIES t APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES
-L_' BASIC MODEL TEST RIO
"_ The Basic Model Test Rig (BMTR) was designed as a self-contained
helicopter rotor test rig. FiRure 1 shows the BMT_ (without
-;'_ skins) and PiglaEe 2 presents a reduced size engineering drawing.
. Being a self-contained rig, the BEfR can handle a range of rotor
_,,:,_ systems and fuselage skins as well as model support schemes. The
_.,;",i latter feature is possible because all of _ data measuring
_-:;,:'. syste_s, rotor power and control input systels are completely
_,:_:_ self-contalned and only require the attaclment of power, hydrau
-:i. lic, control and data signal lines plus a support structure to
_. provide a test confiquration.
,,: The BXTR main rotor is driven by a 90 horsepower 3-phase syn-
=i:,:'_o. chr___ous electric motor through an RPM reducing gearbox. All
-_/',_- rotor forces and moments are measured on a strain gauge balance
_°_": (TASK Model No. 2.5 XK XXI IIA). Rotor torque values are measured
_i;./::" on a separate load cell (REVERE Model USPl-.S-B-5283) attached to
=_:_ a torque arm. Details of the balance accuracy together w_th the
-';"-_,__'- element capacities of the balances are given zn Table I.
-_- The removable fuselage sklns are not hard mouflted to the basic
=:" BMTR structure, but are arranged such that the forces and moments
,.',/i experienced by the fusela_.e are measured on another separate
"_i:._ strain gauge balance, in th_s case a TASK Model No. 2.5 _K SiX.
:-_" A.galn, the bai_nce calibration and balance element capacities are
°_".': g_ven in Table I.
_:'. All tail loads are separately measured on a third 6-component
_'."-- balance, a TASK Model No, 2.0 HK XVI_ the characteristics of which
=_'- are also given in Table I. This balance measures the net system
__._.",..._ thrust on the tail rotor (tail rotor thrust plus thrust recovery,
s,. less fin side force reaction) as distinct from tall rotor thrust
_ .... alone..The power for the tall rotor is s_.._. upplied by a 20 horse
-_'_":_- power 3 phase synchronous direct drive electric motor.
_: Main rotor control inpu_ are made via _ack screws and a conven-
_::- tional rotor swashplate. The control inputs are measured at the
_. outputs from the _ac_ scre_s via potentiometers, with the cyclic
-_- inputs being monitored to give zero flapping as measured on a
-_ _ blade flap potentio_ater. Tail rotor inputs are similarly made
_"" via a _ac_ scre_ plus a non-tilting swashplate, with the collec.-
k 'rh: rive inputs also being mea|ured via a potentiouter on the push
_:_", rod. It should be noted that these method_ of blade pitch mean-
="-_", urement do not generally give the actual blade pitch angles
"i_i".,'!' • ........................ ,.
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ibecause of _ effects of flexibility in the system. I_ edd_Ltion,
": the effects of tail rotor "delta 3" (the blade flap-pitch coup- ,i.
_ ling) are not included. The effect of the "delta 3" on the tail
._, rotor (there is no '*delta $*' on the main rotor) is to give an
:*_ actual blade angle different than the input blade angle. While _
/ the absolute blade angle values .cannot be defined exactly, the
.-_ changes in bla_,e angles due to interference effe_ are correctly _
_" measured.
During the installation of each set of rotor blades, the rotor
collective was reset to zero. However, any required change in
blade pitch values necessary to yield a correct blade track (all
:_ _ blade tips following the same tip path plane), could shift the
_.i I. reference point sli_tly. During the test, sole slippage of the
_ main rotor collective pitch potentioaeter becmm evident during
"" the data reprocessing. Att_upts have been made to correct for a
"- i number of major shifts in the collective readings, but not every
_ run has been individually checked. Hence, detailed compar._son-
._', between test main rotor collective settings could be misleading.
When the tail rotor is reconfigured as a pusher, the drive motor
_ and control inputs are flipped over, causing a change in sense of
the control input jackscrew and po_entiomel_er. During the data ,:_
i._ reprocessing, this shift in tail rotor collective slope (and zero)
• when changing from a tractor to a pusher configuration has been
' automatically accounted for.
As indicated previously, the main rotor torque measurements were
made separately using a load cell attached to a torque arm.
_ However, the tail rotor shaft torque measurements were not mess
_- ured separately, but were measured on the pitching moment elements
• of the tail balance. After correcting for the effects of canting
the tail rotor thrust vector (if appropriate) _e remaining
pitching moment is assumed _o be equal to the applied tail roto.rtorque. To minimize any errors in this approach, all runs con
ducted with _he tail rotor operating were configured _ithout the
,, horizontal stabilator to eliminate any download contamination on







' _OD_L HOVHR_ST FACILITY
e-
ra
- The tests were conducted in the Sikorsky model hover test facility
using the _Ta. To increase the frequenay of acquiring useful
: model hover test data, an open roof enclosure was constructed in
_ 1981 around the model test cell _ver faeility (Figures 3 & 4] to
minimize the impact of winds. The S-sided 8truoture has 9 bays,
_ each of which has a separately controllable door that can be
lowered or raised as required. The structure measures 12.on (42
: _eet) wide, 9.1m (30 feet] long 9.1n (30 feet)l_Lgh, and is
_ mounted on the side of the test facility building which houses the
...._ control consoles and the data acquisition/reduction HP ge4sIi
computer. Initial runs were node on the. test .facilit_ to select.
_' the amount and combination Of door openings _na_ mlnzmlzea wlna
:_ induced rotor perfornance effects for all wind conditions below 20
_ knots, while still giving _inim_n enclosure egfecte compared to
calm wind, open door conditions. Fiqure 5 shows the typical
_ variation in the lose of OGE hover peak Figure of Merit with door
i_ height for calm wind conditions. The selected door opening of
- 1.2m (4 feet) was used £or the majority of the tegt with an ooca
. sional run with doors open to check that the measured inter'-
£erence8 were not influenced by the proximity of the enQlosure
: doors.
An airspeed anemometer and weather vane are mounted on the top of
the enclosure directly above the rotor test r_g. With doors open,
the anemometer reading and wind direction indicators match those
taken at the Sikorsky &ircra£t control Tower. However, with the
: doors at the normal test condition, the anemometer reading is
:_ signigicantly lower than the true outside wind speed. Correlation
"- between the rotor performance changes and the anemometer reading,
: when operating under high outside wind conditions_ appear _o
;-_ indicate that the anemometer reading is an accurate indication of
the wind condition that _e rotor, experiences, Hence, i_ theanemometer reading shows 2 4 kph (1 2 knots) or lees o£ wind, i_
can be expected that the data being taken is of good quality






which the mounted, which can be raised or lowered w_th a
:,. 7.62 meter (2Sorest) stroke capability (nee Figure 3). Wllen the "'
_ ram. is fully retracted,, the model rotor head is located 105cm (41
-I: inches) above the ground. This corresponds approximately to a
:ti rotor height to radius ratio (Z/R)of 0.78. To obtain lower Z/R i"ratios requires the construction of a platform to raise the :
!ti apparent ground level.
i!. Previous tests conducted by Sikorsky did employ a platform 7.3m by
,! ,.3, by2, ,11o, ,1,,, lo, to
= _i ! tested. Comparison of results from that test are included in this :
?. _ report for completeness. Full stroke on the ram positions the
i_: model rotor head at a Z/R o£ approximately 6.5, well in excess of
_- the height necessary to simulate out of ground effect .(OGE)
,:_'ii conditions. At this upper position, the model rotor is closely
__._:_ aligned wil:ll the top of the enclosure, and to ensure minimum upper
.._:i: flow disturbances, a lower Z/R was selected for the OOE segment of
"::ii!i the test. The final selected Z/R was 3.
__.
_ _ The rotor and RPM controls got the BMTR are located in the control
=":!! room of the test facility building. Independent control over the .
main rotor and tail rotor lqPH's and collective atlgles are avail- 4.!. able, together with main rotor lateral and long_tudinal cyclic
:_ values. More complete details of these items are given in fo)low-
.._. ing sections•
!!_ The electrical power supply (3,phase, variable frequency) for the
::i_ main re,or zor rJle majority of the test was a Serve optics 440V
,_: 500A solid state "Static Drive" unit. The tail rotor power was
t: supplied by a Sikorsky 440V 200A "Varidrive" unit fabricated from
i components supplied by a number of _anufacturers. For a limited
"_i" number of lower power runs the "Varidrive" unit was used to power
"_i_ the main rotor while the "static Drive" was out of con_n£ssion
'_"
_I: The main supply voltage u_ed to drive the I_ computer, the NEFF
ili_ sisal conditioning unit and the strain gauge power supply wa_
=ti
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_.i: DATA AOQUI SI TION/REDUCTION
i i:_ All data acquisition and reduction in the test was handled by a
_., NEFF data processing system combined with amP 9MSB computer.
':" Each of the 3 balance strain gauge signals plus main rotor torque
;: and RPM, and tail rotor RPM were sampled S times by the NEFF
_ system during each data point scan. The mean values were t_en
_ input to the computer where they were recorded on tape for future
_:_ reprocessing and processed immediately for on line display on the
• ,. CRT and hard copy printout. All position type da_a (such as rotor
" input cyclic and collective control positions) were input to the
=:_i. computer after the balance mean values. All raw data, corrected
;,_" raw data, equlvale_t dimensional data and nondlmensional data for
-:ii!i! the main rotor, tall rotor and fuselage were inuediately available
__:ii:_ for display on the CRT or hard copy printout. The data recorded
_:_._. on tape was reprocessed to include both start and end zeros and to
:_i" correct for any significaD£ variatiofm in input parameters such as
!ii_ ambient conditions The final reprocessed data is t_e only form
-.>. of the data presented in this report. The tabulated results for
:- all test runs, including repeats, are included in this report as
:_: Volume 12. Inclnded in Volume II are the run log and test con-
_: fig_ratlolt.index.
:_.: The balance strain gauge signals were converted into engineering
i_i! un_ts using the calibration constants, then resolved into the more
:.., convenient 6 components of force, and moments for each balance
_.._. usin_ the balance interaction matrices. Many of the rotor param-
_- et_rs were then processed further into nondimensional form (the
_ definitions of which are presented in the LIST OF SYMBOLS sec-
_ tion). The final form of the tabulated data, as shown in this
_./_ report, presents the most relevant parameters for each of the 3
-?.. balances presented in tu_. For the main and tall rotors, these
:.:: parameters are rotor tip Math number, rotor collective &ugle,
rotor thrust, rotor torque, C_/si_ma, C./sig_a a_d rotor Figure of
=:_:: Merit. For the fuselage, th_ paramete_So are download, main rotor
_/: thrust, cJsi_a, _ download, main rotor torque and torque felt by
::."_' the fuselage as a result of the tail rotor thrust. The last two
:.:, parameters should be approximately equal for main and tail .re.tot
....•. operations, therefore signifying a torque balanced condition.
MOSt of the previously detailed main and tail rotor parameters can
:_.... also be plotted against each other directly using the HP computer
_:: Currently set up and available for plotting during data process:
:_.- ing, for each run set, (as appropriate), are main rotor C_/sigma
. '., and C./Sig_s against collective, main rotor c./sig_a and c_/sig_a





', c. (full and expanded scale), tail rotor C_/sig_a against CJsigma,
._. fuselage percent download against main to%or c_/sig_a and _uselage
._-:-- d_mensional download against dimensional main _otor Thnmst.
iili!_ Ex.a_les of these plots for a representative test configuration
!i_::i_. (S 76 Main Roto_ with fuselage aan.d, tail rotor, IOE at a Z/R of i
_: 0.78), are presented in Figures 6 14. The actual data p.oints .are
_?_! shown on these plots with a least squares curve fit routine giving
!_i_ a line through _ data for all plots except those involving main
:::o: rotor collecV.ive and fuselage download. The best form of the
ii!iil curvefit equaClonwasfoundto beA + + DC,. Thecu efit equations for each test condition are _ven at _he top of the
_ _- i appropriate tables in the data package of Volume II • t
:_,. The bulk of the computer plotted results presented in this report i
._._i: _ involve c_n.parison between rotor performance levels as a result of
_,_., _ configuration or operating condition changes. These plots entail
_!_ : 2 or more curves taken from se.parate data runs and do not include
_:_" any actual data points, but _nclude only the least square best
_.'.:_
_+,_:+:-_ curve fit lines.
::oF,"
/:: At the top of all of t_e multiple curve plots, below the Plot
°:_:: Series title, the File-Name (MFT number) corresponds to the data
_" run number as detailed in the Test Run Log. The File Number does
+_.,_ no___tcorrespond to the run number.
"°-._ A number of the figures in the Appendices show bo.th C,/sigma and
;:-- C_/sigma on the _a_e plot. As the run configuration fs the same
_ ifl each case (with the only difference between the curves beingio_ :.
..... the_ download measured on the fuselage} the _U_.s are identified by
i:i_- a mix of alfa numeric symbols. Fo." example, the curve labelled
_._,:.. . "2" represents the C_/slgma results while the curve labelled "2a"
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=- MODELRO_,
: Four different rotor blade se_s were used in this test. The 1
4
_ resulting rotors all have a nora/hal di_weter of 2.74a (9.0 ft..} I
- when mounted on the BMTR 4-bladed rotor head. The physical
characteristics (planform, twist, airfoils and t/c] of the 4 blade
_.- set_ are presented in Figures 15-18 and Table 2. The blades used
:" fo_ the majority of the test were 1/5.? scale U_-60A BLACK HAWK
_-'- blades (Figure 15). The blades have a high twist (-16 ° equivalent
- .
. linear), a solidity of 0,0850 and uq_loy a swept tip _ .SC1095 1=_ a d SC1095R8 a rfoils. The seco blade set corresponas to 1/
-- scale S-?6 blades (Fiqure 16). These blades have a lower twist
(-10 ° linear), a solidity of 0.0718 and eel:-v a swept taperedk_ip
.... and the same 5C1095 and SC1095R8 airfoils. The third blade set
=_ does not represent any full scale blades and have zero blade
: twist, a solidity of 0.0997, a square tip and NACA 0012 airfoils
(Figure 17). The fourth se_ of blades represent 1/6.2 scale, zero
_ tWiSt H-34 (S-SS) blades (Figure 18). A solidity of 0.0616 is
.: computed for these blades, which employ elliptic tips and the
= NACA 0012 airfoil.
The tail rotor used in the test is non-scale and employs -4 ° of
linear twist, a NACA 0012 airfoil and has a solidity of.0.2315.
; Also included in Table 2 are details of the Main Rotor/Tall Rotor
-_ clearances used in the test and the blockage experienced by all of
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MODELFUSS,rea . '
i AS indicated previously, any appropriately scaled fuselage contour _ ]
° or shell can be mounted on the BMTR. Currently, _ fuselage ,i _shells are available fo_ re|ring, a 1/5 scale S-?6 fuselage and a
1/5.727 scale UH-60A BLACK ltA_IK fuselage. The BLACK HAWE fuselage , -
! skins were selected for use in this study. Figure 19 presents ::i
details of the BLACR HAWKfuselage contours. : ,
"!o_ii The fUselage shells are arranged eo tl_at the tail pylon (fin)
i sections are separate from the basic fuselage. When the tail
rotor wan moved aft, the tail pylon 81tells and tail balance moved
_ • also, only requ_ring a cover for the open section. When employinq
_ i the lower tail rotor position, alternate shell arrangements were
required for runs including fuselage. In all cases, the hori-
zontal stabilator could be set to any angle or removed entirely.
'o° The full-scale BLACR HAWK helicopter hovers with the programmed
_ stabilator set at .45 °, so all model testing with the stabilator
_: was condUcted with the same setting.
Testing with the stabila_or on, however, was normally confined to
_. main rotor alone tes_e. U_der these conditions, any load on the
-,_ tail due to main rotor wa_e impinge_ent (especially in ground
_ effect) could be deter_ined. For most tail rotor runs the
oo_::I stabilator was removed to minimize the contaminating effects of
.:_- the tail rotor wake i_ingement on the tail rotor torque measure-








The test runs were conducted using a similar basic procedure. The
:, only test configuration that required modifications to the pro-
cedure were those involving the operation of both the main and
:. tail rotor.
:T Following test configuration preparation, the pretest calibrations
' (X, R and Z)were perfo_d, then after a model exercise (to
,: minimize residual "s_,ction.) 8-ta_tzeros were taken. The initial
_ test data point taken always consisted of a ,,_jnmnic zero". For
_ main or tall rotor alone, t_hese operations correspond to a close
"r to zero thrUSt condition at the required tip Nach number. This
: zero and a lower test point to ensure a good data curve fit
-_. throughout the thrust range.
When operating with both the main and tail rotors, the main rotor
:. was set to the same close to zero _rust conditi_ with the tail
rotor _t adjusted to give a resulting fuselage yawing moment
which equalled and opposed the main rotor torque induced yawing
moment. The correct setting of the main and tail rotor thrusts
for these and all subsequent conditions was made possible by the
continually updated on line display on the computer's CRT. The
sequence of operations to get any test point involved first
setting the desired main rotor or tail rotor collective and then
• adjusting the RPM to get the required tip Nach number. For
simultaneous operation of main and tail rotor following the
setting of the maln rotor condition, the tall rotor collective was
adjusted to balance approximately the main rotor torque. Follow-
: ing correct setting of the tail rotor RPM, any final re-adjustmentof the tail rotor collective was tnml ma_e to give an anti torque
value within 5_ of the main rotor torque reading.
" Following th.e initial "dynamic zero" data point, the early main
- rotor runs _n the test then _ncreased the collective setting up to
, a thrust level corresponding to a c_/sigma of approximately .04.
: Por later runs, when the operatin_ procedures had become more
.: familiar, the region between the "dynamic zero" and the rotor
, operating region of most interest (ct/ai_as of .04 and above) was
also included in the data sweep, once in the rotor operating
: region of interest, data points were taRen at one degree intervals
_ of increasing collectiv_ up to the rotor maximum as defined by the
.-" rotor thrust limit, main rotor torque limit or main rotor stall.
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i Data was then taken with reducing collective down to the lower end
, of the range of interest. On-llne monltorlng of the data taken up '!
:illI to that point allowed any repeat or additional points required to
_, be identified and obtained. Following con_letion of the primary ;
}! data before shutdown, an end "dynamic zero" was taken. After RPM
:} shutdowneL, the end zeros and calibratiorm were taken. Each data




















i " TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
_" Data Repeatability/Scatter¶. !
r__'-_" During the course of the test each set of rotor blades were
!:_::' removed and remounted at least once. As a system check after each
i_ new installation, data runs were conducted repeating previouslyi:_i::- run configurations. From these runs a measure of data repeat
ability was generated. The parameter showing the least repeat-
_._. ability was the main rotor collective, the variations of which
.,-.::.._ have previousl_ been discussed. The repeatability on the main
i_!:._:.._ rotor F_gure of Merit (.003) is such as to permit fuselage or tail '
_,:_."- rotor interferences of as low as .4_ to be highlighted.
F_._ Main rotor data scatter was generally found to be acceptably low
_:: (C,/sigma standard deviation typically .0000421. However, certain
teBt conditions/configurations did exhibit larger data scatter.
;i_; The standard approach when encountering a configuration which
'-_ exhibited increased data scatter was to increase the number of
_i.i.? data points taken to minimize the effects of random data acquisi-
__ tion. Those data runs exhibiting increased scatter are discussed
!_; in the appropriate following sections.
_-.::- Because of the method of tail rotor torque determination (using .
_":. the tail balance pitching moment elements) less precision was
_, evident in the tail rotor performance. Analysis of all repeat
_ runs involving the tall rotor showed an average power repeat-












_:: To aid data retrieval, the results of the test are presented in a
_ number of sections ,. This first section presents a summary of the
,_ highli_ts in simplified form. The detailed results are presented
"" as Appendices each covering a specific set of test configurations,
These Appendices are self-contained with their own text and
::!,_i figures. The tabulated data for all test runs is presented inVolume I I.
Appendix A presents the results for the isolated main rotors.
_'!__ Appendix B covers the results for the isolated tall rotor in its
i:::_" various locations and orientations. Appendix C gives the results
_,,,_- for the maln rotors in the presence of the fuselage, while Appen-
_:::_',:>_l dlx D gives the equivalent results for the tail rotor in the
_i_::;: i presence of the fuselage. Appendix E shows the results for the
::_i_._ main rotors with operating tail rotor and Appendix F presents the
_:_. results for main rotors operating in conjunctlon with thethe
._ fuselage and tail rotor. The effects of the rotorhead height
"i!_ reduction are covered in Appendix G, while the flow visualization
_/:ii_ study results are given in Appendix H.. Appendix I presents the
:_,i aodel rotor airfoil data used in the vertical drag analysis.
_._ Isolated Main Rotor
_=_::_ The first results in this summary section cover the isolated main i
F_'_I rotor. Figures 20-22 show the out of ground effect (OGE) rotor i
_:" tip. Math number (M_) trends for the BLACK HAWK, S-76 and High
_._:_ Solxd_ty rotors res)ectively in terms of rotor Figure of Merit
when operating in the upper c_/sig_a range. The trends of peak
!_i!_ F_gure of Merit, c_/8i_a at _peak Figure of Merit and loss of
_ ":' Figure of ._er_twith_ increasing tip Math number for both the BLACKi_ii! HAWKand $ 76 model rotors are consistent with the trends shown by
_, the full-scale equivalent rotors. The results for the zero twist
,":_:i High Solidity Rotor show surprisingly good peak Figure of Merit
_! values and ainimal trends with incr_asing _ach number. As ex-
?, plained in greater detail in Appendix A, this t.rand is thought to
o ir
_I: be more a function of the low blade coning experienced by this
_iI_ rotor (due to it_ above average blade mass) than anything else.
"_',: This i8 in part corroborated by the very low peak Figure of Merit
i, of the high coning H-34 blades which employ an identical tech-
'" noloT/ base to the High Solidity blades
:,i_ Tests were conducted on the BLACK IlAW_ rotor to investigate the
_:_: impact of rotor tip Math number on ground effect thrust aug_en-
:_ _:_: _ation. Figure 23 shows that thrust augmentation is not affected ,





., It was found that rotor geometry did have a large impact on ground
effect thrust augmentation. Figure 24 shows the augmentations for
the 4 rotors tee.ted as a function of Z/R. The BLACK HAWK rotor
- (which has the hzghest blade twlst) recorded the lowest augmenta-
._ tion while the highest augmentation was recorded on the low
solidity, zero degree twist H-34 blades.
i
_. Work by Hayden [Reference (12 )] had previously concluded that
_ presenting ground effect thrust au_.ntations on a (GWTn_/
GW___) 3/2 against (D/Z)2 basis results zn a linear relations_T_.
Th_"Tesults from the isolated main rotor segment of this test are
_" presented in this form in Figure 25, and show a basically linear
" relationship for the lower twist rotors with the high twist BLACK
- HAWK rotor showing considerable non-linearity."r,
,_
.,, Main Rotor/Fuselaqe
When the BLACK HAWK fuselage was located below any of the main
rotors, any change in the rotor thrust due to the presence of the
fuselage could be detected on the rotor balance. FigUre 26 shows
:_ the variation of this "thrust recovery" (ratio of rotor thrust
: with the fuselage to isolated rotor thrust} for the out of ground
effect BLACK HAWK rotor for the 3 test tip Nach numbers. Except
i for the low thrust levels at the lowest tip Nach number, essen-
tially no thrust recovery (or thrust degradation) due to the
effect of the fuselage can be detected.
When using the other rotors and when operating in and out of
_" ground effect, the influence of the fuselage is more significant i
=, a_ Figure 27 shows. In this we see that the S-76 rotor always
_ experiences a thrust recovery due to the influence of the fuselage
while the H-34 and High Solidity rotors always experience a thrust
loss. The BLACK HAWK rotor experiences changing t£ends when
entering ground effect.
While the main rotor is experiencing a change of performance due
_ to the addztion of the fuselage, the fuselage ztself zs experi-
:_ encing a download due to the rotor downwash. Figure 28 shows the
: variation of the percentage fuselage download (ratio of download ]
•:.- to rotor thrust) with C_/sigma and tip Math number. The variation I
_ of download expressed _n percentage is proportional to the rotor
_ RPM showing that, within the thrust range shown, download is only
; a second order function of rotor thrust, and tip Nach number.
The actual fuselage download experienced when using each rotor is
:" shown in Figure 29 and demonstrates that the zero twist rotors
; have approximately a constant 2_ download whereas the high twist








When operating at fixed tip Nach nu_er, the change in fuselage
- download with rotor and ground effect is shown in Figure 30. ,The ,i ..i BLACK HAWKand S-76 rotars (both blades with twist) have sign_fi-
_:,: cantly higher download OOE than the High Solidity and H-34 rotors
due to the redistribution of rotor downwash away from the tip
-;-, region in towards the rotor hub,.where more fuselage exists.
Entering ground effect generally reduces the downwash velocities
at a given C_/.4... with the result that the differences between
the twisted _h_l_wisted rotors are signif_ca_tly reduced. In
E!_!: addition, the pressure generated on the ground plane below the
rotor when IGE becomes large enough to actually generate a "buoy-
_i".- ancy" on the fuselage so much so that the load becomes an upload
_:_,"i at Z/Rts of 0.78 for all rotors._ted.
previous Sikorsky funded test employed an S-76 fuselage repre
l:i sentation below an 5-76 rotor. Comparing the downloads from thesetwo tests, using the same 5-76 rotor and the two fuselages gives
the results shown in Figure 31. Here we see that OGE the wider
[:I• and longer nosed S.-?6 fuselage experiences a higher download
.. ground pl,ane buoyancy affects both fuselages about the same,
i_" resulting _n the S-76 again experiencing more download (or to be
:_":' truly correct less upload) than the BLACK HAWKfuselage.
:_I:' Again looking at the IGE trends using the Hayden form discussed
_,:": earlier, only this time adding in _the.fuselage download effects,
_._,_ gives us Figure 32. The previous non llnearlty in the BLACK HAWK
°_ data is now absent and all "au_nentation factors" have been
::.: improved with the High Solidity results, now even exceeding the
:::!:, Hayden empirical line. Also shown on th_s figure are the results
_.:,!. of the previously mentioned test using the S-76 fuselage and
_
?_.,. rotor. Almost identical ground effect augwentatlon results are
:_" apparent co_pared to the current BLACK HAWK fuselage wi_h 5-76
_' rotor. The previous test included results at lower _./R ratios
_:.!:. (higher (V/Z)_).
i:
....:::. Nain Rotor/Tail _otor
::."i!:{i Another eleaen_ of the test involved testing the main and tail
rotors simultaneously without the fuselage. Figure 33 shows the
. variation in the loss of main rotor thrust due to the fluence of
ii' the tractor tail rotor (compared to the isolated rotor) as a .:., functAon of rotor tJ_st, ground effect and tail rotor location.
' When either OGE or IGE no change in main rotor thrust was measured
._. when changing the tall rotor's lateral position. However, signif-
i:, icant reduction in interference was available from either moving
, the tall rotor aft or down. The interference effects OGE were ..
I,
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found to be essentially independent of rotor _hrust but Stronglydependent ZGE. "_
_:'.. Main Rotor/Tail Rotor/Fgselage
The major part of the test iuvolved config_ations containing main
* : rotor, tail rotor and £_8elage. Figure 34 shows the ion of BLACK
I",:;., HAWK_ main rotor thrust due to the interference effects of the
_o_ fuselage and the tail rotor when mounted in a variety of posi- '.
t;,.','i tions. The ratio of main rotor thrust shown in Fiqure 34 Is
_:.:, .measured at. a constant main rotor torque equivalent _o a fixed
_ ,::_ lsozate_ ma_n rotor C,/sigma. The two lines on each bar chart
_:_;" represent the relative_perfornance of the _ain rotor atat: C_/signas
of 0.06 and 0.I0 with the arrow depicting the trend direction for
_,:_",? Increasing C_/sign_. It can be readily seen that all of the
_o= alternate loc_tions and orientations in the tractor and/or pusher
i,_._,,_ modes experienced less tlqrust lOSS than the standard location andseparation, 0 ° cant config ration. In fact, a number of the
_" configurations (especiallyi:; at low t_'ust) show _USt levels with
'- the fuselage and tail rotor that are higher than thooe for the
_,: isolated main rotor. However, only the configuration wlththe aft
_i;: tail rotor location, increased separation and 0 ° cant consistently
_.: produced thrust levels better than those for the isolated rotor.
: The pusher tail rotor results are essentially repeats of the
:.:,:" tractor tail rotor results0 except for the reversal of trend with
_.... increasing thrust for 2 of the configurations.
!,:.?.
i:.- In ground effect (Figure 35) similar trends are apparent with all
i:,,i_:,_" alternate locations producing lees main rotor interference than
.,:L the standard location, with less main rotor thrust than an iso-
_-,.: la_ed rotor. The best tail rotor location is now aft with stand-
_ ard separation and 200 Cant.
.. In both OGE and rOE conditions, moving the tail rotor aft or
introducing 20 ° of tail rotor cant significantly reduced the
.,,'.- interference felt by the main rotor due to the f_selage and tail
rotor, plus pusher or tractor tail rotor configurations did not
_... si_Lficantly effect the main rotor interference.
When the tail rotor is located in its standard location and
separation, the i_pact of the fuselage and tail rotor (in both
i tractor and pusher modes) on the 4 different main rotors (OGE) i8
shown in Figure 36. Little significant difference in interference
is evident when changing the tail rotors frcs pusher to tractor
operation. The S-?6 rotor appears to experience the lowest
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_: When operating in ground effect, (Figure 37) the variation from
- rotor to rotor (particularly at the hi%hast thrust levels) dimin-
i ishes oonstder_ly conpared to OGB. The BLACKHAWKrotor does, _:
however, experience note interference than the other rotors. The
• rotors experience a larger interference penalty lO[ than o0E due
to the influences of the fuselage and t.a_l re,or.
As indicated previously, while the main rotor is experiencing its
own t_rust losses, the fuselage is being subjected to a download.
: _ The download e_rienced by the fuselage when below a BLACKHAWK
''_ rotor OGE for a range of tail rotor locations is shown in Figure? , 38. Variations in the download with tail roto_ location (espec
_ ially at the higher thrust levels) are evident. All tractor tail
_ rotor configurations produce more download than the standard
_" location, and counters the reduced interference effects • on the
_ main rotor. Rowever, the download with the pusher tail rotor
• configurations appear to be significantly lower. The influence of
the ground is to reduce the variation in download with tail rotor
: location (Figure 39). Worthy of note ia that unlike the results ',
_ _ for the laain rotor and fuselage alone, the addition of the tail
rotor affects the ground plane buoyancy effect such that a fuse-
/" lags dow_.load(not an upload) still exists (although much reduced ,
from the OGE value), i
The download experienced by the fuselage when operating With fixed
" tail rotor location and t_e 4 different rotors is shown in Figure
40 for OGE conditions. The download variation is very similar to
i that shown in Figure 30 (for the main rotor and fuselage alone).
Little impact due to variation between pusher or tractor tail
.._ rotor modes is evident except for the H-34 rotor. In ground
effect (Figure 41) also shows little variations with rotor system
: except for the H-34 rotor.
i'" : Tall Ro_r/Fin
!
_: When any tail rotor is employed on a helicopter, ilm very instal-
lation results in a performance change co_ared to its "isolated"
_:' configuration. The magnitude and sense of this performance change
_ is very strongly in£1uenced by the tail rotor separation from the
pylon, the tail rotor operating mode (pusher or tractor) and the
_- amount of tail rotor blockage. Figure 42 su_arize8 the changes
_. in total tail rotor syste_ performance (stun total of download on
the pylon and tail rotor thrust recovery) as a result of the .
_, addition of the BLACK_ pylon to a number of tail rotor con
figurations. The ratio T/_^, shown in Figure 42 iS _easured at
a constant tail roto_ tor__Uivalent to an isolated tail rotor
l
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C, of .012, The majority of tail rotor configurations experienced
, a-total system thrust Lncreue due to the pylon installation. The
. one configuration th&t consistently gave a thrust 10iS, WaS tl_@
lOW tail rotor location which had a nearly 100K inoreaso in
' effective tail rotor blockage compared to the standard location,(lO.4Z and 9.4X .increaSe in blockage over their respective base
lines). The pusner tail rotor configurations recorded similar or
fractionally worn system thrusts Compared to the tractor tail
. rotor for standard tail rotor locations but significantly better
perfornance for the low tail rotor location. Table 2 gives theblockage values for the baseline "isolated" tail rotor configu-
- ration_ and thea_ represent the support struuture for the tail
rotor assembly which causes its own tail rotor blockage. These
; blockages correspond to 13.2_ and 13•0_ for the standard and low
:. positions respectively. 'the addition of the fuselage pylon
results in a different blockage effect which in some cases results
in a total system _Lrust higher than the original .isolated"
condition.
Tail Rotor/Main Rotor
: Without the pylon but in the proximity of the BLACK HAWKmain
-" rotor, the tail rotor again experiences a change in t__uat char
acteristic8. Fig_lre 43 shows the impact of the various confi_u-
t rations OGZ and IOE on these characteristics. For the asperity of
' tail rotor locationt, the presence of the main rotor significantly
reduces the tail rotor thrust (over 20Z _hruet loss was recorded
: with the tail rotor in its standard location) Note the low tall
rotor location experienced no _ust penalty probably as a result
..,i of the increased rotor downwash from the main rotor in this
region, (and further confirming the best tail rotor rotation of
forward blade moving up). This improved tail rotor thrust capa-
bility is not at the expense of main rotor _._ust either (Figure
33).
_ Tail Rotor/Main Rotor/_usela_e
The tail rotor capabilities in the presence of both the B_ACK I4kWK
! main rotor and the fuselage are shown in Figure 44. In either the
tail down was
., tractor or pusher medea, moving the a distinct
penalty• In _,ractor mode, canting the tail rotor or moving it aft
-." with increased separation improved the tail rotor performance
: compared to the standard location• In the pusher mode, the
standard tail rotor location gave better performance than any
_r" performance in the _actoz mode, and moving the tail rotor aft






-' The log tractor tai:L rotor perforuance (Figure 45) was almost a ,.
-_. : duplicate of _he OOB results, _e only real difference was a
_- 1 smaller variation in perfonuance due to configuration. The IOv.
:- ' effects were norm pronounced for tJle pusher configurations causing "
__,- reduced tail rotor performance.
W
: When employing t lie tail rotor in its standard location, the
_. variation in tail toter perfomance with varying main rotor and
,:; tail rotor mode, oo_, is shown in Figure 46. For 4 rotors, the
_ pusher tail rotor node proved superior, although with the s-76
:: rotor, the isprovement was not as large. When lOS (Figure 47),
:_' very similar trends to those shown OGE are apparent except now the
__:: H-34 rotor gives slightly better tail rotor performance in the
_ tractor mode than the pusher mode.
" system Performance
;_: Up till now, all of the changing interference effects have been
_:! discussed on their own merit. However, it ernst be realized that,
_::.-- say, moving the tall rotor aft reduces the tail rotor thrust
-: required to balance the main rotor torque so that this effect is
:-' complimentary to the reduced main zotor/tail rotor interference
/.. that also occurs. Similarly, canting the tail rotor produces an
•- increase in the system lift as well as a reduction in the main
,. rotor/tail rotor interference. To fully integrate all of these
-::_ factors into one q_antity that will measure the overall system
:,'__ efficiency, we will use the Systems Figure of Merit. For this, _he
:-. total syste_ lift (main plus ta._l rotor lift less fuselage down-
:. load) and the total 8ywtem power (main plus tail rotor power) are
/ used in the calculation as detailed in the List of symbol section
._ on page 33. Figure 48 shows the total OGE system® impact of the
;. changes in tail rotor configuration with the BI£CK H_WKmain rotor
using the system Figure of Merit as the reference parameter. All
i_- tail rotor configuration8 except the low tractor configuration,/-
: gave better system hover performance than the standard location
L:_ tractor tail rotor. Moving the tail rotor aft el!d/or canting it
i _. significantly improved the system Figure of Merit. The pusher
i_:,:" tall rotor mode gave better performance than similarly configuredtractor tail rotor results. The IOE results ate shown in Figure
_..- 49 and are s_ilar to the OGE results.
i'
L,._. It should be noted that OGE the total system interferences felt by
_'.: the individual con_onent_ when operating toge_Jler are essentially
the same as when operating on their own. For example, the down.: load on the _uselage due to the main rotor was the same inde
..:. pendent of _e operation of the tail toter. Unfortunately0 when
::: operating in ground effect the relulting _ore complex flow fields
: proved to generate more interactive effects, i
_ - 63
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'_ FigUre 50 presents the so| eyet_n hover perfomemce with standard
:: tail rotor location for all of the main rotors. The BLACK HAWK ........ _
7 rotor has the best syste_ hover performance with _ pusher tall
_- rotor being the best tall rotor configuration (as shown in Figure
_ 48). Except for the H_34 rotor, the pusher tail rotor mode was
found to be the best.
' Figure 51 shows the equivalent results for the ZGE (Z/R = 0.78) •
_,;, condition. Because of its improved _gr.oundeffect augmentation
_i: compared to the BLACK HAWK rotor, the $ 76 rotor almost gave the
highest system Figuze of Merit. Note the tractor mode High
_ Solidity rotor results had questionable tail rotor results and an
_ estimate of the correct performance has been included (based on
_- the tail rotor results with the low main rotor head). The var_-
._: ation in system Figure of Merit with rotor system was found to be
_ :
_- much less IGE than OGE. This is primarily a result of the im-
...._: proved ground effect aug_aentation apparent on the lower efficiency
_'_'_ rotors when operating IGE.
'_IY
_'_ Main Rotor Shaft Height
The final part of the contract testing involved runs with the
_" reduced height rotor shaft which positioned the main rotor head
0.0508n (2 inches) model scale -0.2908m (11.454 inches} full
!_ scale, closer to the fuselage. Figure 52 shows the impact on the
OGE main rotor thrust recovery of this rotor head movement. For
_ the most part, no signiflcant change in charactaristlcs is ap-
es"/. parent. Similarly, the results for the two in ground effect
_:/ii_" condition (Z/R's of 1.2 and 0.78) shown in Figure 53 and 54
_ respectively, do not show significant variations, except that th.e
_" H 34 rotor shows more thrust loss due to the low shaft helght in
_:. Figure 54.
:-p
-_: The best criteria for determining the overall impact of the
......, reduced rotor head height is using the system Figure of Merit.
_- Figure $5 shows the results of the change in rotor head height
_ilr.
_: using such an approach, for all 40GE rotors with a tractor tail
_ ._ rotor in the standard loca_Lon. Very little change in system
_!,_i Figure of Merit 18 appuent. However, _e companion 1aE results
_._.... Of Figure 5_ do indicate that for the S ?6 and BLACK HAWK rotors
- the low rotor head height would prove to be a disadvantage. Part
_"_".. of the reduced IGE syste_ efficiency could be attributed to a
=_._:. difference in fuselage download between the hig_ and low shaft
heights since the data are compazed at a constant hub height from
: the ground. However this effect would be small as the download
derivative with hub height above the ground is small.
.




;_iii_.'_ Sikorsky Aircraft _u_rently has 3 vertical drag analysis methods, - i
_il;i _he moment of inertia method a_d two rotor wake methods. The ,i
i moment of inertia met_d will not be covered here as variations in
_):= rotor geometry and fuselage cross-Section shape are not capable of .i
......... being acco_ fo_. The two methods used to show correlation
_:_ with the test results involve a strip analysis for the fuselage
_':" below the rotor is_ersed in rotor wa_es generated from model rotor
_;_- test data (analysis identified as YI061 or using Sikorsk_ Air-
!f.. craft's Circulation Coupled Hover AnalysLs Erogram (CCHAP) as
_-_ described in Reference 13.
 ii:i:.
_;i__. Fi_Ire 57 present_ the correlation between the OGK test an_
predicted fuselage download as a function of rotor th_"_st (C_/
_!::_ sig_a) and geometry. The pred±cted _esults _n t_s figure were
;_ generated using the Y106. program that uses a fixed empirical
,.:i)i,_ (tee_) wake geomet__y that is only a function of blade twist. As a
_ result, the _ fuselage download (fuselag e download divide d by
_m;mh'" rotor thrust) is independent of rotor C_/si_na, whereas the test
_,__ resullm demormtrate a reduction of d_wnload with increasing
_: thrust. The BLACK NAWKand S 76 rotor test results bracketted the
_:,i:! predicted result, whereas the predicted results for_the High
_._: Solidity and H-34 rotors were in excess of botk_ of the test down
"_ :: load values.
:_._. Figure 58 shows the equivalent correlation using the CCHAPprogram
-_"_:.... for the theoretical basis, In th_s case the theory does show a
___.,,_" correct trend variation with thrust. In addition, the theory also
2_-:,/'i'_.,,: predicts the tes.t result closely in every situation. In fact,
_..o_._.:_:' except for the higher thrust level case for the H-34 rotor, the
-_,._..'- CCHAP results are all _ithln 0.5_ of the test results. Overall,
_:__:__, , the CCHAP results are a significant in_provem_,_ton the YI06
oo • result_
=__?
... ,_',,o.,...... ,o _,.._/,_: ..
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-" COIqCLUS!ONS
_ 1. Isolated Main Rotors:
i'+
_+_ 1.1 Increased twist increases rotor performance :
_+ 1.2 Increased twist reduces in-ground-effect thrust augmen-: .:..,
!_ tatlon but still yields better rotor performance.
I-?
J=_: 1.3 Ground effect does not affect tip Math number trends.
I:I
i _ 2. Main Rotor & Fuselage:
( , 2.1 Download on fuselage due to high twist blades is non-
: linear with thrust
_ 2.2 The fuselage experiences an upload in ground effect
: 2.3 Ground effect thrust augmentation is increased with a
. fuselage when the effects of fuselage forces are in-
,.  cluded.
:° 2.4 Increased blade twist increases fuselage download out of
.+_ ground effect-- unchanged in ground effect
_. 2.5 Expressing the ground effect thrust augmentation in the
Hayden form yields a linear relationship, but the slope
is reduced with increasing blade twist.
'- 2.6 The high and low twist rotors tested did not show a
-_ thrust recovery due to the fuselage. The moderate twist
..+ rotor did experience thrust recovery.
- 3. Tail Rotor and Fuselage:
w L. 3.i Increased separation from fin/pylon slightly improves
_-i?.' performance.
) : 3.2 The low tall rotor locatlo_ e_erienced signiflcantly
._++ Mote lOii of performance due to increased blockage.
-':- 3.3 Canting the tail rotor (tractor mode) does not signif-
icantly change the tail rotor performance.
:" 3.4 A tractor tail rotor is more susceptible to blockage






:L_ 4. Main Rotor & Tail Rotor _
._ "5. . i
_ 4.1 Zncreaaing tail rotor clearance (moving _ail rotor aft)
_: si_tnificantly reduces tail rotor interference on main :_
'" ' rob.or,
4.2 .ovi,, .ii ,oto, do.,,oro...,interference on the main rotor.
_'I 4.3 Moving the tail rotor down does not change the tail
=_}_, rotor interference on the main rotor, but significantly
_,. improves the tail rotor performance.
_ , _r __ --" 4.4 Yail rotor interference on the main rotor still exists
_ in ground effect. The _._ends are similar and the
_i: j interferences are generally highe:. _
_:: I 5. Main Rotor & Fuselage & Tail Rotor:
:o;:_:_ 5.1 Canting the tail rotor reduces the interference expari-
'_""! enced by Clte main rotor.
._;ii_ S.2 Movin_ the tail rotor aft reduces the interference
:ii:_ii._:i experienced by the main rotor.
_::,.. 5.3 Pusher tail rotors produce as much interference on the
o_:-, main rotor as tractor tail rotors
;_;_ 5.4 Out o£ ground effect the total interference effects
-_!ii:i" approximately equal the sum of the individual inter- :'
i:._i!- _erences. "!
-:"_ 5.5 In ground effect the sum of the individual interferences
._.i_ do not equal the total.
":;; 5 6 Lowering the main rotor head to make it closer to the
....__,
t fuselage did not change the _ueelage download but did
4. L: I
_i_ slightly reduce the rotor performance at low thrust
=o,:__ levels.
....ti 5.7 Based on the total eyit_. Figure of Merit the best means
ference is to cant the tail rotor and/or move it aft.
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:,:_ Ftgure 22. lsollted High Soltdtty Rotor, ORE,MathNumberTrends,
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-- Ftgure 37. I_tn Rotors wtth Fuselage and Tat] Rotor - I_ltn Rotor Thrust






Ftgure 39. BLACKHANKRotor and Fuselage wtth Tat1 Roto_ - Downloadon
. Fuselage, t4t = 0.6, Z/R = 0.78
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_"::: Ftgure 40. I_latnRotor'S_lth Fuselage and Tall Rotor . Downloadon Fuselage
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i Ftgure 44. Tat1 Rotor Thrust Loss due to BLACKHANKMatn Rotor and
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I S0LATgD MAZN _OTOR DATA
[ The acquisition of the isolated rotor performance data (4 main and
: 1 tail rotors) was primarily for geBeration of a baseline _against
;. i which the impact of the fuselage and tail rotor, interferences
.: _ could be assessed. However, analysis of the maxn rotor aaua i
•,. Itself yields the influence of a number of rotor parameters on 4the. !
tip Mach number and ground effect f/trust augmentation characterls
i tics of hovering rotors, i
_ The tip Mach number t,rends of the isolate.d, out of ground effect,
i _ SLACK _AWK rotor are Shown in Figures A1 a3.basis.Figure A1 showsa2 _ !• i i comparison on a c,/si_a against CJsig_a Figures an.
i_ A3 show the comparfson on a Figure 8T Merit against C_/Sig_a baszs
with Fi R3 showing the results in the area of i_erest on an- gure
i. expanded scale. Fi_es A1 and A2 show very little difference
between the M=0.55 and M=0.60 lines, wi_h more but still not large
differences between the M=0.60 and M=0.6S lines. Figure A3 shows
_ the effect much more clearly when using the expanded scale Figure
_ of Merit plot. The maximum values Of the C_/si_a reached during
!_: each run are only indicative of the fixed _.st and torte limits
i_ imposed on the test hardware, not the varzatlon oz _ne rotor
, thrust capability with tip Nach number. The effect of tip.Mach
number variation is to change both the peak Figure of Nerzt and
i" the C+/si_a at which the peak occurs. The higher the tip Mach
i_ numbe_ _he lower the Figure of Merit and the lower the C_/Si_ma at
_. whzch it occurs. At the lower values of c_/sig_a _he rotor
_ performance (both in ter_s of C./si_a and Fi_re of Merit) zs
i_ completely independent of rotor _ip Mach number. All of these
i:__ trends are normal and consistent with full scale rotor trenas.
The equivalent tip Mech number trends for the isolated,, ou t of
! ground effect S-76 rotor are shown in Figures &4-k6. Agazn it is
"" not until the results a_e shown on the expanded scale Figure of
Merit plo_ (Figure a6) _hat the Mach number trends become clear.
Virtually identical trends to those demonstrated on the BLACK HAWK
rotor are apparent. ..
.
The tip Math number trends for the isolated, out of ground effect
:- High SoligLtty rotor ar_ shoWn in _ig_tres kT-ag. In spite of the
_ earlier technology rotor configuration (low twist, 0012 airfoil
and rectangular tip) the trends are again s_all and only really
apparent in the expanded scales of Figure Ag. Unfortunately, the
- rig torque limits are juch that the upper li_.i.t_ of _the tes_
c_/si_a are relatively low for this rotor. The nzgl_est ¥xgure oz
M_rit _easured on this rotor (._83), at a tip _ach number of 0.55,
PRECEDING P.AGE BLANK INO_ _ILIVlF.,D
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is consistent with _e peak values Manured on the BLACK HAWK
rotor (.738) and the S.-70 rotor (.712) for the OnE condition.
- Even then a peak Figure of Merit was not reached.o'
.. These ret ulte are in distinct conflict with the tip Mach number of
_ 0.6 results for _ H 34 rotor (Figures k10-k12). The lower
=" sol£,dity of this rotor compared to the similarly configUred high
: solxdity rotor, allows much higher rotor C./si_na values to be
._ reached before the thrust and torque limits'corm into pla_r. In
. :" fac_, C_/sigaa values well beyond the value for peak Figure of
_- Merit were achievable. In addition, the peak Figur e of Merit for
,,.:-: this rotor was found to be quite low (.58). Initially this low
-::! Figure of Merit was attributed to the effects of some strain
:_. gauges on two of the four blades. Their subsequent removal and
:.:!, retestlng did show a small Figure of Merit increase but not of the
anticipated magnitude. It was subsequently deter_.ined that theprimary reason for the low FigUre of Merit for the H 34 blades and
,!:i'...- a contributing factor towards _he high Figure of Merit Of the High
=/_:,: Solidity rotor is the difference in coning between these and the
,.. other two sets of blades.
/:
...._ The H-34 blades exhibited substantially.more coning for a given
.: .- rotor thrust than the BLACK HAWK and S 76 blades, with the High
_.,. Solidity blades producing less coning. The .result of the coning
.., is to reduce the effective rotor radius and t_p speed and to drive
__ the shed_ tip vortex closer to the following blade, hence incre as-
_ ing the rotor C. and lowering the Figure o_ Merit. For the H 34this could have _the effect of decreasing the Figure of Merit by up
iS!- to 10_. Normally, this coning effect is not sig_ificant because
_. most full scale articulated rotors have similar coning angles at
""._ their design thrust levels. The more recently fabricated BLACK
=::.i- HAWK and S-76 blades have correct mass and s_iffness distribut_ons
.":: whereas the H-34 blades are lighter and less stiff than scale, and
_-:V the High Solidity blades are non-scale, very heavy and stiff.
t :
-,-_,:. Compounding problems with the data trend comparison for the H-34
_. rotor is the inability of the selected form of the least squares
--' re CU_e fit equation (A + B eta/: + D C_ a ) to handle correctly the
_ very sharp increase in rotor Cq at the _tigher C,'s (C,'s above the
.. C+/signa _or peak Figure of Merit). The proble_ does_not occur on
_: else 3 other rotor syste_ as the achievable C_/sig_as are not pas_
" the Figuce of Merle peak and as shown in _igures AI3 and &14
: (especially when co_ared to,. the excellen_ curve fits shown in
Figures 9 and 10 for the .S ?6 rotor), the form of the equation
•.::: when used on the full H 34 rotor _rust range is inadequate.
However, limiting the data to thrust levels up to the c_ for the
_' pea_ Figure of Merit eliminate| the curve fit problem (Figures A15
" - and a16).
_:..
Ii
i_!i_: In addition to the Xach nu_er trande for _w baeelins rotors°
::i_:' _round effect trends were also generated. The trends £or the
:_ BLACK HAWKroar are shown in Piguree A17-A21. Figures A17
_:i: &18,and A19 show the effect of the ground on the basic nond/men'-
_:..,. sional rotor thrust-power relationships for 7J_e 3 ZA_s tested
: (3.0, 1.2 and _.78) for each of the 3 test tip Nach numbers of
_! 0.55, 0.6 and 0.65. The cross plot:s of these data, showing the
___ increase in thrust capability at constant power over the out of
i:_._ ground effect capabiliW, at _he two in ground effect conditions,*I at a ._ip Hath number of 0.6, are shown in Figure A20 as a function
_" --- Of the refarence _er. These results show a varying tre_ of
_.... ground effect aus_antation with power level - an increasing trend
_;-_ with power for the hiSher _eel height condition and a decreasing
! trend with power for the lower wheel height condition, althoughneither tTend is ve_ strong. A power level approximately equiv
_'_":"t alent to the O_ power required at the BLACKHAWKdesign point was
_t- selected and the variation of the rotor ground augmentation
__iI.-- capability as a function of z/R, is shown in Figure A21, for the
! ii tip.ach of 0.6 the other 2 .ach n ers testedi_ Figure A21 shows that for the BLACK EAWK rotor the variation of_:: ground effect thrust augmentation w/ _ip N ch number is negli-
!:!,_/.- gible.
i::_-?"I" The e_ulvalent results for the S-76 rotor are also shown in Figure
A20 and Figures A22 and A23, the High Solidity rotor in Figures
!i."i__ A24 and A2S, and the H-34 rotor in Figure A26.
_.:. Comparing the thrust augmentation results for the four rotors,
_- (Figure A27) reveals a significant iapact of twist and solidity on
:": rme trends and magnitudes as a function of Z/R. The BLACK HAWK
!it rotor with its high twis_ shows less overall thrust augmentation
_. than the other 3 rotors although nest of the difference is due to
augmentation When going from Z/R*s otf" 1.2 to 0.78 is similar to
,,,,.. that shown on the 9-76 rotor. The S 76 rotor has the next best
_.:.. augmentation followed by the High Solidity rotor while the H.34
fi ! shows the g_ea_st aus_enCation of all of the rotors..The dif
ferences in ausmentation between the High Solidity and H 34 rotors
, would _end to indicate that increasing the rotor solidity has a
de_imen al effect on ground effect thrust augmentation. This .:
_,i,:_: result is counter to the results obtained by Cl_aesman, et al inReference 11. It iS likely that the coning effects that were
I,'_: previously discussed affect the conclusions regarding ground
ii!i_l effec_ augmentation. The effect of coning i8 simila_ to the" effect of _ist with large coning angles being adverse. Ground
_:.._ effec_ reduces the adverse tip loading penalties and therefore
.,,:..;... rotors with Sore adverse tip conditions will benefit more f_om
00000002-T$C0
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As a result, rotors with poo= OG2 performance will achieve higher
auguusntation than roto=s with good OGE pe=fcmance. This trend is
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Figure A-20. Four Isolated Matn Rotors, Ground Effect Trends
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i_- ISOLATEDTAIL ROTOR DATA ,_!
'". ;: unlike the main rotors, only I tail rotor was employed during the _:i,
'_,.-" test. However, a numb_,r of different locations were employed _:
/:-. which, combined with the fact that the tall rotor performance was
!_o:: measured on the tail balance rather than a tail rotor balance,
_..,... still required many baseline tail rotor runs to be made. The Mach
_,,.- number trends for the untasted tail rotor in the standard location
_.:: are shown in Figure B1 and are somewhat inconclusive. In addi-
,_'.- tion, the introduction of 9Tound effect has no significant impact :
:_"' on the tail rotor performance (Figure BI) as would be hoped, r
_._.>:. The introduction of tail rotor cant hau a small detrimental impact
i:_,_, on the tall rotor performance (Figure B2). Fi_re B2 also shows
_.:: the apparent Influence of increasing the tall rotor separation
;:.°: from the support structure. Without cant, increasing the separa-
_.:.....-. tion appears to hurt the C_il rotor performance, whereas with cant
"_""- the performance penalty is reduced, i
...!.:. Figure B3 shows the impact on the apparent tall rotor performance
i?_-.._.. due to moving the tail rotor down. The gains in performance may _
_... a and are the reason .
._:-- be primarily function of the measuring system
:.,.,:- all the baseline runs were required. Moving the tail rotor down
.j:i.; and out increases the apparent performance in both the tractor and
'/'_!- pusher modes, with the pusher experiencing a large_ improvemen_ _I
:_,i_ due to the move.
_::!< Figure B4 shows the comparative tail rotor performance differences
!_:t:: between the tractor and pusher configurations, with standard and
_,...-. increased separation. In pusher mode the separation change effect
i:::..'_:I i8 negligible unlike in the tractor mode. In either case, the
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"" l Locating a fuselage under an operating main rotor provLdes twotypes of interference, the first being the fuselage's interference
.... on the main rotor in the fozln of rotor t_=ust recovery, and _e
% second being _the ro_r's interference on the fuselage in the fo_
' !:i: i of fuselage download. The combined effect of thrust recovery and
...,., fuselage download on most full scale helicopters must be cormid
_-' ered together; however, the BMTR allows each component of the
_'_ interference to be identified. '
b
---"::-_.._'i The rotor thrust recovery will be identified by comparing the
.:-_, isolated rotor performance _ the performance in the presence o£
_!1: the fuselage from both a C_/s_gma against C./sigma and a Figure of
_i= Merit against C_/sl_pma b_sis. The fuselage download will be
_;i identified from "a percentage download against C_/sl_na and a
",_: dimensional download against rotor thrust basis. _ The combined
_":.: I interference effect will be identified by a comparison between
_:'.'.-. C./si_na of the fuselage configuration and the Ct/sigma of
__<).:.:.i_i iiolated rotor configuration.
'_'/._.i. The first two comparisons for the addition of the BLACK HAWK
•_ fuselage below the BLACK HAWK rotor out of g_ound effect are made
-:;_;.. in Figures Cl and C2 for a tip _ach number of 0.6. Figure C1
',. gm i_na basis and Figure C2shows the comparison on a C_/si a - C,/s
-::i'. shows it on a Figure of Me_it C./si_na basis. Neither figure
_' shows any thrust augmentation for th_s test configuration Figure
:'::, C3 shows that although no thrust augmentation may be present for
•:-:.:_ this configuration, significant download is present on _he fuse
_o ", lags with up to S_l_ of rotor thrust being felt as a download at
_:_.
_:: low rotor thrust and S% at the higher rotor thrusts. The form of
,.-.:_ the variation of dimensional download with thrust is shown in
=;._i::i _igure C4. The nonlinearity of the download variation is a result
_ of the changing downwash distribution with increasing collective
_.... and is typical of the result for high twist rotors.
•-- i"_,
:_',,., The thrust recovery measured on the rotor at the two other tee:
.__.,. tip Math n_bers (of 0.55 and .6S) is similarly virtually indis
-;_-'_':. tinguishable in the C_/sig_a C/sigma plots of Figures CS and
'iI...i: C6. Only wh_ sho'_ _on the emp_hded Figure of Merit scales of
.:_...., Figures C7 and C8 can any differences be detected, and then the
--"". trends are inconsistent. This probably indicates that under these
• / conditiorm no _hrust re_overy i_ present. &t the other Math
°ii numbers, similar % download charac_e_istics (_igures C9 and clo)
-_:_ to those shown at 0.6 were also recorded. The effect of the









_:- in Figures Cll, C12 and C13 where the combined rotor and fuselage :'
'_:... results ue co:pued to the isolated rotor results for tJ_e _ee '.
:;"<'.,:.,.. test tip Nach numbers
_ When going into ground effect the influence of the fuselage _
.....: Figu the iS .and rOtOr_ changes, res C14 and C15 compare slated rotor
, in presence of fuselage at a 2/R of-l.2. The C_/sig_e CJsipa -:
_!: comparison of Figure C14 does not Show any _8t recov_ ef
_, facts. However, using the expanded Figure of Merit plot of Figure
;;iris_, c15 a small (0.6Z) thrust recovery is apparent at mid range
_ C_/si_aas (.07) which diminishes to zero at the higher C_/sig_as
(._10 and above). Complementing this rotor improveRnt the down-
/:: load on the fuselage (Figure C16) is significantly lower than t_lat
: seen OGS. Now the maximum download is 3Z at low thrua_ and 0.5Z
at high _t-ust. In terms of dimensional download variation with
thrust (Figure Cl?Lthe previously delonstoated non-linear trends
are repeated with even a negative slope at the higher thrust
levels. The combined effect of the fuselage compared to the
: equivalent isolated rotor results are shown in Figure Cl8.
At the lowest Z/R in ground effect test condition (Z/R = 0.78) the
effects of the fuselage on the rotor performance can again priP4-_: marily be detected on the expanded scale Figure of Merit compari
son of Figure C20 rather than the C_/sign_-- C/sigma comparison
of Figure C19. This tins however, _he effect 8T the fuselage is
to reduce the rotor performance (again by R1_pproxinately 0.6_) al-
!:ii though the impact applies throughout the thrust range. To a large
>,.-. extent compensating for thi! loss of rotor performance, the
,;_ download on the fuselage (Figure C21) i8 actually an upload
_.,.. (except at the lower thrust levels). The actual dimensional
download variation with thrust is shown in Figure C22. The
....: combined effecbm of the fuselage compared to the isolated rotor
_.._ are shown in Figure C23. The variation of the _ fuselage download
" with ground effect is shown in Figure C24 for 2 rotor thrust
_"" levels
: The S-76 rotor shows generally similar effects due to the in_o-
.: duction of the fuselage below it as were previously discussed for
the BLACKHAWKrotor. Fi_es C25 and C26 show the out of ground
effect results for the rotor performance with and withou_ fuse-
_ lags. For the S-76 rotor _he thrust recovery on _he rotor due to
_- the fuselage is larger than that neuured on the BLACK HAWK. In
" fact the thrust increase is such as to even be noticed on the i
..: Ce/si_a - C_/si_a comparison of Fi_IZe C2S. The expanded FigUre
'_ o_ Merit co_arison of Figure C26 showB that the _lrUit recovery
is a _aximu_ at low to _oderate thrust, levels and even-
...




_ fuselage download (Figure C27) was found to be less severe withi _e S--76 rotor, ranging from a high of 4_ at low th_ust levels to
'-' a low of 2_ at high _ust levels. Considerable hysteresis is
• also apparent in _he data. The actual variation of dimensional
1 download with thrust is shown in FigUre C28 and, reflecting the
i_ i lower blade twist of t_e S-76 rotor compared to the BLACK HAWK
" rotor, exhibits less of a uniform download characteristic The
'.-- •
combined effects of the fuselage are shown in Figure C29 compared
_;: to the isolatad rotor results.
_ When operating in ground effect at a Z/R of 1.2 the effect of the
- fuselage is shown in Figures c30 and C31. Again the thrust
- augmentation is apparent even in the C_/si_na - c./si_na plo_ of
_ Figure C30. Figure C31 shows that "the maxim_ augmentation
, amounts to about 1.6_ at mid thrust range and tapers off but never
=: goes to zero at the high thrust levels. The fuselage download
3 (Figure C32) is also reduced; although still up at 3Xat the low
•-: ; thrust levels it drops to .25_ at the highest thrust levels. This
o_ i variation is such that in dimensional terms (Figure C33) the
o download _ with increasing main rotor thrust just as it did
- . for the BLA-C_WK rotor (Figure C'-17). This trend is due to the
- i natural download change from positive to negative with increasing
_- groun_ effect and the nonlinear nature of the download variation
with thrust. The combined fuselage effects are shown in F_gure
i_ C34 and compared to the isolated rotor performance.
The results for the S-76 rotor at the lowest Z/R of 0.78 are shown
: in Figures C35 and c36. Unlike the BLACK HAWK rotor in comparable
: ground effect, the S-76 rotor still shows thrust recovery avail-
, able with, in fact, increasing recovery with increasing thrust
_ reaching a maximum recovery of 0.8_. The corresponding download
on the fuselage is shown in Figure C37. Except at the lowest
thrust levels the download is actually an upload which amounts to
__, as much as 1.3Z of rotor thrust. The dimensional variation of
:- this download with thrust is shown in Figure C38. The combined
effects of the fuselage are shown in Figure C39 compared to the
isolated rotor results. The variation in _ download with wheel
: :" height for 2 representative thrust levels is shown in Figure C40.
" When the fuselage is located below the High Solidity rotor,
/ instead of i_provlng the efficiency of the rotor Figures C41 and
- C42 indicate that a performance loss occurs (negative thrust
recovery). The loss of _h_st occurs at C_/si91uas above .04 arid
r increases to a minimum of 1.B_ at the highest thrust tested. The
fuselage download (Figure C43) reflects the reduced twist of this
- rotor and sho_s a range of download of from 3_ at low thrust




download is shown in Figure C44. The combined effects of _e :i:
fuselage compared to the isolated rotor results are shown in _
Figure C45.
"ri At a ZA of 1.2 the fuselage effect (Figures C46 and C47) is basi- _
_,, tally an ex_ension of the O0B result with negative thrust recovery
-_:!i_,_ above a C_/sigma of .05 with a mazimuR value of 1.0_ at high :
::i" thrust. T_e big difference is seen on the fuselage download
:"i.' (Figure C48). Here the download is close to sero throughout the :
_!:r. thrust range - although the basic tendency is for the load _o be
_:!- negative (a fuselage upload). The co_ined effects of the fuse-
:' lags compared to the isolated rotor results are shown in Figure
"::_!" C49•
_::!!_: The low Z/R (0.'78) data taken to obtain the High Solidity rotor' s
:'/'_rI effect due to fuselage interference is shown in Figures C50 and
i:i C51. A further extension of the previous trend results in no•_I thrust recovery evident below a C+/si_a of .0S anda maximum::_g!:_:: negative thrust recovery of .5_ at'maximum _Lrust...._ dow loadon the fuselage (Figure C52) is now fully negative (upload) and
_:: almost at a constant percentage with thrust. The combined effects
_.'::L of the fuselage are shown in Figure C53 compared to the isolated
_:.i:_ rotor results. The variation of download with Z/R for 2 repre
:_: sentative thrust levels is shown in Figure CS4.
.:_::. The effect of installing a fuselage below the R-34 rotor OG_ is " "
"'_: shown in Figure C55 and C56 and shows a very similar trend to the :.
!_ii_ ficant thrust recovery is apparent below a C_/sig_a of 0.05. At ....higher thrust levels a negative _t recovef_ is recorded with a
maximum value of 0.6_. The download recorded on the fuselage _
(Figure CS71 showed minor variation with thrust, with 2_ at low ,',
: thrust and 1_ at high _hrust. The combined effects of the fuse-
i!!:!I lag_ are shown in Figure C58 compared to the isolated rotor
results.
At the low Z/R setting of 0,78 the fuselage effect on the H-34
±- o /
=_.... rotor is shown in Figure8 C59 and C60. Again slmilar trends are
;ii_ apparent with negative _rust recovery above C_/si_as of 0.04,
SIr:: with a mu_um thrust loss a_ full thrust of 1.4_. The fuselage
_-:_._, ,_o_oad (Figure C61) is negative (up load) at this condition and
._:_. is essentially independent of rotor thrust at .75_. The combined
:i: effect of the fuselage is shown in Figure C62 compared to the










.: ij. Just aS the variation v_Lth Power o£ the ratio TT__ was
generated for isolate4 rotors (Figure A20), _e rat_-oF-0W,_/
: OW_ (initially . without the t_til rotor effects) as a functiofl_£
_ C_ shown in Figure C63 for all roto_ systems and Z/R's. At the
I h_gher Z/R, the rotors exhibit s_Llar minimal aug_ntation drift
with tJ_rust variation as was slwv_ in _eir isola_d state. At
the lover Z/R slightly more drift is apparent especially on the
i S-?6 rotor where, uniike all otlter isolated or with fuselage
. conditions, the impact of increasing main rotor thrust" is to
'_ improve the augaentation. In all other low Z/R configurations the
! impact of increasing thrust is to reduce the augmentation. !
! The variation of the ground effect aug_entatlon (GWTn_/GW_) with
_! Z/R at a representetive power level for the BLAC_q_vaWK_or is
'_ii shown in Figure C64. Similar results for the S 76 and High
il' Solidity rotors are shown in Figures C65 and C66 respectively.
:: _ Work by Haydem (Reference (12)) had previously concluded that
_ i presenting ground effect tJ_rust augmentations on a (OWT_/GW_ne)_ _ against (D/Z) _ basis results in a linear relations_T_.
Thb_iayden form of these test results are shown in Figure C67.
Also shown in this fi_e are the resul_s of the previous test i
conducted at Sikorsky using the same S 76 .rotor as use_ here, an i
S-76 fuselage and a platform to allow simulation of lower Z./R !
:._ conditions than were possible in this test. Excellent correlation
between the resul_ of this test and the results of the previous
test confirm that the effects of the enclosure arid the exact
nature of the fuselage used under the rotor have a minor impact on
the overall result. The shape of the results for all rotors in
this test (and the previous test) is significant when compared to
the results of the Hayden study.
_ _e other information available from this phase of the test
results from the comparison between the combined rotor and fuse-
lage perfomance and the isolated rotor performance. The compari-
son involves the sum total of the rotor thrust recovery and
fuselage download. These effects are normally lumped together and
called "vertical drag". Tradi_ional!y vertical drag is handled as
: a percentage of rotor thrust and is independent of the tJ_rust
level employed. Figure C68 presents the variation of the O_
"vertical d_ag" measured in thls test (without the tail rotor
effects) as a functlon of rotor torque for the 4 test rotors. T_e
: only rotor that shows anytJ_Lng close to a constant vertical drag
:" is the H-34 rotor. • The S-?_ and High Solidity rotors both experi-
° ence an increase in vertical drag with increasing rotor thrust






!' ing thrust. _ operating in ground effect at a Z/_ o£ 1.2 ' Iii (Figure c6g) same halle t_endm are apparent atthough _e " j
'- magnitude of the changes and the base value are all much mailer.
1/: In fact, the low thrust condlt£on for the S-76 and High Sol£dtty :
rotors show a negat£ve vertical drag condition. At the Z/R o4 ,, "_
! O. 78 (Figure C70) the negative vertical drag condit£On now becomes I
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T_ Oust as the addition of a fuselage below a main rotor affects the
_: i system performance, the addition of a fuselage (more specifically
"_ I a pylon or fin) close to a tail rotor affects its performance. "
:'_ Unlike the main rotor tests, the tail rotor performance changes
'_,_.:_ due to the addition of the fuselage can only be looked at from a '
_ total system viewpoint as the individual buildup of tJlrust re- :
i:i. covery and download cannot be dete_ined sepjxa_L1Jr in the con-
': figuration used in this test.
i The inpact of adding a fuselage beside a tractor tail rotor with :,
zero cant at the standard location and separation is shown in
I Figure DI. The effect of the fuselage iB to increase the overall
i t_st of the tail rotor up to a maximum of 4.0_ at mid range.Increasing the tail rotor separation (Figure D2) increases the
ii thrust improvement due to the fuselage to 9_ at mid thrust range. _
" Canting the tall rotor 20° (Figure D3) with the introduction ofj,
• the fuselage produces similar results to increasing the separa- "I
tion, and increases the tail rotor performance by up to 9_ at mid
"! thrust. Increasing the tail rotor separation when canted (Figure
_ D4) significantly reduces the fuselage's: influence such that athrust loss is now apparent and-nearly constant at 4_ _hroughoutthe mid to high thrust range.
i
When the tractor tail rotor is located in its low position,:ii
i without cant and with increased separation (Figure DS), the effect
-i_: of the fuselage is significant throughout the thrust range and
-:-i within the normal thrust range the penalty of the fuselage varies
_i between a 3_% and a S5%loss of thrust.
:-::" Repositionlng the tall rotor into the pusher mode, with 0° cant
-=:_, and standard location and separat/on (Figure D6), the addition of
_.' _ the fuselage results in an increase of tail rotor thrust up to a
_!_ n_ximum of 3_ although little or _o thrust increase is evident at
?;., the highest thrust levels. We previously noted that in the
_: :i isolated condition the tail rotor was up to 6_ more effective in
-!':.._' the pusher mode (Figure B4). With the fuselage present, because
s. of the larger increase in rotor thrust in tractor _ode, the pusher
:_:.._ mode's advantage is now down to 5_ more thrust at maximum thrust,
•._-:i and zero at low t_-ust (Figure DT).
_ If the tall rotor separation in the pusher mode is increased





vi_ crease of _ust at the high thrust levels. T_ts means that when 'comparing the pusher and tractor modes with the increased separa- .
r.; tien (F_gure D9), the results exe almost identical to those
!_. obtained for the standard separation (Figure D?). ._
' _._en located in the low position, the pusher tail rotor (Figure
_;. D lOl experiences a 3.2% _.rust loss due to the e£ffects of the
f,?" fuselage, well below the 33-35X tl_-_st loss experienced as a
;" tractor. As a result, the pusher tail rotor has up to 38_ more 'i'! _ust capability in the low installed position than the equiv
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_! MAIN ROTOR & TAIL ROTOR _' 1
_ " When operating the BLACK HAWK main rotor, without fuselage, but :
with the tail rotor, the main rotor experiences varying degrees of
'_'_-- interference. Figures E1 and E2 compare the main rotor perfor
_.:- mances isolated and with tail rotor operating in the tractor mode,
',_:._j,._ with standard location and separation. The loss of main rotor
'°:-. thrust due to the interference effects of the tall rotor is close
;i_; to constant throughout the thrust range and amounts to approxi-
,_:_".',._::mately 2.7_. The actual variation in thrust loss with power for
_....... this and the other tail rotor locations will be presented (in
_!_ Figure E25) and discussed later. During the simultaneous opera-
_.."_:i- tion of the main rotor and tail rotor the torque requirements of
_._,_ the main rotor were balanced by adjusting the tail rotor thrust to
!ili" suit• When comparing the isolated tall rotor, performance and tailrotor performance in the presence of the main rot (Figure E3) a
ii_! difference in the tall rotor thrust range is apparent. This is
1: only a result of the isolated tall rotor being tested over a more
!_i_ extensive range to ensure confidence in the region of greatest
_"i_i." interest. In the common range, the results of Figure E3 indicate
/!i_ that just as the tail rotor interferes with the main rotor, the
_!_ main rotor interferes with the tail rotor and causes an 18_ thrustloss.
i_i_i When operating in ground effect at the low Z/R value of 0 78 the
_ degrading effect of the tail rotor on the main rotor can be seen
ii_: in Figures E4 and E5. These show a larger interference effect due
_:- to the tail rotor compared to the out-of-_round effect condition
_._, at low thrust levels, but very similar effects at high thrust
°_i_i_:_ levels. Again the actual details of the effects of tail rotor
_:: location on the in ground effect interference will be presented
!_ and discussed later.
_.
__, Just as the main rotor experienced more interference from the tail
:LI;= rotor IGE, so the tall rotor eEpe£1ences more interference from
_/ the main rotor, now experiencing 25_ loss of thrust IGE (Figure
When the tail rotor separation is increased (while holding to the
_ii- tractor mode and standard location) the impact on the cain rotor
interference is essentially unchanged both out of ground effect,
°_i_ Figures E? and ES, and in ground effect, Figttree El0 and Ell.
j_.. Similarly the effect of the maln rotor on the 0GE tall rotor
-:-'_-_. performance is unchanged (Figure Eg) with the change in the i
-_. apparent interference of Figure E9 primarily being due to the !
;i- changes in the baseline isolated performance. In ground effect
i_._' (Figure El2) the degrading effect of the main rotor on the tall i
O0000003-TSE08
rotor performance has now been reduced rNul_tng in a 12_ loss of
I tail rotor-£hrust
:_ Reposltlonlng the tall rotor 3/4 of the tall rotor radius aft,
! still using tractor mode and standard separation, out of ground
. effect, significantly reduces the interference effects of the tail
, rotor on the main rotor throughout the thrust range (Figures El3
:._i and El4), with the interference affects being as low as a i_ loss
of main rotor thrust.
:_, Just as the main rotor experienced less interference from the tail
.i_ rotor when the tall rotor was moved aft, the tail rotor (Figure
., E-IS) also experienced less interference from the main rotor with
_ thrust losses now down to 11_.
Operating in ground effect with the aft tall rotor location, the
._il main rotor again experiences less interference from the tail rotor
" at high thrust levels compared to the regular location (Figures
•"_ E16 and El?) although at low thrust the interference _s only
_ less. Meanwhile the tail rotor experienced increased thrust loss
_.: due to the main rotor with the loss now up to I?_ (Figure El8).
When the tall rotor is relocated in its low position, (3/4 of the
•_i tall rotor radlus down), the separation has to he set at the
larger value to ensure contact of the blades with the lower
fuselage does not occur. With this setup the out of gro.und effect
: influence of the tail rotor on the main rotor is shown _n Figures
El9 and E20. A constantly diminishing interference effect is
•_ evident with changlng thrust level, w_th at all thrust levels less
•' interference than was exp.erlenced in the standard location. .At
..i high thrust levels less _nterference is apparent than even w_th
•_
the aft location, although at the aft location the interference is
i fractionally better at the low thrust levels. All of these facts
are apparent in Fig_Lre E2S which shows the out of ground effect
tall rotor interference on the main rotor as a function of rotor
.... power for all Of the tractor tail rotor locations tested in this
_- phase. Figure E27 shows the variation of main rotor interference
with aft tail rotor movement and included for comparison in this
, figure are the results of the prel_minary Sikorsky Main Rotor/Tail
_, Rotor interference test conducted on a 1/12th scale BLACK HAWK
_' rotor. Good general agreement with the results of the current
test are apparent with the primary shift in results being due to
the use of a 20 ° canted tail rotor in the preliminary test.
_ When operating in the low position the tail roto_ experiences the
._ lowest tail rotor thrust ioss due to the influence of the main






" When operating in ground effect:, the influence of the low tail ,
- rotor on the main rotor (Figures E22 and E23) is vmry silaiia_ t_
'__:" that seen for all tail rotor locations IOE, a_d is similar in
: : trend to the low tail rotor results C)_, w_ the only difference
_=_-- bei g that IOE the interfference due to low tail rotor is
r-,:. greater than when OGE. These and all trends for the effects of
i_".. tail rotor interference (for all of the configurations tested) in
:-_'" the IGt condition, are shown in Figure E26,
!:,_- The impact of the main rotor on the low tall rotor performance lOB
!;_.2. is shown in Figure E24 and shows an almost identical trend to the
i=,/'J OC,E condition with a very small ¢_hrust Ion varying from zero at
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c, FigureE-25. BLACKHAWKRotorand TractorTail Rotor,
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• MAIN ROTOR& TAIL ROTOR& FUSELAO__E
: BLACKHA_ Main Rotor _'
_- The primary main rotor used in the full configuration testing was
,,. the BLACKHAWKrotor. Figure F1 presents the out of ground effect *
_ main rotor performance for the isolated BLACK HAWKrotor and the o
•_ corresponding BLACKHAWKrotor performance in the presence of the
- fuselage and a tractor tail rotor with zero cant, mounted at the
•-_ standard location with standard separation_ The thrust loss
Z- experienced by the main rotor due to the interference effects of
i_ the fuselage and tail rotor is essentially independent of thrust
_.,, _eve_, ana .amounts to approximately a 2_ f_ust loss. 2_s
,_. r_Lrust loss _s approximately 0.2_ lower than that recorded without
_*_. the fuselage (Figure E2S). When the download on the fuselge is
also added into the picture, the system rotor performance (Figure
F2) now exhibits an essentially constant thrust loss (of 6.6_)
_- compared to the isolated rotor performance.
_:" The total impact of the addition of the fuselage and main rotor on
_'_,_' the tail rotor performance is shown in Figure F3. A loss of tail
i_ rotor thrust of an approximately constant 16_ is evident due to
: : the interferences of the fuselage and main rotor.
_ r At a representative power level, the losses of thrust (or system ii
_ performance) due to the various interferences involved between an I
OGE BLACK HAWK rotor, BLACK HAWK fuselage and a tractor tail rotor
without cant with standard location and separation when compared
,-_ to the isolated rotor performance are shown in Table F1.
:.- The interference effects experienced by the main rotor all fall
together and show consistent trends. For example the total
•* vertical drag of the fuselage is unaffected, by the added tail
: rotor interference (3.7_ without tail rotor 3.9% with). Also
the combined _nterference effect of the tall rotor and fuselage is
" less than the sum of their individual interferences by approxl-
mately 0.2_, for both the rotor and system performance levels.
_:_ The interference effects measured on the tall rotor are similarly
_ '
,__ consistent with a 4% decrease in performance due to the addition
.... of the fuselage, an 18% decrease in performance due to the addi-
_ tion of the main rotor and a 16% decrease in performance due to
- the dual additon of the main rotor and fuselage.
As the BLACK HAWKrotor is the primary rotor configuration, unlike _1
_., the other rotors, the BLACK HAWK rotor was tested OGE at the 3 tip
•_._ Mach numbers tested in isolation. In addition, tail rotor Math




i! ii number. The main rotor Math number trends are shown in Figure F4
tl and show identical Math number trends to _lose for the isolated
ii rotor (Fi_tre A1). Ider_ical results are__shown i__Figure F5 for
il _I the syste_ performance.
o:. Figure F6 presents the variation in the constant Mach number tail
':h
° ; I rotor performance with main rotor tip Mach number. Essentiallyii_ identical performance is shown
:_! The effect on the constant main rotor tip Mach number hover
ili t performance due to variations in the tail rotor_tip Math number isi_i shown in Figure FT. The impact of variation in tall rotor Mach
number on the m_in rotor hover performance is insignificant.
Sim/l_rly the variation in tail rotor performance with Mach n_er
i_n th.epre.sence of the. main rotor and fuselage (shown in Figure
wu; _s minlmal. This _s In contrast to the isolated tall rotor
_ii!i Math number trends (Figure BI) which were inconclusive.
::I_ When operating in ground effect (z/R = 0 78) the interference
effects of the tall rotor and fuselage on the main rotor perform-
!i_i!i ante are shown in Figure F9. The loss of thrust is greatest at
"'_i_ low r_st. levels and reduces progressively with increasing thrust
:_ _o a _n_mum rmrusz loss of 1.2_. When the download on the
_;i! zuselage is also incorporated (system hover performance of Figure
;!_ FI0) a larger loss of performance is apparent, .but again a reduc-
_ii tion with increasing thrust occurs with the m_nimum thrust loss
,_'_ being 1 8Z.
i! The interference effects of the main rotor and fuselage, on thetail rotor performance are shown in Figure Fll. The maln rotor
_ and fuselage have the effect of reducing the tail rotor thrust by
.!i" up to 23_ compared to the isolated rotor performance.
_ii At a representative power level, the losses of system or rotor
thrust, in ground effect, due to the various interferences between
a BLACK HAWK rotor, BLACK HAWK fuselage and a tractor tail rotor
w_th zero cant at the standard BLACK HAWK location and separation
are shown in Table F2.
Unlike OGE, the IGE interferences .experiencedby the main rotor do
not fall together and show consistent trends. For example the
_uselage download experienced without the tail rotor is actually a
0.8_ upload whereas with the tail rotor an actual download of 0.?_
is apparent• Also the combined effects of the individual inter-
ferences do not approximate the interference of the tail rotor and
fuselage combination. At least the tail rotor interferences





!_ Increasing the tail rotor separation had minor additional impact
' : on the main rotor hover interference (Figure FI2) as could be
: expected based on the isolated rotor results. Similarly, the
effect on the tall rotor interference (Figure FI3) was minimal,
with the majority of the apparent shift bein_ due to isolated
J:/'" rotor differences.
_i_ Moving into ground effect with the increased tail rotor separa-tion, s milar trends or interference are shown (Figure F14) for
the main rotor hover performance as were recorded for the standard
separation. The only difference is a smaller variation of inter-
ference over the thrust range.
ii:? The increased separation does increase the interference exper-
"_: ienced by tail rotor slightly (Figure FIS). The maximum thrust I
loss experienced was increased by 9.5_. 1
I"" It should be noted that the simultaneous operation of the main and
tail rotors (with or without the fuselage) noticeably increased
" the basic data scatter recorded by the main rotor. Increasing the
_ tail rotor separation slightly reduced this scatter, whereas
canting the tail rotor virtually removed all tall rotor induced
scatter.
.... The results for the first configuration employing ma4_ rotor,
, fuselage and a :0° canted tail rotor are shown in Figure F16.
Again the BLACK HAWK rotor is used and the tractor tall rotor is
_: in its standard location with standard separation. Figure F16
_:: compares the main rotor thrusts for the isolated OGE configuration
_ against that for th.e with fuselage and tail rotor configuration.
...... considerably less _nterference is experienced by the main rotor
i::_i; when usln_ 20° tail rotor cant than with 0° tall rotor cant
_:_= (Figure F[). This reduction in interference is also apparent in
iiili! the system hover performance (Figure F17), which does not even
ii_ include the positive lift contribution available from the tail
_ii!!i: rotor thrust. The lift contr_butlon for a canted tail rotor can
be _ncluded in the cw/sig_a calculation, but to be completely
realistic the additonal tail rotor power required must also be
calc lated, which also requires the tail rotor power contribution
for all test conf_gurations be included. This exercise can be
report. It was felt for this Appendix, however, that the relative
_.:_i merits of cant/no cant tall rotors on an overall system basis
should not bu discussed, only the impact on the main rotor/tail
'..,i_, rotor interference of tail rQtor cant. The exercise of including
i_i the tall rotor powers and lift contribution has been undertaken
,..::I for representative power levels and is included in the summary





i-'- .; When operating with tail rotor cant, the correct horizontal _hrust
- : component neceBsary for main rotor torque balance was monitored
_ not on the tail balance but on the fuselage yawing moment balance
Z_ _ as used for all test configurations.
The impact of the addition of the main rotor and fuselage on the
'- performance of the canted tractor tail rotor is shown in Figure
-i FIB. Here their adverse impact can be readily seen with an 14%
_ loss of tail rotor thrust at typical power levels, compared to the
_",_ isolated tail rotor.
v,
. The effect on the main rotor performance of operating IGE with the
-_ tail rotor canted at 20° is shown in Figure FIg. As was demon-
... s trated OGE, canting the tail rotor significantly reduces the
-_! interference effect of the tall rotor on the main rotor• In fact,
. at the higher thrust levels, the interference almost diminishes to
'=_' zero. Similarly the effect of canting _he tall rotor on the
"_, system hover performance (Figure F20) is to reduce the inter-
:_ ference effects of the tall rotor although _ne degree of improve
_ ment is not as large as for the main rotor thrust.
: The interference effects of the main rotor and fuselage on the IGE
_. performance of the canted tall rotor are shown in Figure F21. The
_:/ interference _s slightly more severe than that experienced OGE
with approximately 17% loss of thrust at constant power at typical _"i• , thrust levels.
:! i
'_ When testing the main and tail rotor alone (without the fuselage),
increasing the main rotor/tail rotor separatlon, (by moving the
_ tail rotor aft), noticeably reduced the mutual interference. When
_ introducing the fuselage, the improvement in the main rotor thrust
"__ (Figure F22) compared to the standard location is still evident
'.i and is essentially of the same magnitude (% - i_ depending on
__, thrust level). Similar results for the impact cn the system hover
' _: performance are shown in Figure F23.
_: At the aft tail rotor location the impact on the tail rotor
'_i performance of the main rotor and fuselage is shown in Figure F24. '_
"'_ Unlike as was shown in the isolated main rotor/tall rotor segment
_'_ (Figure E15] in this location the tail rotor experiences a per-
i.i_'r formance loss compared to the standard location. The loss is not
' "- as d_amatic as the 7_ gain shown without the fuselage but still
=,:_ constitutes up to a 6k lo_s in thrust at constant power
-_ When operating in ground effect with the tail rotor in the aft
" location, the main rotor (Figure F25) experienced approximately
/!_. 0.4% less interference throughout the thrUSt range compaEed to the
interference with the tail rotor in the standard location This
287
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" i n_._ference reduction A.s.noticeably le.s Chart_hat experienced
•" uu_ eapecza_.y at tJle az.gtle_ crJ_ust levels. At the system hove_
pert ormance revel the oh.ego in inte_fe_enoe due to moving the
tail rotor aft (Figure F26) varies t'_om an An©_ease in inte_fer-
: ence at low _z_st levels to a slighl: (0.4_) reduction in inter-
-" £erenoe at the high Chest levels.
- The impacton the tallrotorperformanceof the rOEadditionof
_ the main rotor and fuselage is shown in Figure F27, and corres-
.: ponds to a thrust increase of 38Z compared to the standard tail
.: rotor location performance. This result, like the OGE trend, is ,
=-- down from the equivalent S% thrust increase measured on the tall
._ rotor due to the IG_ main rotor w.i.thout fuselage.
= Unlike previous results, at the aft tail rotor location, in-
_. creasing the tail rotor separation from the pylon doo_ change the
"3_ interference felt by an OGE rotor due to the influence of the tail
:; rotor and fuselage. (The condition of increased separation at the
•:_ aft tail rotor location was not tested with the main and tail
" rotors without fuselage). The main rotor thxust (Figure F28) sees
a 2_ - 2_ increase in thrust due to the increase,A tail rotor
- separation. In terms of system hover performance (Fi_Nre F29) the
!, increased thrust ranges from 3 to l_ through the t._rust range.
The improvements in main rotor thrust in fact, are such as to giv_
_ better main rotor performance in presence of the tail rotor and
fuselage _an for the isolated mat.n rotor. Naturally, when the
i effects of the download on the fuselage are included, the system
_-. hover performance is below that for the isolated _in rotor, but
the combination of aft tail rotor with increased sep_ratlon does
=':: give the best O_E system hover performance for the BLACK HAWK
- rotor and fuselage with tractor tail rotor.
: The impact of the increase in separation on the tail rotor per-
-- formance itself is shown in Figure F30. Virtually no increase in
_ thrust compared to the standard separation tail rotor performance
_. was evident.
. The improved main roto_ thrust condition demonstrated O_E when
., increasing the tail rotor/pylon separation distance at the aft
tall rotor location, is still evident in ground effect (Figure
: F31), although the improvement is _maller at 1 to _. When
•: investigated in teem of the system hover performance (Figure
,. F32), a similar consistent increase is still _arent. O_E the
: increase in tail rotor separation effectively da_dnot improve the
_ tail rotor thrust. Similarly, in ground effect the same change









_. _ AI_ ugh the thrust and system hover performance improved with
i_ _ L_eased tail rotor separation, unlike the OOE condStion, in
" ground effect this configuration did not give the best ICE hove
_i performance. This honor was reserved for the tail rotor configu r
! ration of aft location, standard separation with 20 ° cant.
-. Although a good configuration out of ground effect, this tail
,i!.i toter setup was not the best• None the less, canting the tailrotor did increase the main rotor _er_ormance particularly at the ,,
: lower thrust levels (Figure F34). At the high thrust levels the
i m_in rotor thrust improvement was quite small (0.2_) while on a
i. s_stem hover performance basis (Figure F35) at the high thrust
t. levels no improvement are evident although a I_ improvement was
s_ill available at lower thrust levels•
,i
" I The interference effects of the main rotor and fuselage on the
ii ta_.l_:otorare shown in Figure F36, and reveal an iI_ thrust loss
,_ c_pared to the isolated tail rotor• This thrust loss is 3_ less
tL_n the 14_ thrust loss experienced when a 20° canted tail rotor
_' is ._.ocatedin its standard position.
_I Moving into ground effect the benefits of this configuration now
' come to the fore. Figure F37 shows the _mprovement in main rotor
!i thrust available from canting the tail rotor 20° The increases
,q •
: range from 2_ at .lowthrust to I_ at higllthrust. This configura-
•'_ ti_n was the only one tested where the IGE mazn rotor thrust in
the presence of the tail rotor and fuselage was higher than for
:; _ne isolated rotor. Even the increase was only apparent at the
":: higher thrust levels with up to 2_ of thrust loss, compared to the
" isolated rotor, being measured at the lower thrust levels. With
:-i th,. added effect of the fuselage download (Figure F38) the im-
_ -- r_ provements in performance due to tail rotor cant increase by
_ approximately _ throughout the thrust range with the system hover
_ performance now only topping the isolated rotor performance at the
..,_ extreme thrust levels •
:.,:: The tall rotor performance IGE (Figure F3g) shows an 18_ loss of
, ::i thrust compared to the isolated tall rotor performance. This loss
:: is 7_ more than that experienced OGE and is the same trend and
_: comparable magnitude to the in£1uence of IGE on canted tail rotor 1
i_ performance when in the standard location (Figure F21)
_!_ The final tail rotor location investigated with the tractor tail I
,:: rotor was the low position which required the increased separation
to clear the fuselage, and did not allow any cant angle. The
i_ influence of this tall rotor set up on the OGE main rotor per- !,
_,'_i formance is zhown in _igure F40. Compared to the rotor per- !
fonnance with the tall rotor in the standard position the final






!-:: thrust at low thrust levels) but essentially identical perforce
•....::+ at the hig_ tl_ust levels. Adding in the influences of the
_':' fuselage download, shifts the system hover perforuence (Figure
;-::,_": F41) of this tail rotor configuration down slightl¥ such that at
:_:"'" low thrust levels the thrust: gains are now i._ while at the
:_ _ this configuration now comes out worse than__:_, higher thrust levels
"_ii_i the standard tail rotor by 0.8_ on thrust.
+_ T_e tall rotor itself (Figure F42) experiences a 36_ lo88 of
_+ thrust compared to the isolated_ tail rotor performance due to the
_-_, effects of the main rotor and fuselage. Testing the tall rotor
_:_i with the fuselage alone showed approximately a 35X loss of t/_rust
_ii:: (Figure DS) and testing the tall rotor with the main rotor alone
_i!_" showed approximately 3_ thrust loss at representative thrust...._. levels. Hence, the total interference effect buildup in this case
_::" is systematic, and the total.performance of the tall rotor in this
_:!_!"!_ location is very similar to that for the tail rotor in its stan-
_',; dard location.
Noving into ground effect with the low tall rotor generally
_i.): increases the interference of the tail rotor on the main rotor.
_:'_ In Figure F43 the main rotor thrust with the low tall rotor
_ position ie comparable to the thrust with the tail rotor in the
_ii": standard position at low thrust levels, but i_ lower at the high
:,.:._ "" thrust levels. When _.he influences of the fuselage download are
-- added in (Figure F44), the syste_ hover performance with the low
!"+.?i tail rotor now runs consistently lower than that for the standard
:._. tall rotor location, I_ lower at low thrust and I_ low at high
_> thrust.
::."": Meanwhile the tail rotor (Figure F45) exhibits an identical 36%
?- thrust loss IOE as it experienced OGE when compared to the iso-
lated rotor performance, and again almost identical performance to
:i,: that obtained from the tail rotor in the standard location.
: ._'.:.
-_j.." When operating the tail rotor in the pusher mode with the fuse-
-.-: lags, the BLACK HAWK main rotor (Figure F46) experienced frac-
....., tionally more interference at low thrust levels and fractionally
+ _+ less. interference at _igh _ust levels, _ut in neither case was
:.+" the _nterference variation significant.
>_:. When the effects of the fuselage download are also • added into the
_° _- picture, even these small interference variations with thrust are
--"" removed (Figure F47) ma_ing virtually no difference, from the main
:-::" rotor and fuselage stand_olnt between pusher and tractor tall
•°-,+',,, rotorS. However, the ta_l rotor itself (_igure F48) shows a
significant (18_) OGE performance i_prove_ent when operating in
=_+,'- the pusher mode compared to the tractor mode.
": " : 2gO
i
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Moving into ground effect with the pusher tail rotors the mainrotor (Figure F49) experiences 3/4_ to 2_ more interference than
the equivalent runs with the tractor tail rotor. As the fuSelage
download was essentially the same for both tall _otor senses, theincrements.system hever performance (Figur FS0) shows similar
Meanwhile the tail rotor again experiences better p_rformance
(.Figure F5!) than the e_.ulvalent tractor configuration with a
i identical in performance to that oh-.v_rEually 17_ Improvemgnttalned OGE.
i As occurred with the tra_tor tall rotor., moving the pusher tail
rotor aft reduced the main rotor interference (Figure F52) by from
i-I/2_ to 3/4_ tl_rough the thrust range, virtually identical to I
the interference reductions experienced when moving the tractor
tail rotor aft. These improvements were again carried over into
the system performance improvements (Figure F53).
At the aft location, the tractor tail rotor experienced less
interference from the main rotor, while in this case (Figure F54)
.the tall rotor recorded better perf?rmance than even the isolated
taxl rotor experienced. When testlng without the fuselage, but
with the main rotor, moving the tractor tail rotor aft (Figure
": E-15) did give performance better than for the isolated tail
rotor. In the tractor mode, the further addition of the fuselage
degraded the tail rotor performance sufficiently to give an
overall thrust loss in the aft locat_on. With the inherently more
_ efficient pusher tail rotor configuration, the performance gain
. still exists with the fuselage present.
n ground effect, this tail rotor setup yields less main rotor
nterference (Figure F55) than experienced in r__e standard loca-
tion. This reduction of interference is apparent throughout the
thrust range and is a greater reduction than occurred When the
tall rotor move was made OGE.
_ When the download effect o£ the fuselage is added into the picture
(Figure F56), the aft _ail rotor position now reveals a 3_ system
hover improvement over the standard taxi rotor location. Sim-
ilarly, the tail rotor itself has improved performance (Figure
F57) to _Ive essentially .identical performance to that for theisolated pusher tall rotor
The final tail rotor location tested with the fuselage and BLACK
!_ HAWK main rotor was With the low pusher tail rotor and increases
separation. The main rotor in this situation (_'igure _58)re-
corded approXlmately _ less tall rotor interference throughout








_ Again, the addition of the flmelage download resulted in a system ..
, hover performance (Figure FS9) that wan up to 2_ bet_.er a4: _'w '_
. high thrust: levels than the equivalent syst, em pe_feruanA:e with the
: pusher tail rotor in the standard_location, s.
With the te,£1 rotor in this location, so.what more interference
_'r i8 apparent due primarily due to fin/pylon blockage. 22Z thrust
• loss occurs with the tail rotor in this location compared _o the
[: isolated tail rotor (Figure F601.
:_ When operating the main rotor in ground effect with this. tail}_ rotor config_ratlon, significantly less Interference (3/4 2_1,
,-. due to the fuselage and tail roEor is apparent compared to the
_ standard location (Figure F611. 'An additional IZ improvement
_:... compared to the standard location is also realized when the
_:: fuselage download effects are added (Figure F621. A very similar
:i 21Z thrust loss occurs on the tail rotor itself (Figure F63) due









':!_(:,: i_ S-76 Main Rotor
=.,J_"o_ A:I of the testing_involving the 3 remaining main rotors (the
:_:::::-:_-.._.. S 76, High Solidity and H-34 rotors) at the standard nmln. rotor
,_.._:':,. ;.- position, consisted of tests with the BLACK HAWK fuselage in and
!--_'"_ out of ground effect with the tail rotor at its standard location ,
_-_,.:_ and separation without Cant, in tractor and pusher modes. t
_¢,_ The results for the S-76 rotor, out of ground effect with tractor:::_:_'
_>..; tail rotor are shown for the main rotor in Figure _64. A varying
_',': interference due to the tail rotor and fuselage on the main rotor
._:::..:: throughout the thrust range can be seen with essentially no
interference at low thrust levels and up to 1.5_ thrust loss at
_ _,,,
_,, high tl_rust levels• On a system hover performance basis (Figure
F65) this translates into _ 4_ lose of thrust at lo_ thrust levels
_:'" rising to 4.7_ at high thrust reflecting the previously demon-
?_;'; strated reduction of fuselage download with increasing thrust.
_.._.: The tail rotor itself (Figure F66) shows a 17_ interference
_-_71 effects due to the main rotor and fuselage. This is very similarL _ "-°
_,.'_: to the 20_ interference experienced by the tail rotor when operat-
._" ing, in the tractor mode close to the BLACK HAWK rotor.
_:_,,_",.
i--:::', Moving the S-76 rotor, fuselage and tractor tail rotor into ground
-¢o,:. effect now shows for the main rotor, (Figure F67), a loss of
_=_._.: thrust compared to the isolated rotor o_ 2.1_ at low thrust
F_.- levels, reducing to a loss of 1.5_ at the high thrust levels.
-:_.!, Introducing the fuselage download effects (F_gure F68) essentially
:.. increases the system hover loss by a further constant increment
_._.,, such that now 3_ of system thrust zs lost at low thrust levels
_;_,.::_ compared to the isolated rotor. At the higher thrust levels this
_"..- loss is down to 2.1_. Meanwhile, the tail rotor itself (Figure
.. _, F69) experiences a 26_ loss of thrust due to the influences of the
',I'::- main rotor and fuselage in this situation, which again compares
_:,.:, well with the 23_ thrust loss experienced when close to the BLACK
_,. I._WI( rotor.
I_..._:
_.,::.., When the tail rotor is reconfigured in the pusher mode (the morenormal locat on for uncanted tail rotors) the influenc of th
_i/iil tail rotor and fuselage on the OGE mai_ rotor performance (Figure
FT0) xs not significantly changed from that measured with the
F.:ii.!. tractor tall rotor (Figure F64). Less variation in interEerencehrough he thrust ran e exists with the pusher tall rotor with
less thrust ion occurring at the higher thrust levels (0 7_ loss
_:'_ compared to 1.5_ with the tractor tail rotor). After adding in








throughout the must range, is uall (O.S - O.?SZ), With either i
tail rotor mode giving the same 4.75Z total system tlt_st loss ++
compared to an isolated rotor, at the upper thrust levels.
The tail rotor Itself (figure F?2) loses 16_ of thrust due to the
Interference effect8 of the main rotor and fuselage compared to
the isolated pusher tail rotor. C_aring the tail rotor per-
formance8 in the presence of the main rotor and fuselage reveals '" +
that the pusher confi_ration is nora efgicient than the tractor
config_zation with varying _ thrust improvement8 throughout .lhe
thrust range, with a maximum improvement of 13X at ful_. tl_ust. '
• Moving this configuratio_ into ground effect, as happened with the
tractor tail rotor configuration, caused a loss of main rotor
thrust (Figure F?3) compared to the isolated rotor configuration.
The loss at the low thrust levels was fractionally higher for the "'
pusher tail rotor than the tractor but the losses were an identi-
_+ cal 1.S_ at the high thrust levels. Adding in the effects of the
fuselage download (Figure F74) slightly exaggerates this situation
with 2_ more system thrust loss for the pusher tail rotor than the
: tractor at low thrust, and a close to identical 2_ system t/u, ast
loss at high thrust levels.
In this situation, the tail rotor performance (Figure F75) shows .a21_ loss of thrust compared to the isolated tall rotor perform
ance. This translates into 12Z more thrust available at given
tail rotor power for the pusher tall rotor compared to the tractor
tail rotor when both are in proxlmity to an IGE S-76 rotor with
fuselage.
"" Hence, with the S-76 rotor this test indicates that OGE little
difference between tractor or pusher tall rotors can be seen from
a system hover performance bas_s (although the tractor configura
tion _8 marginally better at low _rust levels). Meanwhile the
pusher configuration does give a 819niflcant tail rotor perform
ante advantage compared to the tractor.
In ground effect the results are no more clear cut, with the
tractor tail rotor giving better low thrust system hover per-
formance by (2_) but similar high thrust performance. Again, the




I: i ni ,so:id t,rR
When operating the High Solidity main rotor oas in the presence of
__ _ _a_O_ r ta_ 1 ro_r _d, fuselage, the interference effects felti by the main rot;or (FigUre F76) amounted to tJ._ust losses con_.aZed
" to the isolated rotor of fZos 4_ at low thrust to 2.8% at high
thrust. I cluding the effects of the fuselage down ad results in
thrust) to, 5_ (at high thrust) below the equivalent isolated
roto: performance. In this environment the tail rotor itself
",."_ (Figure F78) experienced a 25_ loss of thrust compared to the
_._ isolated condition, which i exactly comparable to the losses
o_ experienced in presence of the BLACKHAWKand 5-76 rotors.
8- _ Moving this coibination into ground effect causes the interference
.:,. effects on the main rotor due to the tail rotor and fuselage
i'i_:":- (Figure F79) to be more widely varying with thrust level. At low
!i_.., thrust the loss of main roT.or thrust increased slightly to 5%
I_:."; while at the high thrust levels, the thrift loss fell to 1.5_.
i: _ Including the download effec_ on the fuselage to give the system
i!ii hover performance (F_gure FS0), ups the low thrust performance
: ' loss to 6% of thrust while minimizing the high thrust loss to
"__ _ 1.5_. Meanwhile, the tail rotor (Figure FSl) appears to lose 33_
of thrust compared to the isolated performance. Tltis loss is only
iii_= approximate, however, as thJ, s particular data run has signifi-cantly more data 8carter than in .any other tail rotor run, and has :_far more curvature to the curve f_t.
.... When the tail rotor was flipped over to the pusher configuration,
its impact, together with that for the fuselage, on the OGE main
• rotor performance (Figure F82) was to more uniformly reduce the
:_.:_.: performance throughout the thrust range compared to the effects of
the tractor tall rotor. At low thrust 2.6% loss of _rust was
" recorded which dropped to 4% t high thrust. Similarly when the
i_i.: effects of the fuselage duwnload is included (Figttre F83), the
i_._ syste_ hover thrust loss was 6.2% at low thrust and 5.$_ at highthrust. The tail rotor in this condition (Figure F84) experienced
i,.- a 12_ thrust loss compared to the isolated performance as a result
of the main rotor and fuselage interference. The tail rotor
_".:..'=-"-performance levels in both the pusher and tractor _odes.for this
":"_:.'.:. configuration are very similar to those seen with the S 76 rotor
-. with the pusher configuration yielding 19_ more thrust than the
:_ tractor configration.
-?,
"- When entering ground effect with this configuration the main rotor
.... (Figure F85), _ust as OGE, experienced less variation in thrust
...... loss t/_oughout the ti%rust range than with the tractor tail rotor
"'" configuration. At low thrust the loss was 3.6_ with 2,2_ at high
._-
..... _tO6
ii!ii:.: 2' ., '






.... thrust. When the effect o£ _tJle fuselage download is included, the
resulting system hover perlormance (Figure P86) still has less
variation than the equivalent tractor tail rotor results (varYing
._, between S_ _-hrust loss to 2_ at high t/trust levels). In this
situation, the tail rotor (Figure F87) experienced a 21Z loss of
thrust compared to the isolated tail rotor. Comparing the tail
:7 rotor .performances tractor and pusher unfortunately in this IOB --
_._'_ case is probably not meaningful due to the uncharactieretic
.,- scatter and trends of the tractor tail rotor results
...: Based on these test results, for the Bigh Soli_L_ty rotor, OGE, the
-,.-.:.. pusher tail rotor configuration demonstrated worthwhile improve-
:.._ mm_ts in the system hover performance over the tractor tail rotor
_? configuration. At low thrust the impzovemmt amounted to 3%
:_-_ although at high t/lrust the improvement was down to 0.3_. Also
•_ significant differences in tail rotor performance betwee'_ the two
.... tail rotor configurations were apparent. In ground effect, a 2_
,'::'r-- shift in the system hover performance trends results in the pusher
_D_..... tail rotor being superior (by I_) at low thrust but inferior by I_
_: at hlgn
_.. ra_rust. The effects on the tail rotors themselves were
L: probably invalid, but it is likely the pusher configuration would
_:: still have proved superior.
_.- Hence, overall the pusher tail rotor configuration would be the
_i_" choice for rotors of a type like the test High Solidity rotor.
:__ H-34 Main Rotor
The interference effects felt by the H-34 main rotor when operat-
:_/_ ing OGE in the presence of the fuselage and tractor tall rotor are
_!!_ shown in Figure F88. A close to constant interference is demon-
_- strated throughout the thrust range with actual interference
_,,.- losses in thrust amounting to 2% at low fl_uet and 1._ at high
_'!:i thrust. After including tl_e effects of fuselage download, the
i_: interference increases as does its variation with thrust. This is
i...." shown in Figure F89 where the system hover performance inferrer-
; _ ence mnounts to 3.3_ at low thrust and 1.8_ at high thrust.
_:_ During this, the tail rotor (Figure Fg0) experienced a 26% thrust
.... loss due to the influence of the main rotor and fuselage, again
_ comparable to the results for all of the previous main rotors.
'- When in ground effect, the influence of the tail roto_ and fuse-
. lags on the interferences experienced by the main rotor are shown
-.-- in Figure Fgl. A nearly constant interference with _st varia-
._ tion is demonstrated with a 3.4_ loss at lo_ t/lrust and a 3_ loss
...._, at high thrust. Wit_ fuselage download the loss of system hover
:,"" thrust (Figure F92) is again close to constant _ith thrust and




(Figure F93) expexieneed a 33Z thrust lose, which is identical to
that recorded with the high solidity rotor in conpar_Is operating _
conditions. The unus_l curvature of the rc=ults at _le-higher
thrust level should however be noted.
Installing the tail rotor in the pusher node reduces the inter- _
ference felt by the OGE H-34 rotor with fuselage compared to that
felt with the tractor tail rotor (Figure F94) by from 3Z at low
thrust to essentially zero at high thrust The increased download
recorded on the fuselage with the pusher tail rotor significantly
erroded the benefit of the pusher tail rotor from the system
performance standpoint (Figure F95), such that at the higher
thrust levels the tractor configuration proved superior. As
begets, the main rotor plus fuselage, resulted in the pusher tail
rotor losing 18_ of its thrust compared to the isolated perfo_-
ante (Figure Fg6).
When operating in ground effect with this con£iTJration virtually
identical trends to those OGE were demonstrated (Figure F97).
Similarly, the increased download with the pusher tail rotor
washed out the advantages of that configuration at the systems
performance level (Figure Fg8).. Unexpectedly, the tai ! rotor
(Figure Fgg) expetie_lced mote lnter£erence than before in _.ls
situation with the loss of thrust compared to isolated now being
25.
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F.
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;: TR + FUSELAGE -- -4.0_ 0 -4.0Z
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MR + TR + FUSELAGE -2.5_ -16_ 3.9_ -6.6_
,m
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:' ,) (STANDARDSEPARATION)
,, _ ?2 RFT8 3 RAIN ROTORAN]) PUSELflGERNZ)TAIL ROTOR
" (INCRERSEZ)SEPARATION)








.................... f...! .............................................................................! ...........................................
" I i |
• I i





! ' OF POORQUALITY
:L Thll Dat.a Rtcorded, Pr.oGts_ed_&rtd PPlnt.ed Ug.11|zlng '
I HP9845B/SERIE$ 4gee MRGHETZC TRPE 13RTRPROCESSING SYSTEM
_ ; BLACK HRXK MAIN ROTOR FtNB FUSELAGE XlTX TRACTOR TAIL ROTOR /
T
:'-' LOCRT-IOH EllTH INCRERSE]LSI._PFI RTION / e deg CRNT / Z/Rs ,?$ / Mt-e.6e -"/,
FIIItt _ P1ot.tl Plot-T|t.le
-i/! 2-'3'" "T--- ISOLATED TAlL ROTOR .,
: -/-o
_.,: 68 MFT94 2 MAIN ROTOR RNB FUSELAGE AND TRZL ROTOR
($TRNBRRB $EPARRT;.ON)
....;_:" ?2 MFTg@ 3 MRIN ROTOR AND FUSELRGE AND TAIL ROTOR
_,'::'_ ( INCREASED SEPARATION) _"
"i ,F ' °
;;!i Ct_Stgna us Cq_'Stgma .
z';:-: • ] 2 ........................................................................................................................................
'?,. ,,, :
::o ........................................ ! ................... .. ......................... ; ..................................................................
-,: . @O ......................................! ........................................" .....I" ...............................................
((/'. 7
..........................-.,.**..*ul ................................................, .......................................
:.., ._E .............7/' .....................................................................................................................................,:,
....,:" 0........._i ...................................................L _ i ,_.........._........:
" et .8g_ .eli2 .ere ,g24 .g3 ,g_
2/,-
. _._._. Cq/Si gma
i
-..?:,
_:_-:._.......... . ....... , • . _ • , ,,=
O0000004-TSDO:3
IORIG_N_LPAGe.18OF.POORQUALITY i
Thts Data Re¢ordedtProcessed_lnd Pr4nted U_tllztng
HP9845B/SERIES 4688 MAGNETIC TAPE gl:lTR PROCESSING SYSTEM
'i
pLOT SERIES : _LRcK HRblK MRIN ROTOR AN]) FUSELRGE IdITH TRACTOR TAIL ROTOR,
t AFT LOC HITH STD, 8EP.,28 DEG. CRNT,OGEtMtsS.6
File# Ft le-N4u_e PI o_.e Plot:T|_, le
6? _ _ MA_H ROYOF'_4_FUS.-'LRGI,*TRIL ROTOR(8 DEG. CANT)
68 MFT96 2 MRZN ROTOR AGE+TAILROTOR(28 I)EG. CANT)
,!
C_/Slgma vs.Cq/Slgma
• !2 ........................................................................................................." I ......,l........ ..!
i
' 1 I
. / t 1




_._ • ;)4 ...................................................................................................•........................................................................




1 i i i
• _i_u_._4 Cq/_ ig m
O0000004-TSD04
lit, :'%%
: ORIGINAL PAGE 19
OF POOR QUALITY
:. Thlt Dltl RecoPded_,PPocelled,,Imd PPtn¢ed Utlltltng _ I
i ° HPgS4SIt,/SERIES ' 461_8 MRGNBTIC TApE DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM _:;
•_ PLOT., SERIES ' JLRCK HAWK MRIN ROTOR AH_l FUSELRGE 14ITH TRACTOR TBIL ROTOR / ,X_
: R_T LOCATION flND-$TAH_ARD SEPRRRTIOH / 2e deg CRNT / OGE / Mt-S.6e
:'" Ftle# File-Name PIo_Ib Plot,-Tt_!ltAN D i
.... mmmmmmmmmm
G9 MFT95 1 MRiN ROTOR FUSELAGE RN_ TAIL ROTOR .....
: (e deg CRNT)
": 70 MFT96 2 MRIN ROTOR RH8 FUSEI.flGE ANn TR[L ROTOR .:
: ( 2e de4l CRNT ) :, !,




• tO i i ° i










:!- i...................., ! ; .........................................I _............................
,o,
:" • ,Qe2 ,_e4 ,_ES .gee ,el .g!
.,,_. i i i i i i i ii i ii
OR!CINALPAGE I_
, OF POORQUALITY
Thts Da_a RecordedpProcessed,ahd Prfn_ed Utfllzin_
HPOS45B/$ERZES 4688 N_GHET|C TRPE DRTR PROCESSING SYS'_M
' PLOT SERIES : mLRCK HRMK RAIN ROTOR RHD FUSELRGE WITH TRRCTOR TRIL ROTOR /
RFT LOCATION RNg STflNgRRg SEPRR_TION / 2e leg CflHT / OGE / R_-S.6e
le M#_25 ISOLRTE= I_IL ROTOR









i _ •e8 .........................., .......................- ...........................................................................................!






_ . ! *






This Data Recorded,Processed,_d Prtnted Ut|ltztng ":
HP_E45J/SERIEs 46ee MRGNETIC TRPE DRTR PROCESSING SYSTEM ....
i
pLOT SERZES : BLRCK HR_KMRIH ROTOR RND FUS[LRGE N|TH TRRCTOR TRZL ROTORp _'.
RFT LOC. ¼ITH STgp $EP. s28 _[G. CRHTpZ/RmE.?8_flt-_.6
Ftlet FtltTNue Plote . _lot-Tt_,e
RFT94 - i-- NRZN ROTOR+FUSELRGE+TRZL ROTOR(e D£G. CRNT) ': 66
69 RFT9? 2 MRZN ROTOR +TRILROTOR<2$ =[G. CRNT>
Ct/Stgmt vs Cq/Stgmt
. lP. _...................................................., ................................•.................... T".......
I !
t II 1 It tII tit tI tlIQI IIt 1 tI 1ttt_4
// 1




,_ . _ ................................................................................................................., ..............
. • °_ :





e _............L...I..............................................................I..............l .............1 .....................................
e .ee2 .ee4 ._tN ,eels .el ,el_:
Figure P37 Cq/SJ g:m_
_8
"; i _'_,_,I_, PA_ I,"_;
_: OF "I,'OORQUALITY
.
,- 1 .Tht$ ]l_ta Recorde(lePeocessed,tnd Pe|nted Utt14ztng
HPS845m/SERIE$ 468e NRGNETZC TAPE DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM
•- PLOT.,,SERIES I ILACK HAWK NAZH ROTOR AN= FUSELAGE blITH TRACTOR TAlL'ROTOR /
"_ RI#T LOCATION AHB $TRNDAR]) SEPRRRT_-_ 2e (leg CANT / Z/R-8.78 / N*_-e.(;e
Ftle..__._ F.t le-Name _ Plat-Tl,,_ !!eAN11:" 68 NFTg4 RAIN ROTO! FUSELAG£ AN= TAIL ROTOR
' _ (8 (leg CANT)
_.i l 71 AFTg? 2 RAIN ROTOR AND FUSELAGE AND TRIL ROTOR
, .: <2e (leg CANT)
..::_i: i Cw.z$ t gin& vs Cq/$ t gma
:' _ . se ............................., ......................_ ..................................i .............1
i I
i I
.__ "...............................................................................................................i ..........................................,_ ............
::i i _ __21 I !
, :; . I ......................................................................_ ..i,....'_ ....,... ......._ .......
2_ ti:1
I T;
I _ tltttltt._t*.. I,I*.1.tlIt11111..*_,,_I_11_ _t_*it_1t_I11 i_111_Ittli.111 ,._11t11.tltltl t.11_it11.*II _11,111.i.,,11 11.,,11.111t1. ,11..1.11,11t1]_1,.,...,.t.i.0 ,,..1,1t1.1111
_ . _ _ t_IItlIItltttl IIItlltlll*llt_tl,l_t,tllll _ttlt*lt,_ttlt It,t*_*,lll,ll lllttl,lll*ll* IIt,ttttt1_ttl I _ltltlltltlttll _ttltttttlIIttl .11111,111_tltl llltllltlltllll l,,l.,lll$ttt
. i
"! *....*.o ,.,.,..._.,_._,.*.,.., "'"'°'°"-'! '°'.°'°-,*_-,*,.*,*°_°°*°,---,---, .-°.°,_.*--4 ,-,..,,-.-,
'"" • .ele2 . elt34 .@1_ . EIE_8 .@1 .EI;_




1;'/-'i -.. • OF POORQUALITY
_- :': Thts Data Rl,¢ordediPPocetled0&nd Pr4nt;ed U*.tltztng ;,,
. HPSe+Sa/S[R;[S 4see mmGHCTZCTAP[ =_TM PROC[SS!,NGSYST[M
• " PLqT SERIES, • mLRCK HRMK MRIH ROTOR RNZ) FJJSELRGE MZTH TRN:TOR TRII. ROTOR /r+ >
RFT LOCRTXON RND STRNI}RR_ $[PRRRTZON / 21} deg CRNT / Z/R-e.?8 i PIt,-O.Le
;i. 1_ _ ISOLRI'[_ 1 FIlL ROTOR
_-:. 71 RFTg? 2 PIRIN ROTOR RN_ FUSELRGE RN_ TOIL ROTOR _"
_ <2t) deg CRNT)
:" "C'.4t_ No're-_
::. Ct,,,8tgma _al Cq_,8tgm,L ,
_++.. . _2. ..............................................................................................,,.....................................I
4 1 I I
+?;+ i 1 !
i *+: * I "" .................. i .......... ,+-,++........................... t .................................... ., ....... *............................ .+
+ + :
__'_+" .........................." .., ........................i .+......................."'-,-"t .........................
e"
_ m
a .o p_ _
,/i
+.:, _ .e. .....................................'_ .._":,;;;"z"!............................................................................+, i+
.p.
:+.... LZ _
_+"" i.........'I •...................................................................................i... .... .... .... ........-- .....
P
l I +
'+- E i..../_ .............. .................................................... l.............
+... . g .gOB ._lt2 .g18 ,g_4 .e3 ,g3
..._ ,
__+:'t ,I ,+ "...................... +++
00000004-TSD09
i.. ORIGINAL PAGE ISGE POOR QI.IALITY
i Th4$ D4_,i Recor,ded,Processed_d PP|nted Utt14ztng
HP9845|/SERIE$ 46e0 RRGNETIC TRPE gRTR PROCESSING SYSTEM
PLOT SI:_IES I )I.RCK HMK MRIN ROTOR RN_ FUSELRGE HITH TRRCTOR TRIL ROTOR_
LOW POSN RN]) INCR $EPiSdeg C:ANTogGE,Mt_-8.6 ¢t
Ftle4; _ _ Plot--TitlePlFTtee rl_/ZH ROTOR*FUS "LRGE+TRZI. ROTOR(LOI4 POSN, ZNCR Slrp)
144 RFT154 2 MRIN ROTOR +TRILROTOR(STD LOC RNZ) SEP) !
Ct/Stgma us Cq/Stgmt '!
'i
• 12 .............................1.............................................................t ......................................I
J
• ! ..............................................* .......................................' .............,""l''"l .........._ .............
' 1








e .elO2 .elg4 .ges ,gee .el ,g!
O0000004-TSDIO
,;'_ ORIGINALPAGII_Ii_]l
•_ OF IEIOR QUN.IT¥
-,i_ jl
!
°': Tht$ Da_a Rt_¢ordtdiProcellldtlmd Pr4n_od Ut|ltltng
'! HPgB45B,,'SER[ES 4LeiD MAGNETI[C TAPE gATA PROCESSING gYSTEH :
i
v" '' {
PLOT SERIES ; BLACK HFIEIII: PlAiN ROTOR FIND FUSELAGE I,IZTH TRACTOR TFIIL ROTORI
LOlL POSH ANI) INCR $EPiOdeg CFINTpOGE_M_,,e.6 _ i
J" P_ lit Ft,,1,I.HlnlI Plo*.i Plot, :T 1,_,,1t
__ _ I'iFTI@e "T"" IqAZN _OTOII+FUS|LflGI LROTOR(LOH POSN, INCR $EP) '
144 IqFT1g4 2 MAIN._OTOR AGE*TAZl..ROTORlSTI) LOC AH= SEP)
.. C:w/Stgm&vs ¢_l,'Stgm_
'I• 12 ............] ..........................................! ............................................................_...........
.... 1 i , ]
t
_. ,|













i i OF POORQUALITY
,i
TH_I _ata Re..,,dfdpPPocessed,_d Printed U_(lfz4ng
_i '1 ,P,o,,.SSRX,,,e ,_,STZCTAPS,_TRPROCSSSX,_SVST:_
'7
:_ _, PLOT $ERZE$ I tLRCK HRklK NRIH ROTOR RN= FU$ELRGE _ITH TRRCTOR TRIL ROTOR,
.: LON POS FIHD ;NCR SEP,edeg CRNT,OGE,R_aB,(; .
"" _ File  File-Ham _p1ot-Tt$1E
-,. '. 74 _ HRIN ROTOR+FUSELRG[ 0Ì˜ ROTOR(LOHPOS, XNCR SEP)
...i,r
_ 142 HFTS? 2 I$OLRTE9 TRIL ROTOR ,,
__ 1 1(;4 HFTI54 3 MRIN ROTOReFUSELRGE Øˆ ROTOR(ST_LOC._ $EP) '_
,i i:'ii.. C_/$tgea Qs Cq/S4ges
i ! !
-iJ'i i
- a ]/t ............ :i/_ ,8S ......................1 )-'z t
;'T i iS "
;.i" ! _ .81; ...............................................,,' _ ................................................................
;._ 4,,)............................................ .-" ................_," ,- ......................._ .................................................................. _/
_-i ,, (,..) i
,..: .84 ..................................." ................. !
•.. _F _ !
.' i_i
_il .ea .............."'-7_........................................._.............................................................................
. - _ I : '
"-e................._"ii_ ....................................................................................._12 .Clio ,_t_4 .e3 ,el3
1
. P/guz'e)'42 C q / S i g m _. i
.".,:
.._ 341
.."m'._.-,_-_;_.'-:_;.-_.._;:..• ....i . . _;: _-; :" .I_-_;-_-_-"_.C_±_;"'-'-._L. .....-- it}.................I.....i"llllii'iC_L,,,.... i ". "_'"...._'
00000004--I-$D'I2
::,--':,- ORIGINAL PAGE IS
_,,.,:, OF p_OR QII_I,ITY :
4_
_* ('_ This Ds_,a ReqoPdedpPPoce$_,edDand Prtnted Ut|ltztng ,.t_' "t
"_ - HPg@4,51J/SERIE$ 4Gee MRGNCTI¢ TRPE gflTR PROCESSIIslG SyQTER
:- /4_
:" PLOT SERIES t |LRCK HRMK MRIN ROTOR RNI) FUSELRGE WITH TRRCTOR TRIL ROTOR0
,_:4 LOll POSN. RHII INCR. SEP._O _IEG, CAKZIZ/Roe.?O_PI_@,(_
p'd . FtleO Ft le-Name Plot,# Plot,._T| t.leJ,'A__ _ HFT53 _ ISOLRTE_ TR|L ROTOR •
_.:_ 53 IqFT?O 2 HRIN ROTOR_FUSELRGE+TRIL ROTOR(ST_ LOC, RN_ SEP,)
_: : 73 RFT181 3 IqRXN ROTOR+FUSELRGE+TRIL ROTOR(LON POSN.,|NCR SliP)
_.,>U'- Ct/Stgma VS Cq/S(gml
,-,_:, '_e-' 4r o_..,.o_.
_.::- • 12 ........................._ ........................• ......................................................I
_: 2'.:
__ . _ ................................................................._............._ ' ............................
:*'4;,,
_._ i": ",: i
;:,i.- \ ................................................._ ......i ..............................
:._':. _ • _4 .......................................' ...........................................................................'
,_:_fr .02 ..........................• . . . ...... . . . ...... . . . . ...................................................................................................
-%:.... - • i !
_i::" El _..................l ...................1, ......................................................................................................................







. Thls Data Re_or'ded,PPocessld,lnd Printed U_il_z4ng
H,p,9@4SB,SERIE_4600 MRGNETI Q TRPE DflTR PROCE_,gING SYSTEM
i
•.. P.LOT,..S_RIES ' ]BLACK HRMK ROTOR & FUSEL.RGE i_lTl'l TRRCTOR TI:IXL. ROTOR; LOW iiPOSITION RNI) INCRERSIZ_ S_PRRRTION; 0 deg CRNT| Z/R-O,?S; MtmO,60
FtleO F'tleTNlme Plot, it Plet,-TtIlt
-,- 5"T-'- MFT?S 1 MR|N tOTOR& FUSELRGE %, TRIL ROTOR
(STRNI)RRD LOCRTXON & SEPRI_RT/ON)
• ": 133 MFTIOI 2 MRIN ROTOR & PUSEI.RGE _k TRIL ROTOR
.. (LOM POa[TION; INCRERSEI) $EPRRRTION)
: 142 MFT_? 3 Z$OLRTEg-oTR It. ROTOR
L
• _'4,L ,_¢ro£
: Ct/Stgma us Cq/Stgml




: : i......................................................................i "..........................._ ................................................I
t
"I.......................................................................................I............................., .........................'
I , : i
i............................i: ...........................................• ..............................................I
• _8 ..........................................................................................._ .................................................................
N ..................................................................................................................., .........., ..
t
-=============================================- ,
.ee ..........................................7 Z ..........................,
\ / ......;/,_ ....................................................................................
:" "t") ' ""'_...... _ l
:, • _4 ............. + ........................................................ I......................................................................................
"=%" t _ It






- e ._@6 .e12 .EiI$ ,la_4 .03 ,lliSl
2:




" i ' oeIelrvALPAe__
i'
:! Thtl llli Rl¢ordldtProcesled_lnd Prtntld Uttilztng ;i;
NPSe4"JglSERXES461)e I_GNETXCTI:_E _RTFIPROCF.SSXN_S_STEM
: PLOTSERIg$ : )LRCK HRMKHRZNROTORRHI FUSELRG_MITH PUSHERTRZL ROTOR,
": !i ST= LOCRHI)SEP,ildlrg CRNT,OGItITt-0.6 '
i _ XSOL.f_TE]) TRZI. ROTOR
_- _ L4e MFT152 2 MFLIH ROTOR E ¨ˆ TAILROTOR
,/ il
: 164 MFT154 3 MFIZH ROTOR LRGE+TRRCTORTFIZL ROTOR
•. i Ct/St gma vs Cel/St gma
m nl i n ii
"" i . J2
- ! !
_ ,, } ; !





t • °,°***°_°°*** .**°°°.***°o_ _**°°_.°°,,°, _°,°**_°_* °°.°** °,, _,,,,_ _,_,,_°,,** _,°**°,°°,°°.1 _,.,°.°***°1 °**°°°,°,**°,, °.,°,°,°.,,, *°'"**°*°°°"i
•m dr I
- U'I ;
_°°*°**_.*,**1,***°°*°*°**°*I _°*°*****°*** °°°*.**_°lw* .**°,°**t_**_ ,****°°i***°._ _°°.o***_, °***°..,.°°, ,°,o°..°***** ***°..***°,.,., ...***°°**,°_ ,.***o.,****,_
's"




'_ _°°,_°,°*****°,|,,_,o_**_ )itt.t41._lt_l _I }tttt I lilt_l _tllt) il ill _ it _lllltll tt_ _ilit.ibi_)tt_ _..t_lilit_lt_ ,tllli_ll)} ill I tlll llt I_ttt. tt_i_i.tii Ill _llll41tlltl_t
e .ge2 ._ .elel6 ,e08 .el ,ell;
: _._o _ Cq/S igm_







;::' OF pOORQUALITY , ,
_;: Thls X)ata Recorded,Pr'oclssld,lnd Prtn_ed U_|tztng
-_ *'; HPgS45B/SERIES 4Gee PIFIGHETIC TRPE nRTR.PROCESS_HG SYSTEM
Lr +.
::i! • PLOT SERIES : )LRCK HRklK HRIN ROTOR RNl) FUSELRGE MITH PUSHER TRIL ROTOR_
+?/ STD LOC RHD SEPjecle_ CRNT,OG£,Mt;-e 6
_-_. Ft le#. F,t 1e-Naae PlogO P._1,pt,-T t _,1e
-f_" _ MFT123 _ ISO..RTEg TRIL ROTOR *' *
_ 14e MFTlS2 2 MRIH ROTOR+FUSELRGE ERTRZL ROTOR
_i:.i 164 MFT154 3 MRZH ROTOR GE+TRRCTORTRIL ROTOR
_} +- Cw/St gma vs ¢q/St gm_
;)
_. .12 .........................................................................","t............................................i ............
_{gl.
_2 • 1 .............................................................................................................................................
_._; +°,............ oo,°°°................ , ,,,,,,, ...... °,,,,°,, ............ , ,,,,,, ..... ,_o,_,,_ ;,_'_* +*-,°,-o- oo,°,°,,,, ,,,,,,,..,,
glx ,,
_2+ ,, I _1 tt..111111.1t 11141111111111 kellt4tiitll14 _ttlltlt4111 ittltlelelttl 16ttlitt1111 _tltt_iti_ _l*ollllttlllllttl_tlllt_el ittI_.*1ttit t.41.tlit41111, ki.l_iit_t141 _ _
:.:_ N,,,., .............................................• .../ .................................................................................
i,t_ I , _ ................................................................. " ............................................................................................ i
kJJ
_i" C) -- -
1
_;;; .................................................._- " ....... . ..................................... ,,,,................................. ........ o..........
Jrl
-- . EI_ ..............................................................................................................i ............................
-:, I g /
v i
,_ _ i.....................................................i ......................................................................................+..............
.:- el .gO2 .el04 .IgS ,ege .81 ,el,







i; This l_lta Recorded,Processed, and Prlnted Utillzlng
HP9845B/SERIES 468e MAGNETIC TAPE gATR PROGESSIHG SYSTEM
PLOT SERIES : BLACK HANK MAIN ROTOR AND FUSELAGE WITH PUSHER TAlL ROTOR,
STD LOC AND SEP,edeg CRNT,OGE,Mt-8.6
_.._,.-H,.. _ ZSOL,TEDP'°''_''I't;L ROTORRFT123
148 HFT192 2 MAIN ROTOR GE+PUSHERTAIL ROTOR






;:_', This Data Recorded,Processed0and Printed Ultltz|ng
-;:;_, ! HPgO45]i/SERIF..S 4688. MRGNETXC TRPE _RTR PROCESSING SYSTEM
_ "V"
" LOCATION tL SEPARATION; S dig CANT; Z/R-O,TO; Mt,'lO.60
!.!: Ft 1ell Ft le-Name Plot, ll Plot,-Ttt, le
':': _ MFT?$ 1 RAIN ROTOR & FUSELI:IG£ & TRRCTOR TAIL ROTORl 95 RFTI23 2 ISOLRTEI) TAIL ROTOR
'_'
_.,:,' 139 MFT151 3 MAIN ROTOR & FUSELRGE & PUSHER TRIL ROI'OR
V"
i' _',:"_' Cu/S|gia& v$ Cq/Stgma
hi.
<i_-";': "TM .............." .......,t..............,! .......,I..............' ......'I ........" ..................................' "I..............
A _
:il ............................_..............I ,, ...............!.......................................................................I
-:,_ .' ..............1............................I.............................7 _ ,............:] ::_:..:,:i;-;_'_ •...........................I.. . . . .......,,4p," q,,w
" ' Z :!:i:_,; [................................................................................................................i ......
..._.. ff_ . _ .......................................... ,..............
'.'I I........................................................22 '..............._i
"Ve o!
_.![ ,0,4_..........................................! ............l. ....
E,}:-
_,,,: ! .e_ .......................1 ...............................I.........................................+ , ..................................  .............: i I
_V !....,,,,,,,,,,,,,,__............I _ I _........i
.i_ : , ' i I i i
,_,,, el Ii 1 _ , I ! ,
: 01 e ._le2 .CO4 ,@el_ . eee .el .el
:°,, Fig._Fso C q/SiS m a.
I_S,_,




This O&ta Recorded,PPocessed,ahd PPtnted Uttllz|ng ,-.
HP9845B/SERXE$ 46ee MRGHET|C TRPE _RTR PROC[SSZHG $YSTER
PgOT SERZES : BLRCK HRHK ROTOR L FUSELRGE MITH PUSHER TR|L ROTOR; $TRH_RRD
LOCRTIOH L SEPRRRTZOH; @ deg CRNT| Z/R-e.?S; Mt-e. G8
File# F|It-H_me PloCe PIo¢,_T|¢]e
55 HFT?8 -T--- HR|H ItOTOF: & FUSELAGE L TRRCTOR TRZL ROTOR 1
95 MFT123 2 ZSOLRTEg TRIL ROTOR I
139 MFT151 3 MR_H ROTOR & FUSELRGE & PUSHER TRZL ROTOR t
C_/$1gma vs Cq/Slgm_
• 12 ......................................................................_ ................................................................................
1 '
• eB .............................., .......................................................................i .........................................
¢0
o..°.°,°,.°. ,°....°°o°, ..°°°°°°°°°o .°°...°....,....° 4....°°°°o_ ,.,..°..oe°.°°..o°°...°°o°°°.°, °°°,°..°°.°l..°..°.°°t_
. . .
U_ .es! 7







._)E .........................................................._.. ..........................................................................I.... ....
..°,,o._ °.°°°..°o°°4 °,°°°.°°°.6, °.°..°°°_ .°°..°°.°, °.°°°.°°°*°° °.°°°°°°°.°, .°°°,o..°.°t_ ,.,°°°°,°o,°° .°..°°.°*°




This libra Recoeded,P_ocessedtand Pe_nted Utt'ltztng
HP?E45_/SERIES 4688 NRGNETIC TAPE _RTR PROCF.S,SIJdG-SYSTEN
i• PLOT SERIES : |LACK HAMK ROTOR & FUSELAGE HITH PUSHER TAIL ROTOR; RFT
" LOCATZON| $TRN_AR_ SEPRRATIOH; 0 des CRHT; OGE; Ntme.se "
" j _F|le' NFT123FJle'NIm" _ Plot:_,,tl, eISOLATE_ TRIL ROTOR
129 RFT146 • • 2 MAIN ROTOR L FUSELRGE & TRIL ROTOR
(AFT LOCATION| STRH_ARD SEPARRTIOH)i 14e NFT152 3 NAIN ROTOR & FUSELRGE & TAIL ROTOR
- (STANDARD LOCRTXOH & SEPRRRTIOH)
Ct/Stgma vs Cq/Stg_a
_,( .]2 ......................................................................_ ...................................................................................., ..............
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The sanctity of configurations employed during the test had the i
<i main rotor head situated above the scale BLACK HAWKfuselage at iits scale location. Tl_is position is probably not typical of most
rotor head/fuselage separations, hence the final segment of the 1I test involved testing with the rotor head relocated 0.0508s (2.0inches) lower model scale -0.29081 (11.454 inches) full scale. I
The testing involved only runs with the fuselage skins installed _
with and without the tail rotor operating.
Figur_ G1 shows the impact on the OGE BLACK HAWKmain roto_
performance of reducing the rOtor/fuselage separation. Figure G2 11
I shows the same results on the expanded Figure of Merit basis.
: Both figures show that lowering the rotor reduces the main rotor J
_/u_ustcapability at low thrust levels by up to 2Z but has vir- 'I
_ tually no ispac4: at the higher thrust levels. This trend Is i
_',i' repeated on _he system hover performance (Figure G3) aS the i
download experienced by the fuselage was found to be virtually
unchanged by the clearance reduction, i! 1
When operating at _ partial ground effect condition (Z/R = 1.2), a .i
similar main rotor t_end _s apparent (F_gures G4 and OS) although i
here the main rotor thrust advantage of the standard head location
is still evident even at i:he higher thrust levels .(where _t
amounts to _). Under these test conditions, the lower_ng of the ]
main rotor head also increased the download experienced by the i
fuselage b 2 1_ with the result that the system hoVe_ per-
_. formance with _e lowered main rotor head (Figure 06) is between i
!: 3-1/2 and i-3/4_ below that for the standard rotor head location, i
Moving fully into ground effect (Z/R : 0.78) reveals similar 1
trends to those OGE (Figures G7 and GS) plus a fuselage download
trend similar to the Z/R = 1.2 condition w_th the result that the I
system hover performance (Figure Gg) of the standard height rotor
head is always better than with "r.he low rotor head. t
The OGE interference effects due to lowering the rotor head
change, however, when the tall rotor enters into the picture. '_I
Either due t O the relative upward movement of the tail rotor or 1
sore complex interactions, the effects on the OGE BLACKHAWKmain
rotor performance due to lowering the main rotor head in the
presence of the fuselage and a tractor tail rotor which are shown
: in Figure Of0 and Olls indicate only minor differences and then
i only at the lower end (with the lower rotor head results being
; better on thrust). In addition, the lower rotor head results





1However, the tall rotor performance (Figure G13) does not show any _
/ significant difference-due to lowering the main rotor head• _
When operating in ground effect, the t_ends previously demon- ":
strafed wlthout tail rotor now return with the standard rotor head
; height main rotor results being 2% to IZ better .th_ the equiv- *' I
-!_ alent low rotor head results (Figures GI4 and GIS) additional . 1
: _ of fuselage download with the low rotor head adds up to even .
larger benefits to the system hover performance (Figure O16) ....
possible from the use of the standard rotor head location. Once_w
.:'. again, no significant impact on the tail rotor performance (Figure "[
- G17) was apparent from the main rotor location change. ,;_
Due to an accident involving the tail rotor, only one test config- -7
" uration involving the low rotor head with a pusher tail rotor
" configuration Was completed. This configuration involved the
BLACK HAWK main rotor IGE. The differences in main rotor t/_rust .._
r due to the pusher .tail rotor compared to the tractor tail rotor
._ under these conditions are shown in Figures GI8 and GIg• Approx-
•, imately _ less main rotor interference is evident throughout the
:' thrust range, with the pusher tail rotor. This combined with "i
fractionally less fuselage download with the pusher configuration ,
_ (Figure G20) plus improved pusher tail rotor performance (Figure
i." G21) again conf_rms the pusher tail rotor configurations supe-
i,, riority over the tractor configuration.
!_ Unlike all of the other rotors, the S-76 rotor exhibited signif-
Y' icant thrust recovery when the fuselage was introduced below the
iL OGE isolated rotor With the rotor now located closer to the
i* - •
i_ fuselage, the S-76 main rotor still showed (Figure G22 and G23) a
thrust recovery of i to I_. This was less _han the 3_ evident
• at low thrust levels at the standard rotor head height but greater
than the _ existing at high thrust levels. The net result was to
; show a similar result to that seen with the BLACK HAWK rotor,
; namely the low rotor head exhibits inferior performance at low
', thrust levels but equal or better at high thrust level than that
for the standard rotor head height (Figures G22 and G23). Unlike
" the OGE BLACK HAWK rotor, the s-76 rotor experienced a change of
fuselage download as a result of the lowering of the rotor head•
:. This _ increase in download increased the system hover perfor-
_ manes advantage for the standard rotor head height at lower thrust
: levels and increased the thrust at which the advantage was lost
"-"" (Figure G24 ).
T_
, Moving partially into ground effect (Z/R = 1.2), the lowered roto_
head results now demonstrate no thrust recovery at low thrust,
down from the over 2_ thrust recovering evident at the standard






: i thrust recovery advantage from the lowered rotor head is evident,
• resulting in the main rotor performance trends of Figures G25 and
i 026. Similar fuselage downloads for the two rotor height _esults i
_:i_,i: i give a similar-system hover trend (FigUre G27). I
_,:,, When fully in ground effect (Z/R = 0.78), the still evident thrust . L
"_ recovery existing on the standard rotor height results again means
_Ii :i( the lower rotor head position does not
°:; _ highest thrust levels tested, (Figures P_Y8 °afnfd" even up.to theGlg). W:_.th
S:I!:I additional fuselage upload evident with the standard rotor height
fillI _i! resultS,lower on a system hover performance, the disadvantage of the
_i:i._ rotor head are even more significant (Figure G30).
::_:_i
...._ Unlike the trends noticed with_the introduction of the tail rotor
=:,:__,i to the OGE BLACK HAWK rotor, the addition of the tractor tai_
_i_ rotor to the OGE 5-76 rotor still resulted in the main rotor
_ _ performance of the standard height rotor being better than for the
-_*_:' lower height rotor (Figures G31 and 032). However, less fuselage
_i._i _ download was experienced by the lowered rotor height configuration
.... resulting in very similar system hover performance over the normal
_!:_ working thrust range (Figure G33). Again, the tail rotor per-
-_!?-i formances were not sign/ficantly changed by the ma_n rotor height
==:" variation (Figure G34).
F?
...._:, Moving this configuratio4_ into ground effect again results in 1%
-_' _ to _ improved main rotor thrust when using the standard rotor
:i head height (Figures G35 and G36). Essentially, similar fuselage
/_;:, ' download values gives similar system hover performance results
:_ , (Figure G37) with again minimal tail rotor performance changes
".:, (Figure G38).
i_: i Changing the main rotor to the High Solidity rotor produced
• typical main rotor (without tail rotor) results, OGE (Figures G39
i and G40), with the low rotor head giving reduced performance at
:: low thrust levels and up to 2_ more thrust at the high thrust
....._ levels. In this case, the low rotor head condition produced
::: more fuselage download, hence reducing the high thrust advantage
,..i: for the low rotor height on a syste_ hove_ basis (Figure G41).
When operating partially IGE (Z/R : 1.2), the High Solidity rctor
:/:: again s,._ws the traditional trend with the crossover occurring at
: quite high thrust levels (Figures G42 and G43). The increased
, fuselage download with the low rotor head (I to I_ more) effec-
_°,:..__ tively eliminates the low rotor head advantage at all thrust







At the full IGE condition (Z/R = 0.78), the same trends are
apparent (Figures G45 and G46). At this condition, the fuselage '_
in both cases recorded an upload of essentially identical magni-
tude, hence giving a co._parable system hover performance (Figure
G47) to that shown on the main rotors ....
Introducing the tail rotor OGE has more impact on the low rotor
head results at high thrust such that the main rotor thrust ,_
results of Figures G48 and G49 never now cross, and, in fact, "_'
after initially getting close at the higher thrust levels, the
standard rotor head results show an increasing advantage again.
The advantage never exceeds 3/4Yo and when the various effects of ....
the fuselage download are added in the system hover performance
(Figure G50) shows virtually no difference between the standard
and low rotor head performance levels.
Minimal difference in tail rotor performance also occurs (Figure
G51) with the low rotor head configuration showlng a maximum tail
rotor thrust advantage of 4_.
IGE with this condition produces minimal main rotor differences
(Figures G52 and G53), the _ advantage in thrust lying with the
standard rotor head height. The additional effects of the fuse-
lage upload on this situation increases the standard rotor head
height configuration's system hover performance advantage to 1_
(Figure G54). With the main rotor in its standard location, the
results for the tail rotor performance had been found to be
questionable. This is confirmed by comparing the standard rotor
head height results with those obtained with the lowered rotor
head (Figure G55). All previous main rotor configurations had not
shown any significant change due to loweri.ng the main rotor. It
is not logical to expect any differences In this configuration.
the summary section corrections, to tail rotor performance forstandard main rotor h_ad locatlon were made using the r sults
for the low main rotor head height configuration.
The final rotor tested with the low rotor head height was the
H-34. The main rotor OCE results for this configuration, without
tail rotor, are shown in Figures G55 and G57. The traditional
trend of results throughout the thrust range is again repeated.
Again the added dow_ load experienced by the low rotor head
configuration results in the standard main rotor location always
proving to be superior (Figure G58 ).
When fully IGE (Z/R = 0.78), at no time did the low rotor head
main rotor results (Figure G59 and G60) exceed the standard rotor
head height results, being P_ much as 3.5_ low at mid thrust range




:" i uploadthiscondition,°nthe ZuselageminimizesfOr_ low rotor head configuration underadvantages o£.-. the standard rotor
": head height configuration and even makes it inferior at the
extreme thrust levels, when compared on a system hover performance
'J basis (Figure G61 )
,c/': !I O
-, Adding the tail rotor to the OGE hover system has only a minor
:_ j Impact on the main rotor performance trends (Figures G62 and G63 )
_° d_e to the downward shift in the main rotor head location.
. ? However, the added effect of the increased download experienced
; with the low rotor head configuration guarantees the standard
;ii! rotor head location results were always luper/or when compared on
;,:_ a system hover performance basis (Figure G641. Minimal .ta/l rotor
performance changes occur with the ma_n rotor head posit_on change
_ The final rotor configttration investigated involved the H-34 low
,..'-ii rotor head in ground effect with tail rotor. Unlike any of the
v;. previous configurations _sthis configuration, the low rotor head
, main rotor performance always slightly better (approximately
,, i_) throughout the th_mt range (Figures G66 and G67).. However,
'. " the approximately 1_ increase _n the fuselage dow_loaa with the
;.. low rotor .head location resulted in virtually identica/ system
,;, hover performance with either rotor head location (Figure G681.
i.' The tail rotor performance (Figure.G69) is completely unchange_
_' due to the main rotor head position change wlth both results
_- displaying the unusual reverse, curvature trend discussed pre-
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_/:_ _ FLOW VISUAL.IZATION
I,_i_'i" In an effort to identify the flow field interference effects that
_"....._ result from the simultaneous operation of a main rotor and a tail
_.._;:!.i rotor in the presence of a fuselage, with or without the influence
_ : : towards the later part of the test. The smoke rig used consisted
_! ! of a frame wlth a horizontal bar and vertical bars at each end.
') _ Arranged at intervals along both the horizontal and vertical bar
were smoke generators. Ammonia and Sulphur Dioxide gases were
:iii_I _'i piped to these generators where the gases were mixed externally to
,_ form a dense whlte smoke.. Because of the corrosive nature of
i_: these gases an. inert gas purging system was also used after ea?h
(.!_! ,_ smoke application. The vertical height of the rig and the azl-
, muthal location of the horizontal bar relative to the model could
:::,__..,_ both be varied to optimize the rig's posltion.to give the best
_._" flow visualization results. Both still and movie pictures of the
_. flow conditions were taken. In the case of the movie, the strobe
_z!i. lights used for illumination were synchronized with the camera
>::_r using a main rotor contactor and a phasing unit which allowed the
_:,;_._. main rotor blades to either appear frozen at any.required azimuth
_::,_: angle or to slowly precess forward. When operating with the tail
i_i_.!!:,_.!i rotor alone the synchronization had to be set manually. Siml-
,,_,:'_, larly, when operating the main and ta_l rotors slmultaneously.the
_:..-;: ' tail rotor RPM was manually set to a non-typical value (a multiple
::_;_:i_: of the main rotor RPM) to ensure that the tail rotor appeared
',,,.,_ stationary on the movie, i
_"_-_ Because the rotor and strobe lights were synchronized, no further :,!
connections were required for the still camera. The flow visua-
"_::'., lization pictures presented in this appendix are taken from the _
_,; movie.
!::i Figure H1 shows the flow conditions, out of ground effect, over
_!:':_:: the forward segment of the main rotor disc. The tip vortices and i
_:i- their trajectory are apparent in this view. Little or no con
_ , taminatlon due to the fuselage is apparent in this tip region, i;ii _, Approximately 5 tip vortices are apparent and the wake contraction
_'_ is well defined. Further inboard toward the rotor center of
o_,: rotation the blockage effect of the fuselage is also evident.
i_' ! •
,:_;,_i Figure H2 shows the equivalent flow field over the aft segment of
"_'_ the disc. Here 3 vortices are very distinct (more so than on the
forward part of the disc because of the denser smoke_ p:_resent in.
_ ! this area), but no more than 3 because the fuselage/wake impinge
_ i_ sent dissi_ates the lower vortices. We have seen from Figure H1
_ that after the third vortex the vortex definition becomes weak and
_,: ' hence more _usceptible to outside interferences. I
_._
O0000005-TSG05
9: Figures HI and H2 are both photographs taken with the main rotor _
blades pQsitioned exactly fore and aft. The first vortex core ,e
seen in pictures corresponds:_ the to the shed vortex from the
- preceding_ blade located 90 ° away at the instant the photoqraph was I _
taxen. AS mentioned previously, the rotor blade can actually be | i:
positioned at any desired location. Figure H3 shows the flow
:- field with the blade positioned approximately 30 ° past the aft '
_:i location.. In this case the first, very small vortex has been shed 1,by the pictured blade. In this case 4 vortices are seen although
the lowest vortex appears to be in the process of dissipating in i
the close proximity of the fuselage. "|/?
_W
- In Figure H4 the blade phasing, is back to the aft location with i
the tail rotor now also operating. The inflow generated by the
tall rotor unfortunately reduces the amount of smoke available to _|
....,: highlight the main rotor flow field. However, sufficient smoke is
_" still available to show the significant reduction in the vortex ,
definition such that only the first and second vortices are
clearly defined. This vortex dissipation is a measure of the ,4 .,
local flow field distortion which impacts adversely on the main
rotor hover performance. ] _
if...;- '.|'
_: Figure H5 presents the flow field for an out of ground effect main
rotor only configuration when viewed from the rear with the smoke ,_
i_. rake setup from side to side. The increased distance to the smoke ' :
::. reduces the contrast in this figure, but the multiple vortices on '::
: _ the right of the rotor disc can still be seen together with the ....
_::: smoke curvatures on the left. Also of interest are the central
//" smoke filaments which appear "chopped" after passing through the _
_ .: rotor disc. !
:,, Figure H6 presents the comparable flow field to that in Figure H5
_i:'. only this tlme w_th the tail rotor operating (with the tractor
!_i:!i;,:" tail rotor driving the downwash from right to left. Upstream of _
_ :, the tail rotor (on the right side of the main rotor) the flow
_:', field appears unaffected by the tall rotor. However, on the left , i, ii'. s de of the mal rotor (downwash side f the tall rotor) flow
::_: field does appear to be influenced adversely by the tail rotor.
_;_,_. Figure H7 presents the in ground effect main rotor flow field over
,_,_- the aft segment of the disc (tail rotor not operating). Signifi
_'- cantly less wake contraction is apparent in thls figure compared
i:_:., to the OGE eqUivalent situation in Figure H2. The same number of
_?_-:.. tip vortices are apparent before striking the fuselage. In this
...._- case one of the upper smoke generators happens to ideally
:_ located such that the smoke outlines the vortices, b_t is not
__. actually entrained by them, thus identifying the boundary between






::;" i Figure HS, which has the tail rotor operating, shows a similar
_ reduction inwake contraction compared to the O_ equivalent
_ Figure H4.. similar smoke dissipation and minimum vortex wsi-
_ _ biltty, as in Figure H4, is apparent
_; Figure H9 presents the flow field associated with the tail rotor
:_!!_ only operating. Four or more tip vortices are apparent in this _'
ii condlt_on. Figure MIO presents the equivalent flow field with the
£_:iii"_' tail rotor and main rotor both operating. No discern_ble vortices
_' can be seen in this case. In addition, the tail rotor wake now
_ exhibits a significant downward trajectory induced by the main
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and discussed in the
, The vertical drag analysi_ results presented
main body of this report were generated using low aeynold_ number
-? ii airfoil data. Tabulations of the airfoil, data are pro_ented in
i this Appendix for completeness.
_. '_ii' Lift and drag data for the Sikorsky SCI09S airfoil are presented
: .'., in Tables Ii and 12, for the Sikorsky SC12095R8 in Tables 13 and
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